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Section S - Introduction and Summary
OBJECTIVES AND SCOPE OF THE WCCM STUDY
The objectives and scope of the WCCM Study Phase emphasize the requirement
for selection of practical and cost-effective waveform and modem design concepts
for achievement of a jamming-resistant command and control data link for
Remotely Controlled Vehicles.
The total Wideband Command and Control Modem (WCCM) program
consists of two distinct phases. The first or study-phase of the program is
devoted to the performance analyses and conceptual (block diagram level)
design of the waveform and modems employing that waveform to provide a
jamming-resistant command and control data link for unmanned, remote,
multiple airborne vehicle control and position location. The second or experimental model phase of the overall program is to be devoted to the detailed
design and fabrication of experimental models of the equipment and assoc"ated
test units which will permit demonstration and Government evaluation of the
full performance capabilities of the design. As an element of the Final Report
of the WCCM Study Phase, this topic will concentrate on the objectives and
scope of the first phase of the total program.
Throughout the program, there is an cmphasis on the practicality and
cost-effectiveness of the design approach. This emphasis is clearly evident
in the statements of the study phase objectives and scope. which appear in the
presentations on the facing page. Practicality is understood to mean that the
selected design approach must be reducible to deliverable experimental models
within one year after design approach approval and that the approach can be
implemented with currently available state-of-the-art devices or components.
Research or development of new techniques would entail too much technifml and
schedule riek in a one-year equipment development effort. Practicality also
refers to a design which can be implaneents0 within suitable physical dimeniaonw, weight mid power drain characteristics for installation in unmanead
aircraft, In the case of the RCV modems.
The cost-effoctivcness objectives are clearly indicated by the cost goal
of loss than $10,000 per RCV modem in production quantities. Whiletess
explicitly stated, cost-effectiveness is also in important consideration in the
selectiom of the design approach for the ground station modem. Here the costeffectiveness objectives will be best served by careful choice of equipment
niodulartty characteristics to permit selective implementation of the particular
magnitude of ground station carAbilities which are requirtd to service a given
class of field deploymett rejuirernents.
The summary of the scope of the WCCM! Study, as presented on the
facing page lists the key factors or study. consitderations and morstraints which
were defined as applitable to each of the nmajor areas of cocern or investigation during the study. The quantitative listing of "ecified WCC*N performance
requiremeift, as well as descriptions of the approach and methodologW used
in perform Ug the study and summary of study resaus, are cordained in the
topics immedely following in this section.
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OBJECTIVES OF TtHE WCCM WAVEFORM AND MODEM
CONCEPTUAL DESIGN STUDY
e Design a waveform and develop conceptual designs of modems employing that
waveform to permit achievement of a practical and cost-effective implementation of a jamming-resistant command and control data link utilizing
spread-spectrum modulation techniques for unmanned, remote, multiple
airborne vehicle control and position location capabilities.

SCOPE OF THE WCCM STUDY

* System Employment
Range limited to line-of-sight operation without use of relay
aircraft

-

All information required to control RCV part of communications
problem

-

Detailed consideration of sensor data interfaces and antenna
problems excluded

-

* Overall Performance
-.

-.

t

Selection of spread-spectrum modulation techniques to achieve
required AJ protection and position location by ranging
AJ protection against CW, swept CW, pulsed and Gaussian noise
sources; antispoof capability desired

"*Detailed Performance
"" Data rate (including digitized downlink video) and updating
"requirements
4"

*

-

Guard time techniques to overcome range differentials

-

E.cror protection techniques

-

Mt~ximum, adaptable AJ protection and multiple access capability
within state-of-the-art and propagation constraints

-

Uplinks and downlinks may be nonsymmetrical

Cost and Implementation
-

-

-

Implementable within I year after design approval with current
state-of-the-art components; no R&D of new techniques
Cost-eifective (goal $10K/RCV modem in production) implementation in minimal physical dimensions, lightweight and low power drain.
Depth of design detail sufficient to permit cost estimates
S-1
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SLUMMARY OF SPECIFIED WCCM PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS
The key challenges in the selection of the WCCM waveform design and modem
concepts were to satisfy the detailed performance requirements while retaining
the minimum RCV modem complexity as required to achieve cost objectives and
to satisfy the physical characteristics objectives within current state-of-.the-art.
System Performance Requirements -"The principal performance
objective of the WCCM.. development effort is the achievement of a costeffective approach to ECM-resistant communications for command, control,
and position location of up to 25 RCVs from a single ground control facility.
In order to accommodate up to 25 RCVs dispersed over a 250-nmi range, the
capability for RCV downlink multiple access to the single control facility is
particularly important, Thus, development of the optimum waveform design
required adequate consideration of the network control and coordination aspects
of the communication system, as well af. design for a reliable and efficient
communication link. For RCV deployments in regions of difficult terrain,
line-of-sight communications at the specified 250-nmi range may require
careful ground ito-na site selection to achieve antenna heights compatible
with this capauV ty. The variability of propagation time of signals from RCVs
distributed over the 250-nmi range requires system accommodation of guard
times of approximately 3 msec, or a design approach to control RCV transmission times to reduce the guard time in proportion to the distance between
the two ground stations required for RCV position location.
Position Location Implications for Syvstem Design - The requirement for
RCV position location accuracy to within 100 feet does not impose an additional
burden on the bandwidth requirements of the WCCM waveform. The nominal
250-ns waveform time resolution required results in keying rate requirement
of only 4 Mpps for ranging. This is well below the 50 Mpps minimum keying
rate required on the uplink at a processing gain of 30 dB. Since only a 500-mile
round trip range ambiguity need be accommodated, the waveform code length
required is not a significant factor.
The major RCV communication system impact of the position location
requirement is the need for at least two ground control facility receivers
located at some distance from each other to permit position computation from
several range measurements and RCV altitude reports. However, availability
of this second receiver can enhance the ECM invulnerability of the system
Command and Status/Response Communications Requirements - The
requirement for 2,000 bps per RCV command and status/response data results
in a total information rate of 50, 000 bps for this purpose. At the specified
minimum 30-dB uplink processing gain, a transmission bandwidth of greater
than 50 MHz is required in order to accommodate addressing and error-control
coding overhead. The requirement for a 10- 5 undetected error rate is indicative of the critical importance of reliable command and response data communication for control and successful retrieval of the unmanned vehicle. Maximum
practically achievable processing gain is particularly important In the RCV
uplink receiver in view of the greater potential range advantage of a jammer
during the objective phase of the mission in opposition territory. Development
of a simple, cost-effective means of achieving modularly adaptive processing
gain to provide higher processing gain when fewer RCVs are deployed presents
waveform design challenge.
Multiple Access Requirements - The multiple access capability of the
WCCM is particularly important in the downlink where 25 status/response
data sources and 5 wideband digitized video sources scattered over a wide

Al
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range require access to a single downlink receiver in the ground control station.
The range spread of the RCV transmitters from 1 to 250 nmi results in a ground
receiver dynamic range requirement of approximately 50 dB. The approach to
implementation of the doomlink multiple-access capability must be chosen with
adequate regard for RCV transmitter complexity resulting from transmit timing
coordination and other signal processing implications.
Video Transmission- The 100-MHz information bandwidth required for
simultaneous downlink transmission of five 20-Mbps digitized video signals
establishes an upper limit on required WCCM data rate performance capability.
Fortunately, the additional bandwidth above this information bandwidth for
error-control and processing gain is less stringent than that for command and
status/resp'nse data, Th, requirement for only 10-3 undetected error rate is
consistent with the inherent redundancy in uncompressed video. Additionally,
the downlink antt-amming threat is less severe than that for the uplink, resilting in less need for downlink processing gain.
9SUMMARY

OF SPECIFIED WCCM PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS
Specified Performance Parameter
Overall SyPaste-lpnantr
* Basic Function

I

.

ia
* Communications Range
9 Position Location
Accuracy
o Link Conflguration
9 Physical Considerations
0 Types of Components for
Implementation
o Cost Considerations

Dosign Requirement
Command and control of up to 25 RCVs from
single ground terminal
Up to 250 nmi line-of-sight (use of rulay
aircraft not to be considered)
100 feet

Uplink for continuous RCV C&C. downllnk
for statue/command response reporting and
20 Mbpa digitized video from each of 5 RCVs
Minimal physical dimensions, low power
drain, lightweight
State-of-the-art components but no R&D of
nr.w techniques, implementable within I year

after design approval

F,,aphasis to be on. Rev modem simplicity;

goal is $10K/RCV modem in productica
Uplink
* Throughput Data R~ate
* Spread-Spectrum
Processing (Ain

2,000 bps/IICV with a satisfactory number of
command periods per second
30 dB minimum; adiptable to provide
additional pruoessing pin if < 25 RCVs are
used

"Downlink
"*Throughput Data Rate

a Bit Error Rlte
* Spread-Spectruir
Processing Gain

oo000 bps/RCV

with number of response perto be determined by study; 20
Mbpa of digitized video from each of upto RCVe

Ilods per second

le-5 for response data; 10 3 for video data
Maximum practical; to be determined by study
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SuMMARY OF RECOMMENDED WAVEFORM DESIGN
Thc recommended wideband command and control modem waveform d. signs have
been developed for efficient and effective multimode, ECM resistant, twia-way comkunication between a ground control station (GCS) and a number of remotely controlled vehicles (RCVs). The resultant designs are fully compliant with the specified
performance requirements and objectives and with a number of additional derived
performance characteristics to enhance system cost-effectiveness for use in a wide
variety of cerational situations and RCV deployment levels.
Waveform Design Rationale - The forward-link waveform design developed in this study has resulted from emphasis on simplicity -yet operational
effectiveness - of the RCV modem. Return link waveform and ground control
station modem designs Yive stressed flexibility and modular design for costeffectivwly meeti" ; a wide range of RCV deployment levels and mission types.
Thus, the rtcommended design is consistent with the objectives of relatively
iwv-cost RCVs, when produced In quantity, while permitting each deployed ground
control station configuiation to be optimized for specific operational requirements. Inclt'led are many devign fnatures which are aimed at a high degree of
communication reliability for JCV operation worldwide over difficult terrain
while also enhancing tl.h ECM effectiveness of the system.
A gated carrier waveform is employed wherein every sixth PN code kuying
interval is unmodulated by the trqnsmit~ed data. This arrangement improves
modem signal tracking perfoimar..e by permitting modem signal tracking circuit optimi2'ation for link dynamics, rather than being tied to a number of modular
data rates which the design accommodates. A 60-Mpps keying rate pseudo noise
code sequence is employed for arti-;amming spectrum-spreading. This sequence
is modulated at a 300 M!lz iF by a binar, contir-Aous phase-shift modulation
(2 CPSM) to produce a "nolae-like," consta.1 t-amplitude waveform.
The waveform designs for beth the forward link and the TDMA channel on
the return link accommodate n.odular utilizaticn of additional processing gain for
enhanced aptijamming protection when fewer than 25 RCVs a-e deployed.
A mossage-orientod approach to trtnsfer of command and telemetry data
between the) GCS and RCVs includes provision of positive RCV acknowledgement
of successful forward link command rec•ij.- to the GCS via the return link. This
feature, combined with capability for variable update rates for individual RCVs
permits use of retransmission techniques .o further enhance communication re-,
l!ability in a tactical ECM environm'rt. As a result, additional effective processing gain is realized by the system. Inuorporation of the measurement of data
quality in both RCV and (CS modems produces higher performance signal
tracking ond rencquisition. Further, use of thepo quallty measures provides
a very low probability of false message acceptance without employmant of an
Pweessive degree of error-detection coding redundancy in the waveforms.
Forward-Link Waveform Design Highlights - The forward-link waveform
design foirGCS-to-RCV communicatiot, of command and control data employs a
60-MHz channel bandwidth, continuous transmission, addressed time division
multiplexed waveform. This forward-l!nk waveform accommodates variable
rate transmission of up to 2400 ups command data rates to each of 25 RCVs
with 30 dB of spectrum-spreading processing gain, at update rates of 30 commands per second per RCV. The waveform and modems accommodate transmission and processing of link commands which provide for GCS control of
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RCV transmit frequency, return-link transmission mode, antenna pointing, and
return-link burst transmission initiate time.
The continuous forward link transmission from the GCS is continuously
received by all deployed RCVs. In this manner, all forward-link signal energy is
used by each RCV for reliable signal tracking at low signal-to-noise ratios and
for receiver reacquisition of the signal when necessary. Provision for command
message addressing to individual RCVs provides for Inrreased flexibility of command and control rates to each of the RCVs in accordance with the rate dictated
by the mission phase. Decreased ECM vulnerability results from the use of
addressed commands in the continuously transmitted signal, and opposition exploitability of signals by relating forward- and return-link traffic is significantly
hampered.
Return Link Design Highlights - Up to six 60-MHz bandwidth channels may
be used in the hybrid frequency division multiple access/time division multiple
access (FDTA/TDMA) return link. One TDMA burst transmission channel provides for GCS reception of up to 2400 bps of status/response telemetry data from
each of up to 25 RCVs at 27 dB cf processing gain. A nominal guard time of 300
JIB between bursts accommodates differentials in time-of-arrival at the displaced
(up to 50 miles) ground receivers required for RCV position location capability
in the system. Simultaneously, from one to five 60-MHz-bandwidth, continuous
transmission return-link channels may be employed for transmission of 20 megabit per second video or sensor data and 2400-bps telemetry from each of one to
five RCVs, respectively. In this video and telemetry mode, telemetry data is
multiplexed a' the spread-spectrum chip level with the video data to eliminate
any requirement for RCV storage, or buffering, of digitized video data.
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Section S- Introduction and Summary
OVERVIEW OF SYSTEM CONFIGURATION FOR RCV COMMAND, CONTROL, AND
POSITION LOCATION
The waveform and modem designs developed in the conduct of this study provide for
optional inclusion of RCV position location capability in the command and control
system by providing a second ground station. The second station (termed the Ground
Slave Station) incorporates a demodulator section of the tRCV modem to receive range
measurement timing coordination information by reception of forward link signals
transmitted by the Master Ground Control Station.
When the forward link transmit and return link receive PN code timing
difference measurement capabilities of the GCS Modem are to be employed for
RCV position location, two ground stabiions are required. The Master Ground
Control Station (MGCS) will house tle full mission control personnel, remote
control consoles, and data processing equipment required for RCV command
and control. Additionally, a receive-only Ground Slave Station will be required
to process return link signals for RCV ranging measurements. As shown, the
master station can measure the round trip time differences between its continuous forward link PN code transmission and each of the unique RCV return link
PN code sequences which are synchronized to it by virtue of the RCV modem design utilization of locked receive and transmit PN code generators. In this manner it can perform two-way ranging between the master station and each of the
25 RCVs.
At a remote Ground Slave Station (GSS) displaced at range RS from the
master station, PN code timing differences can also be measured to determine
the range R + R 2 from master-to-RCV-to slave for each of the RCV's. Transmission of these measurements by external data link to the master station provides the master with sufficient data to calculate the position of each RCV, if
RCV altitude data is provided via telemetry on the return link.
Measurement of PN code timing differences at the GSS requires that it
receive code timing synchronization information from the MGCS. This can be
most simply achieved by including an RCV receive RF assembly and RCV Modem
demodulator assembly In the GSS. These are shown in the second figure as the
Command Receiver and Command Demodulator In the GSS. Thus, master timing
synchronization of the slave from the master is achieved by GSS reception of the
same continuous forward link transmission which Is transmitted to the RCVs by
the MGCS.
Mini-computers included in each ground station can perform ranging
computations for each RCV from the PN coding timing differences supplied by
the modems through the computer input/output buffers. The results of the ranging computations at the slave can then be transmitted from its mini-computer
over a low speed external data link to the master station mini-computer for RCV
position location computation.
As a result, in a two ground station system incorporating position location capabilities, additional WCCM modules are required at the GSS beyond the
normal duplicate of the multichannel Demodulator section of the GCS Modem.
These are the command receiver and demodulator modules shown. No increase
In MGCS WCCM equipment Is required for inclusion of the two-station position
location capability. In both the master and the slave ground stations, the number
of GCS Modem modular Channel Demodulator and Message Decoder Assemblies
required will depend upon the number of FDM RF channels employed In the system. The number of Timing and Control Modules employed In each station's
GCS modem will depend upon the maximum number of RCVs which the stations
will be required to accommodate.
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Location of 25 RCVs. The Ground Slave Station includes a forward link command receiver and
command demodulator identical to those in the RCV to accommodate inter-station timing transfer
for range measurement.
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Section S - Introduction and Summary
SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDED MODEM DESIGNS
A high degree of modem performance is achieved at low cost by maximum utilization of digital signal processing techniques. A modular design approach to implementation of the Ground Control Station modem permits the modem configuration
to be cost-effectively matched to the operational user requirements for the ground
station in which it is employed.
Key Features of the GCS Modulator for the Forward Link - The modulator section of the Ground Control Station modem is straight forward. It transforms the sequence of forward link RCV command message to a continuous 60Mpps keying rate, spread-spectrum, constant-amplitude signal at a 300-MHz
IF. Forward link command messages for transmission to the deployed RCVs
originate at a ground station data source. Each of these messages is addressed
to a specific RCV by that data source. The modulator section of the GCS modem
sequentially time-division-multiplexes each of these messages onto the continuous forward link data stream. Each message is block-encoded with error detection parity bits by the modem, and the resultant parity bits are appended to
the information portion of the command message. Spread-spectrum PN encoding of the message data at a 60-Mpps keying rate is then followed by binary
continuous phase shift modulation (2 CPSM) of the PN code message bit stream.
The modulator output to the external GCS transmit RF assembly is a constant
amplitude 2 CPSM signal at a 300-MHz IF.
Key Features of the RCV Demodulator for the Forward Link - Simplicity
in the design of the RCV Modem is essential to cost-effective deployment and
application of remotely controlled vehicles in future military operations. Since
spread-spectrum, anti-jamming signal demodulation is a more complex process
than modulation of such signals, this is particularly true of the Demodulator
section of the RCV Modem. Employment of a continuously transmitted forward
link signal for command transmission to the RCVs aids simplification of the
RCV Demodulator design.
More importantly, however, highly reliable and effective performance
with relatively simple and low-cost circuit implementation results from maximum utilization of digital signal processing techniques in the Demodulator design
in both the RCV and GCS modems. Analog-to-digital (AID) conversion of the received signal is performed at IF in the 2 C PSM spread-spectrum demodulator
circuit, and all subsequent RCV Demodulator signal processing functions are
performed digitally. Many of these digital signal processing techniques have been
implemented and proven in prior spread-spectrum modem development programs,
and all may be implemented with digital integrated circuits which are currently
available. They are particularly effective at negative S/N ratios where reliablv,
performance in a Jamming environment is most important. Thus, no critical or
high-risk components are required to implement the design and circuit drift or
alignment problems are eliminated. Higher equipmeui reliability and reduced
production and support costs result from digital implementation. Most significantly, subsequent to the AID conversion, no implementation losses occur which
would result in degradation of signal processing performance or reduction of
"effectivespread-spectrum processing gain.
Key Features of the RCV Modulator for the Return Link - Simplicity of
aracteristic. Fursection of the RCV modem is its mst ible
modulator
the
an the
requirements
performance
difficult
no
design
places
ther, the modulator's
mission
of
prime
storage
RCV terminal's RF equipment and requires no RCV
equipment sensor data. These advantages are direct results of the selection of
the hybrid FDMA/TDMA return link waveform, and they contribute significantly
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to reduced overall cost of the remotely controlled vehicles.
The modulator section of the RCV modem produces one of two basic types
of waveforms for return link transmission to the GCS. In vehicles not requiring
prime mission equipment (PME) sensor data (such as digitized video) transmission, or during the non-objective phase of missions requiring such transmissions,
the RCV modulator operates in the burst TDMA telemetry transmission mode. In
this mode, the RCV time shares the single TDMA channel with up to 24 other
RCVs. During transmission of digittzed video, or other digital PME sensor data,
the RCV modulator operates in a continuous transmission mode on one of five
RF channels dedicated to that RCV during the phase of its mission requiring such
transmissions. In either mode, the transmitted waveform is a 60 Mpps keying
rate, constant amplitude, binary continuous phase shift modulated (2 CPSM), 300
MHz IF waveform.
Key Features of the GCS Demodulator for the Return Link - Because of
employment of up to six FDMA downlink channels, the six channel Receive RF
Assembly supplies six independent IF signals simultaneously to the Demodulator.
Thus, six identical channel Demodulator and Message Decoder Assemblies
(CDMDAs) are provided. Five of these assemblies service the five channels devoted
to the up to five RCV downlink transmissions of multiplexed status/response data
and 20 rvps digitized prime mission equipment sensor data. Each of these five
CDMDAs is connected to a Timing and Control Module (TCM) which provides receive PN sequence generation of the unique PN code employed by each of the five
RCVs operating in the video and telemetry (V&T) or continuous telemetry (CT)
mode. The sixth CDMDA services the burst transmission TDMA return link
channel. It demodulates the burst transmissions received from up to 25 RCVs
operating in the TDMA mode for telemetry-only return link communication. Due
to the short-burst nature of these transmissions and to the range differentials
of the 25 dispersed RCVs, PN code tracking must be independently performed
for each of these RCVs. Thus 25 TCMs, each containing a PN code generator
which generates the return link PN sequence unique to one of the RCVs, are
connected to the single CDMDA assigned to the TDMA channel.
The partitioning of the G-S demodulator functions between the CDMDA
modules and the TCMs has emphasized incorporation of all possible demodulation
functions in the CDMDAs, since only six of these modules are required in a fullcapacity GCS modem. Only those few functions such as PN code generation and
tracking which are unique to each RCV are performed by the compact, but more
numerous, TCMs. In this manner, the repetition of circuit functions is minimized, resulting in lower cost of the GCS modern.
This modular design concept for the GCS modem readily accommodates
reduced cost configuration of the modem for employment in ground stations
servicing RCV deployments requiring less than the specified maximum return
link communication capacity.
Section 3 of this report provides a more detailed overview of the key design features of the GCS and RCV modem. A comprehensive functional block
diagram description of the modems Is provided by SLction 4.
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COST ESTIMATES AND PHYSICAL CONFIGURATION FOR THE PRODUCTION MODEL
OF THE RCV MODEM
A configuration analysis of the experimental RCV modem and a comparison of the
complexities of the RCV modem with a modem currently in production show that
production RCV modems in large quantities should cost substantially less than
$10,000 each.
Analysis of the circuit configuration of the RCV modem has shown that
the experimental model modem contains fifteen point-to-point wired plug-in
printed circuit cards and two modular power supplies. All logic circuits are
implemented with discrete small scale integration (SSI) and medium scale integration (MSI) devices. IF analog circuits are implemented with a combination
of hybrid modules and discrete components. A total of 301 discrete SSI/MSI logic
integrated circuits (ICs), 17 analog hybrid modules, and 463 discrete components
(resistors, capacitors, Inductors, transistors, diodes, and transformers) are
required to implement the proposed experimental RCV modem.
The production RCV modem is estimated to contain a total of ten plug-in
printed circuit card assemblies and two modular power supplies. The reduction
from fifteen cards in the experimental modem to ten cards in the production
modem is accomplished by designing special purpose plug-in etched circuit cards
for all circuits, hybridizing the majority of the 60 MHz logic circuits, additional
hybridizing of analog circuits, and utilizing three large scale integrated circuits
(LSI) for the majority of the slow speed logic timing and control circuits. The resulting ten circuit cards contain 110 discrete SSI/MSI logic ICs, 21 IF analog
circuit hybrid modules. 9 high speed logic circuits, and 206 discrete components
largely consisting of bypass capacitors and resistors. The total estimated power
dissipation for the RCV production modem is 45 watts.
The table on the facing page provides a breakdown of the planning purpose
cost estimate for production RCV modems in quantities of 100, 1000, and
10, 000 units. The cost estimated for the various categories of items were derived from historical cost data on the HC-278 TADIL-B modem which is currently in production. The TADIL-B modem is enclosed in a 3/4 air transport rack
(ATR) short case which contains ten plug-in printed circuit modules and a modular power supply. Overall modem packaging is comparable to that required for
the RCV modem. The TADIL--B modem does not contain hybrid modules or LSI
circuits. Estimates for these devices were derived from current manpack radio
equipment development. The RCV modem is estimated to be approximately two
times as complex as the TADIL-B modem. In quantities of 100, the TADIL-B
modem costs approximately $7, 000.
The figure on the facing page shows a production RCV modem contained
in a 3/4 AT11 short enclosure. The total required volume is approximately 700
in 3 . The modem could be packaged into a different form factor if required by
vehicle constraints. The total estimated weight of the 3/4 ATR short package is
approximately 15 lbs.
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PLANNING PURPOSE COST ESTIMATE FOR PRODUCTION RCV MODEMS
Average Unit Cost ()Total
Item
Quantity
10
P/C Cards
IC's
110
Discrete Parts
206
30
Hybrid Modules
MSI Devices
3
Power Supply
2
Modules
Misc. Hardware
1 Set
Enclosure,
1
Chassis Assembly,
Subtotal

Qty
Qty
100 1000
30
20
2.6
2
2
1.5
240
175
175
40

I
2
3
4
5
6
I

CASE
COVERS
MOUNT
FRONT PANEL
POWER SUPPLY MODULES....
YEN PIC CARD AMS"MOLES
AIR EXHAUST....

Qty
100
300
286
412
7,200
525

Qty
1000
200
220
309
5,250
120

Qty
10,000
150

165
206
4,800
81

350
200

250
150

200
100

700
200

500
150

400
100

400

250

200

400
10,023

250
6,999

200
6,102

(50%)
5,012

(40%)
2,800

(33%)
2,020

$15,035

$9,799

$8,122-

Assembly and Test Labor
Total per Unit

Qty
10,000
15
1.5
1
160
27

Cost($

.........

RCV Modem Major Subamsmbits. The RCV Production Modem can be ouwed in
a 3/4 short ATR or 112 long AIR enclowue with a weight dt approximately IS
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Section S - Introduction and Summary
DOD IMPLICATIONS OF THE STUDY RESULTS
The results of this study have the potential of wider-range DoD implications in the
areas of multipurpose use of the WCCM design concepts, standardization of
wideband, and anti-jamming data link characteristics and in terms of the requirements for compatible crypto security devices and RF equipments.
While this current study has been directed at a waveform design and
the conceptual design of a modem to satisfy Remote Control Vehicle (RCV) data
transmission and position location requirements, the results of the study and
the related Phase II effort to design and build the equipment necessary to
demonstrate performance of the data link can clearly have wider implications
regarding other DoD requirements and programs in the general technology area
of wideband, antijam, data communications links. The potential for a wider
range of DoD implications arises from the possible use of the WCCM design
concept to satisfy multiple DoD data link requirements. It is also possible to
identify areas of potential interactions between the results of this study and
broader DoD requirements for cryptographic and radio frequency iR F) equipments with the characteristics necessary to support operation of wideband
antijam data links. These areas of potential DoD implications of the study
results are summarized in the table on the facing page and discussed in further
detail in the following paragraphs.
The waveform design characteristics and RCV and Master Ground
Control Station (MGCS) modem design concepts produced as a result of this
study are particularly responsive to the requirements of a jam-resistant.
multiple-access command and control communicattons system to support RCV
operations. It is, however, apparent that many of the r(Kluiruneots of an
RCV command and control communications system are similar to the basic
technical characteristics of other types of wideband, antijam data link systems.
The similarity of basic technical characteristics spans a wide variety of data
link applications which employ spread- spect ruin mni(ulation techniques to
achieve Jamming protection. position location calwbility through ranige measurenient, and multiple access capability. The typts of applications Include
not only communicatims data links in a strictly limited seitse but also applications which integrate or combine communications, navigation, and Idemtification
functions in a single data link system. The various types of applications which
require wideband, antijam data links tend to differ more in terms of (i) throughput data requirements, (2) the amount of lamming protection required, (3) the
ranging accuracy required, and (4) the number of network users or participants
than they do In terms of necessary differences to basic modulation technique and
fundamental waveform design characteristice.
The DoD implication of these factors is that the waveform detign an
modem design concepts developed under this study can be considered as a
means (either direct or modified In a relatively minor way) of satisfying a
much wider range of requirements for data link capability. This potential for
multipurpose uts of the basic WCCM design concept also has DoD implications
relative to an ultimate need to establish a degree of military standardization
of wideband, anti-jamming (AJ) communications links in a manner similar to
the standardization functions performed by the MIL-STD-188 series documents
for other types of data links. It is definitely not being suggested that development of the WCCM concepts be dependent upon the establishment of such standards nor that the WCCM concepts necessarily become the wideband, AJ data
link standard. It is, however, recommended that the WCCM coacepta be
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considered as part of an effort which is directed at the ultimate establishment
of military standards for wideband, AJ, multiple-access data links.
Another area of wider DoD implications concerns the availability of
crypto security devices suitable for use in secure/antijam burst-data links.
The WCCM design concepts presented in this report illustrate the general
signal flow interfaces which would be available for the use of security devices.
in conjunction with the RCV and MGCS modems. If use of crypto security
devices is contemplated in some of the actual system applications of the WCCM
concept, it is recommended that actions be taken to determine the availability
of security devices with characteristics appropriate for use in uideband, A,T ,
burst-data networks on schedules compatible with planned implementation of
systems employing WCCM concepts.
Another area of potential wider implications of the WCCM study concerns
availability of RF equipments (power amplifiers and receivers) of appropriate
characteristics to support the pulsed operation of wideband, AJ, burst-data
links. As p;anned use of such types of data links becomes more commonplace,
requirements for a family of compatible RF equipments will develop. it is
recommended that development of such equipments be actively followed in
parallel with the WCCM concept development.
SUMMARY OF DOD IMPLICATIONS OF STUDY RESULTS
Area of Potential Implication
Within DoD

Specific Elements of
the lmplication

tPotential foe Multliprpose Use of WCCM
Design Co,: ept

WCCM concepts cAn be considered us a
means (direct or with moditfiations) of
satisfying a wide rsnge of requl remeots for
widdband, AJ, multiple-access data tints.

Relatio -shipto Establishment of
Military St
da for Wideband, AJ
Communications
Wiksa

Roconmei'ded consideration ef WCCM cowcapts as par: of an effort uhch *ill ultiwately estalAish standards for wdoband, AJ
data links.

Crypto Requiremt~s for the Burst Ty•e
of Communications Links

Action required to determine the ivallability
of security devices with characteristics
appropriate for use in widnband burst-data
networks.

RV Equipment Requirements to S'pport
Burst-Type, Wideband AJ Commutications
LWnks

Development of RF equipments ipower
amplifiers and rocelvers) with appropriate
characteristics to support pulsed operation
of wideband, AJ data Wintks is required.
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RECOMMENDATIONs FOR FURTHER EFFORT
Further efforts beyond the experimental model evaluations in Phase II of the
present program can be of potential benefit in the investigation of system improvement alternatives, system application flexibility features, and detailed definition
of system application interfaces.
The essential area of further effort relative to the WCCM waveform
design and modem de :'gn concepts is clearly the continuation of the program
into Phase II to accomplish the detailed equipment design and fabrication,
formulation of test plans and procedures, and actual conduct of the field test
and evaluation efforts to demonstrate the validity of the design concepts. There
are, however, a number of otber areas where further effort could prove to be
particularly beneficial to the application of the current design concepts in RCV
control systems and to other types of wideband, antijamnming command and
control communications system applications. These areas of possible further

effort and the associated potential benefits of the activity are summarized in
the table on the facing page.

Three specific areas of potential further effort can be identified under
the overall category of investigation of design alternatives which offer the
potential of improvements in system operation in certain deployment situations.
The first of these efforts would address the potential problem of implementing
full return-link security. Achievement of return-link security through use of
cryptographic devices may present many problems in RCV applications and
may be difficult and expensive to implement, especially for video links. However, incorporation of a remote RCV modnmi PN pattern change capability
under MGCS conmmand control could snake extraction of Inforumation from the
return link difficult mn.ogh to bw an impractical tactic in nortnal field
operations.
Another effort could address the inclusion In the modoem designs of
automatic notch filter circuits to conubmt the interwrgnce effects of ndrrow.and
emitters on froquencies within the comnmnd channel frequency band. T11is
further effort will be ;Ataicularly appropriat if a review of the planned frtquency allocation for the command channel reveals a noeon for operation in field
deploymens with essesglally co-located iarrowrbad emitters within the same
band. The remaining area o Investigatin of poential system Improvement
alternatives involves an evaluation of the coat-effectlveness of the modification
of the modems to ineorpoiate a capability to reotely commnasd stopping of the
!ICV modem PN pattern clock to facilitate doppler tracking.
Another category of potential further efforts involves the investigation
of features or characteristics whkch are not necessary for complianee with the
specified roquironcnts for the 11CV command and control application. but which
would enhance the flexibility of the design for potcntlal use in other anplicalions. Investigations in this category Include 1) the use of relays to extend
operation beyond line-of-sight, 2) adaptation to other data rate/bandwidth
requirement applications. 3) automatic channel assignment switching capability
in the MOCS. 4) increased remote terminal capacity of the MGCS, and 5)
modifications which would provide ICNM capability, Investigation of these
alternate application features prior to commitment of the WCCMI design to
production is recommended to identify those system application flexibility
features which could be implemented or specifically planned for a very low
impact on productimo cotst of the equipment
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The remaining area of potential further effort concerns system
application interfaces. Since it is anticipated that development of both the
MGCS control processor and the tracking antennas will proceed in parallel
with the WCCM concept development, it is recommended that particular effort
be devoted to a detailed definition of interface requirements to insure the
compatibility of the parallel developments. In regard to the MGCS control
interfaces, the interface definition could very usefully proceed to the point of
definition of the control algorithms. Once the algorithms are defined, control
interface compatibility could be achieved even though the control function might
be performed within a variety a dL.erent processors in different specific systern applications.
SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDED AND CANDIDATE AREAS FOR FURTHER EFFORT
Areas of Furth"

Effort

Potential Benefits

Experimental Model EvAluation
* Detailed equipi. :A.- design and
fabrication
* Test plan ',.rocedure formulation

Provides field demonstration of the
implementation feasibil 'y and performance
characteristics of the modem design.

* Conduct (" i'ield test and evaluation
Investigation of Systemi Improvement
AlternativeE
* Pemrte conlrel PN pattern change
capability

* Improve link security characteristics
without imposing requirement for
"securityequipment in RCV.
* Decreases interference susceptibility to
standard (narrowband) emitters at
frequencies within the uplink and downlink channels.
* Commanded stepping of RCV PN pattern
clock to inexpensively facilitate Doppler
tracking.

•- Automatic tracking notch filters

Bemote control doppler tracking
R

Investigation of System Flexibility Features
* Use of relays to extend operation
beyond line of sight
* Data rate/bandwidth adaptation

SMGCS automatic channel assignment
switching
a Increased remote terminal capacity of
MGCS
"&Modifications for ICNI capability

Investigation of System Application Interfaces
* GCS control interface requirements/
algorithms
,

Tracking artenna control interfaces

9 Early evaluation of design implications
of operation in system where relay is
required.
* Early definition of minor design changes
required for operation where limited
bandwidth channels are available.
* Potential system application flexibility
of automatic MGCS channel assignment
capability.
* Potential for control of more than
25 vehicles.
# Early definition of the miaor design
changes required to provide basic ICNI
system capabilities.

* Definition of Ground Station Control
processor interfaces and control
algorithms will facilitate compatible
developments.
* Early detailed delinition of interface
requirements will facilitate compatible
parallel development
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1 -Analysis of Requirements and Technical Guidelines
SUMMARY OF SPECIFIED PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR THE WIDEBAND
COMMAND AND CONTROL MODEM
The Wideband Command and Control Modem is required to provide for effective
simultaneous digita data communication between a single Ground Control Station
and up to twenty-five airborne Remote Control Vehicles dispersed over a 250 nmi
range. The communication links waveform design must accommodate command,
control, and position location of the 25 RCVs in a tactical ECM environment.

1-0

The waveform, modem, and system design implications of the Wideband
Command and Control Modem (WCCM) performance requirements (see figure
opposite) are the subject of several subsequent topics. The specified requirements which lead to these design implications are summarized In the following
paragraphs.
Specified Requirements for Data Communication Capacity and Error
Control - The forward link (or uplink) from the Ground Control Station (GCS)
to the Remote Control Vehicles (RCVs) must provide for transmission of RCV
command and control data at 2000 bps per RCV. Comparably, the return link
(or downlink) from the RCVs to the GCS must provide for multiple-access communication of RCV status/response (or telemetry) data at 2000 bps per RCV.
Additionally, multiple-access communication of 20 megabit-per-second digitized
video transmissions from up to 5 of the 25 RCVs, simultaneously, nmust be
accommodated by the return link.
The specified requirement for a 10°° (or less) undetected bit error rate
on the uplink command and downlink status response data is indicative of the
critical importance of reliable communication for control and successful retrieval of unmanned vehicles.
The 100-MHz informiaton bandwidLh required for simultaneous return link
transmission of five 20-MHz digitized vileo signals is a major factor of required
WCCM performance capability. Fortunately, the additional bandwidth above this
information bandwidth for error control and processing gain is less stringent
than that for command status/response data. The requirement for only 10-1 undetected bit error rate is consistent with the inherent redundancy in unccmpressed video.
Specified Requirements for ECM Protection - Specified ECCM requirements for the WCCM include protection against jammers of the CW, swept CW,
pulsed noise, and gaussian noise types. Inclusion of an antispoof capability is
also desirable to minimize the likelihood of opposition control of the RCVs or of
simulation of the RCV command and telemetry signals. The ECM threat expected
to be encountered by the RCVs or the ground stations are not specified. However,
because of the impoitance of this jamming immunity for remote control of an unmanned air vehicle, a 30-dB minimum processing gain is specified for the forward linr which carries GCS commands for the RCVs. Maximum practical processing gain on the return link telemetry is specified and is highly desirable.
Maximumt pi tically achit ,able processing gain is pirticularly important in the
RCV uplink ec yiver in view of the greater potential range advantage of a jammer during the objective phase of the mission in opposition territory.
Specified Requirements for Modularity of Data Rates and Processing
Gaiti - The modem des!gn for multiple access capability is required to permit
miular adaptation of the waveform to provide additional processing gain for
fewer users when fewer than 25 vehicles are deployed. This design would provide additional ECM protection for critical missions wherein maximum deployments are not required. Economic achievement of this capability will enhance
the utility of the system to adapt to a wide range of operational requirements.
Specified Requirements for Position Location 4ccurac - The major system impact of the requirement for position location capability Withe WCCM
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waveform is the naeed for at least two ground station receivers located at some
distance from each other. However, availability of this second receive site will
enhance the ECM invulnerability of the system. The waveform coding design impact of the 100-foot position location accuracy requirement is not appreciable.
However, multiple access return link transmission by 25 RCVs to the two ground
stations will require adequate provision for guard times between individual RCV
transmissions to prevent overlapping receptions at either of the displaced
ground stations.
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Overview of Specified Performance Requirements for the WCCS. Provision is made for data
communication capacity and control, ECM protection, modularity of data rates and processing
gain, and position location accuracy.
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Section 1 - Analysis of Requirements and Technical Guidelines
ANALYSIS OF FORWARD LINK AND RCV MODEM PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS
The Wideband Command and Control Modem development program is aimed at
achievement of effective jamming-resistant communication for real-time command
and control of unmanned remotely controlled vehicles. Consideration of this class of
application, coupled with careful attention to achievement of a fully effective lowcost RCV modem, stongly influences forward link waveform design.
Waveform and Modem Design Impact of Forward Link Performance
Requirements - The forward link carries the flight control commands for unmanned air vehicles. Thus, reliable reception of these commands is essential to
successful RCV mission performance and to controlled return and recovery of
the vehicle upon completion of its mission. Additionally, the uplink is subject to
a greater ECM threat than the downlink. RCVs carrying uplink receivers will be
required to penetrate deep into opposition territory where received signals will
be subjected to very significant path loss. Correspondingly, a jamming transmitter well located in this opposition-controlled territory will possess a significant distance advantage over the RCV ground control facility uplink transmitter.
Thus, because of the major importance of the uplink command data and the
severity of the uplink jamming threat, achievement of significant Wideband
Command and Control Modem (WCCM) uplink waveform processing gain is
critical to system performance.
Achievement of the specified minimum processing gain of 30 dB (corresponding to a bandwidth spreading ratio of 1000) will provide the required 10undetected error rate at a jammer/signal ratio of greater than 20 dB. Fortunately,
the relatively lower information bandwidth of the uplink lends itself to practical
implementation of sufficient uplink processing gain to achieve effective uplink
ECCM capability. The 50 Kbps information rate required to accommodate up to
25 RCVs at 2000 bps each dictates a minimum uplink keying rate of 50 Mpps to
achieve the 30 dB of processing gain. However, a keying rate of greater than
50 Mpps is required in order to accommodate message and error control coding
overhead above the specified Information rate.
RCVs will be required to penetrate far beyond the FEBA and well into
opposition territory where a jamming transmitter deployed against the Ground
Control Station (GCS) to RCV forward link receivers In the RCVs will possess a
significant distance advamtage over the GCS transmitter. Yet, for effective control, guidance and recovery of an unmanned vehicle, reliable communication
on the forward link is most essential. Antispoofing capability is also critical
in the command link for an unmanned RCV. Thus, a waveform and modem design which minimizes false command message acceptance by an RCV and maximizes its signal tracking and command communication reliability is of paramount importance to effective deployment of RCVs in an ECM environment. A
waveform design which minimizes signal interceptibility and exploitability is
desirable to inhibit potential jammer evaluation of its effectiveness against the
RCVs for maximum operational success.
Waveform and Modem Design Impact of System Application and RCV
Operational Considerations - Current operational studies envision up to 50 RCVs
assigned to a single tactical air squadron, with simultaneous control of up to 25
RCV missions from the GCS. This ratio of 50 RCVs per GCS indicates that a
design approach which minimizes the complexity of communications electronics
in the RCV will result in the most cost-effective design.
Modem complexity and, therefore, cost is significantly influenced by the
selected waveform design. Since modem receive signal processing functions
are required for signal acquisition, tracking, and reacquisition at considerably
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negative signal-to-noise ratios in an ECM environment, the demodulator is significantly more complex than the modulator in a spread-spectrum modem. Therefore, realization of high-performance at minimum cost in the RCV modem requires particular emphasis on forward link waveform design to be responsive to
these considerations, Further, for minimum cost of overall RCV electronics,
the waveform and modem designs should account for (and not result in a detrimental Influence on) the total cost of the RCV. Thus, reduced RCV modem cost
should not be achieved at the expense of increased performance requirements
for the RF equipment, prime power source, and other avionics equipment in the
RCV.
The WCCM development program is aimed at achievement of effective
jamming-resistant communication for real-time command and control of unmanned remotely controlled vehicles. The forward link transmissions convey
the GCS commands which control the flight of the RCV and the operating modes
of its avionics equipment. Therefore, forward link waveform and RCV modem
design should place emphasis on achievement of a very low probability of RCV
acceptance (and thus execution) of an erroneous or false command message
rather than just accomplishment of a low, undetected bit error rate. This feature is particularly important during poor radio propagation conditions and
during heavy jamming of the forward link receiver in the RCV. Thus, the design
approach should be oriented toward highly reliable communication and processing
of individual RCV command messages rather than toward low, overall, forward
link undetected bit error rate. This Is a subtle, but very important, distinction
in error-control philosophy.
In order to be most effective in providing timely, reliable, and responsive control of the unmanned vehicles under unfavorable forward link communication, the GCS requires return link feedback from the RCV modem which designates whether or not each forward link command message has been reliably
received by the intended RCV. Thus, the return link wavefcrm and modem designs should provide a means of accommodating RCV positive acknowledgement
of successful receipt of valid, error-free, command messages. This will facilltate GCS retransmission of commands which have not been successfully received by the RCVs.
It is evident that forward link command rates to specific RCVs il be
highly variable, depending upon the mission phase and effectiveness of communication for each RCV deployed. Thus, the forward link waveform design should
incorporate an effective automatic means to simultaneously accommodate unique
command rates to each of the RCVs at any given time, as determined by the GCS.
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Section 1 - Analysis of Requirements and Technical Guidelines
ANALYSIS OF RETURN LINK GCS MODEM PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS
Analysis of the return link requirements and systems applications of remotely controlled vehicles discloses that the return link waveform design, and attendant Ground
Control Station demodulator design, should be adaptably responsive to a wide range
user operational needs in terms of: 1) classes of return link data, 2) the numbe:
of remotely controlled vehicles accommodated by specific system configurations,
and 3) the degree of ECM protection provided.

Sof

The principal performance objective of the Wideband Command and
Control Modem (WCCM) development effort is the achievement of a cost-effective
approach to E CM resistant communications for command, control and position
location of up to 25 Remote Control Vehicles (RCVs) from a single ground control facility. In order to accommodate up to 25 RCVs dispersed over a 250-nmi
range, the capability for RCV downlink multiple access to the single control facility is particularly important. Development of the optimum waveform design
requires adequate consideration of the network control and coordination aspects
of the communication system, as well as design for reliable and efficient spread
spectrum communication links.
Waveform and Modem Design Impact of Return Link Performance
Requirements -The WCCM return link for the RCV command and control communications system is a multiple-purpose link. Unmanned vehicle status and
responses to forward link commands at 2000 bits per second per vehicle require
50, 000-bit-per-second information rate for simultaneously handling these signals
from 25 vehicles. Additionally, the return link must carry 20-megabit-persecond digitized video signals from each of 5 vehicles simultaneously, resulting
In a 100-megabit-per-second video or other prime mission equipment sensor
data information rate. Operationally, reliable transmission of vehicle status and
command responses on the return link is probably more critical to successful
mission performance than the video. This status/response data is required for
the unmanned vehicle monitoring necessary to effective forward link control by
the Ground Control Station (GCS). This relatively greater importance is reflected in the specified 10-5 undetected error rate for the status/response data.
Because of the importance of the status/response data for effective Ground Control Station (GCS) monitoring of vehicle performance and responsive vehicle
command generation it Is specified that maximum practical degree of processIng gain be achieved fordownlink status/response messages. This would improve system reliability with balanced ECM protection for uplink commands
and downlink status responses.
Incorporation of the required distance measurement capability in the WCCM
waveform is desirable for RCV position location by the ground control facility.
Thus, the downlink waveform coding required for this function should be incorporated in the status/response transmissions, since these signals will be
available full-time from all deployed RCVs. It is Important to note that system
utilization of the ranging properties of the WCCM waveform for RCV position
location will require employment ,f return link receivers at two or more ground
stations suitably displaced from each other. Due to potential utilization of multiple
ground stations in system configurations where RCV position .)cation capability
is required, the return link multiple access waveform design must account for
the guard times required between consecutive transmissions from any two RCV's
to prevent overlapping reception of these signals at either ground station. For
position location at 250 mile range, the typical distance between any two ground
stations should be in the order of 50 miles, resulting in a nominal guard time
of approximately 300 microseconds or more. Worst case guard time allowances

L
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are not required to accommodate the 250 maximum mile range differential for a
pair of RCVs if the waveform and modem designs accommodate an effective
means of ground station control of RCV transmission times.
Return link waveform and modem design is driven by the maximum traffic
requirements for simultaneous multiple-access communication of telemetry data
at 2000 bps from each of 25 RCVs and, additionally, to accommodate simultaneous
multiple-access of 20 mbs digitized video from 5 of those RCVs. The resultant
bandwidth requirements approach 200 MHz if significant processing gain is to be
achieved on the telemetiy data. The 50 dB dynamic range resulting from dispersion of the RCVs throughout the 250 mile range specified prohibits effective
employment of a code division multiple access waveform design for the return
link.
Waveform and Modem Design Impact of System Application and RCV
Operatioral Considerations -It is important to recognize that many applications

of RCVs may not require accommodation of video transmissions. Further, certain classes of tactical operations with RCVs will emphasize deployment of a
minimum complexity, highly portable ground control station devoid of all-butessential automatic control aids and requiring capability for simultaneous control
of only a small number of RCVs. Certain critical and discreet operations may
stress deployment of only one RCV, but with provision for a very high degree of
processing gain on the command and telemetry links for maximum ECCM
effectiveness.
These considerations for flexibility to meet a wide variety of operational
needs and specialized mission capabilities dictate a GCS demodulator design
approach which can modularly adapt to a wide range of operational needs and
deployment levels lru a cost-effective manner. For example, the return link
waveform design approach should not be based only on the maximum capacity
specified. To do so would impose a requirement on the RCV modulator and its
associated RF equipment for operation at greater bandwidth than that required
by any individual RCV for its own return link data transmission. Similarly,
since many operational uses of RCVs will not require wideband prime mission
equipment sepsor data transmission, or accommodation of more than a few
RCVs simultaneously in flight, the GCS modem should not be configured only for
the maximum traffic requirements.
The ground control station configurations in which the ground version of
WCCM will be operated have not been specified for this study. However, the
ground station requirements are expected to differ widely from one application
to another. For example, eventually many ground stations will be highly automated in order to provide simultaneous real-time control of up to 25 RCVs.
1lows.ver, minimum system configurations in tactical environments may well be
aimed at essentially manual control of one, or several, RCVs. Therefore, the
return link waveform design and GCS modem design should facilitate economical
system configuration for small, relatively unsophisticated RCV operations, as
well as accommodating a highly automated full-capacity RCV command and control system.
These considerations strongly indicate that the design effort should
adequately evaluate waveform and modem design approaches that offer both
modularly increasable return link channel capacity and modular accommodation
of varying quantities of RCVs.
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Section 2 - Selection of Network Configuration and Waveform Parameters
Subsection - Network Configuration Selection and Trade-Offs
COMBINED VERSUS SEPARATE FORWARD AND RETURN LINKS
Use of a single channa'A for both forward and return link traffic was found unfeasible
due to the excessive RCV complexity, cost, weight, and power requirements
imposed by this concept.
A first step in choosing a transmission structure for a multi-user communication system is to determine the number of channels to be used to satisfy
the information transmission requirements. Generally, this selection follows
directly from the specific connectivity requirements of the system, combined
with evaluation of hardware feasibility and spectrum availability. The top-level
choice for the WCCM program is represented by the use of either a combined
channel, carrying both forward and return link traffic or the use of separate
channels for forward and return link transmissions.
The key consideration in this trade-off as well as in most of the waveform and modem design trade-offs was to stress the over-all simplicity in the
RCV equipment, thereby minimizing the RCV equipment cost, power requiremeats, and weight; while achieving a high level of modem performance.
The concept of combining all forward and return link traffic on one channel was rejected as a result of various considerations. First, there is no system
operational requirement for RCV to RCV communication, I.e., one RCV does not
have to listen to transmissions originating from other RCVs. This implies that
the designer has the freedom of selecting a scheme where the RCVs transmit and
receive over different channels. Secondly, there is a great imbalance in the
traffic requirements between the forward link and the composite return link
traffic. Assuming a 30 dB processing gain on both the forward link and the
return link data, and no processing gain on the video, the forward link traffic
requirement equals 60Mchips per second, while the return link traffic Is
160Mchips per second. Thus the loading ratio is about one to three. This
ratio as such does not provide Immediate grounds for dismlsnal of the concept,
However, combining this ratio with the fact that two-thirds of the above number
for the return link traffic is imposed by the video, which Is only transmitted
over a limited duration of the mission, the inefficiency of the combined scheme
becomes apparent.
Two ground stations are required to accommodate RCV position location
by range measurements. This means guard times must be incorporated between
RCV message transmissions, permitting any transmibsion to be received at two
physically separated locations free from Interference from transmission from
another RCV. For any given dispersion of RCVs there is a upper limit to how
densely messages can be packed, determined by the relative geometry of the
RCVs and the ground stations. Due to the high data rate of the video transmissions it is beneficial to transmit the video data at frequent, short Intervals
in order to avoid excessive video storage requirements. A high repetition rate
in the transmission of the video bursts implies that the telemetry trawnsigsions,
occupying the channel between the vldeo bursts, must also have a short duration,
which means that the telemetry is also transmitted at-a high channel access rate.
Since each burst is associated with a guard 4lmi requirement, the shorter the
burst the larger is the composite guard time and the higher it the Instantaneous
transmission rate and the less efficient is the use of the channel.
A table in a subsequent topic in this section shows the design impact if
all return link data is transmitted over a single channel, using time-division
multiple access. The table shows that to. satisfy the guard timt, requirement, an

instantaneous transmitssion rate of 200htcips!seo. must be employed to handle
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the return link average traffic equalling about 160Mchips/sec. Since incorporation of the forward link traffic will not only add 60Mchips/sec of traffic but also
add to the total guard time requirement, a scheme where all forward and return
link traffic is transmitted over a single channel must operate at a keying rate of
at least 300Mchips/sec.
If separate channels are employed for the forward and return link traffic,
the forward link traffic requirement is 60Mchips/sec. Comparing the two approaches, the implications on the RCV hardware resulting from the combined
channel approach are obvious. The complexity of the modem design lies primarily in the receiver/demodulator portion, i.e. it Is the forward link keying
rate that determines the complexity of the RCV equipment. Todays logic circuit
technology readily permits the design of a demodulator keyed at 60Mchips/sec.
However, operation at 300Mchlps/sec not only requires a completely different
class of components which are more costly and have very high power dissipation,
but also imposes an unrealistic level of complexity on the modem design. Due
to these considerations the combined link approach was rejected.
One additional, but perhaps strongest, single factor in the rejection of
any concept involving a combination of forward and return link traffic is the cost
and complexity of the RCV signal PN code synchronization acquisition circuitry
imposed by the use of burst transmissions on the forward link. As Is indicated in
the following topics, use of separate forward and return link channels suit the
\ CCM application well. The RCV signal acquisition function is simplified by use
of a continuous forward link transmission scheme, which not only permits reduwtion in the ICV circuitry but also results in overall improvement In the
forward link transmission reliability.

I

ADVANTAGES OF SEPARATE ClIANNEIS FOR FORWARD
AND RETURN LINK AS OPPOSED TO A COMBINED
CtIANNEL FOR ALL TRAFFIC
9 Implementation of the RCV demodulator with 60 Mpps logic as
opposed to 300 Mpps logic required for the combined proa•ch,
resulting in:
- Considerable reduction in IACV equipment cost. weight, complexity and power requirement.
- Reliable operation with basic state-of-the-vart logic circuitry.
• Relaxed transmit control timing requirements.
e Considerable sImplification in tho RCV signal acquisition circuitry.
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Section 2 - Selection of Network Configuration and Waveform Parameters
Subsection - Network Configuration Selection and Trade-Offs
SELECTION OF FORWARD UINK TRANSMISSION SCHEME
The critical design aspect of the forward link is the acquisition and maintenance
of synchronization. A continuous forward link transmission scheme maximizes
available tracking signal energy and at the same time minimizes the RCV
equipment complexity.
The performance of trade-offs between transmission schemes for the
forward flight control command link stressed the selection of a scheme that
provides an optimum combination of the following features: 1) optimum data
decisioning in noise, 2) optimum resistance to electronic countermeasures,
3) traffic security, 4) reliable signal tracking even under weak signal Zonditlons
and during fades, and 5) simplicity of the RCV equipment. Constraints applieti
to the trade-offs were that the link had to furnish data transmission capability
of 2400 bps (2000 bits of information, 400 bits due to overhead) to each of up to
25 RCVs, provide 30 dB of link processing gain, and that the selected scheme
should lend itself to modular adaptation of processing gain when fewer than the
maximum number of vehicles are in use during a mission.
The first choice consisted of selecting between approaches that provide
either continuous or intermittent reception of the forward link transmission by
the individual RCVs. The noncontinuity in the reception of the intermittent
forward link schemes may either be due to rapid antenna directivity switching
or duo to some time/frequency signaling assigmiuent of such a kind that an RCV
processes the received sigr,,al only at given time/frequency combinations. All
intermittent approaches wore rejected on account of their complexity, poor
The
flexibility, and most important lack of good signal tracking propertite.
particular emphasis given to signal-tracking properties ariseos from the fact
that in at) operatior.l environment the forward link communication can be
expected to be Interrupted because of atmtospheric propVation anomalies or
because of the flight profile beLig pursued by an RCV over varted terrain. C~otisequently, to maxlmire the communicatlons reliability, the maximuma amount
of signal energy should be available to the RCV for the acquislition and mainterance of receive signal synchroniration in order to mil~imizv the time
required for signal synchronitatio and to minimite the oomploxity of RCV
hardware.
Code-division multiplex aWd frequency-divialon multiplex tramsmiiston
techniques represent degeetrat, cases of continuous forward link trzumlssiaov.
Neither of these schemes allow the RCV to continuously receive -andprocess
the full energy contained in the forward link signal. Hoth scheies involve
umnncessary eqtnipment complexity without furnishing any unique payoffs.
The selectdl approach uses a single channel for the forward link transmission. Conseeove messages are transmitted on a continuous basis with
regard to the transition between two messages, and each message carries an
address specifing the destination RICV. Since the forward link employs a
single PN code for spectrum-spreading, every IICV can continuously extract
tracking information from the received signal, making all the signal energy
available for aoqutsitlon and tracking pu.poses. This feature speeds up the
initial acquisition and reacquisitlon process, and hampers the Jammers eapability to determine the optimum time to burst )am in order to interfere with the
message receptions by a specific RCV. Continuous signal reception also permits
utilizatioa of narrower tracking loop bandwidth, providing additional benei'cial
effects against Jamming. Further the signal exploitability is minimized In that
the undirected amd contituoua properties of the transmitted sigul prevent the
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jammer from extracting information about the system loading, the number of
messages transmitted to any given RCV, and the effectiveness of electronic
countermeasures.
Use of addressed messages as contrasted with the use of a dedicated time
slot for each RCV in the forward link furnishes additional advantages in that it
facilitates employment of variable message rates to the Individual RCV. The
capability of adaptively adjusting the message rates to better suit the prevailing
operational conditions is extremely useful. In addition to making possible better
use of the available reeources in that adaptive traffic adjustments as a function of mission phase can be accomplished, this capability permits significant improvement in the overall message tranamispsion reliability when combined with positive RCV acknowledgement of valid message reception. Message
addressability also hampers the jammer's effectiveness in concentrating burst
jamming on a specific RCV.
In order to provide 30dB of processing gain to a continuous link designed
to convey 2400 bps to each of 25 vehicles, the PN generator must be clocked at
60Mchips/sec. lo this mode, the selected continuous scheme transmits 750
80-bit message blocks per second. thereby providing an average access rate of
30 messages per second per RCV,
ADVANTAGES OF THE CONTINUOUS FOR\WARD UNK, ADDRESSED) MESSAGE
TRNSMlSION SCHEME
*
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Section 2 - Selection of Network Configuration and Waveform Parameters
Subsection - Network Configuration Selection and Trade-Offs
SELECTION OF RETURN LINK TRANSMISSION SCHEME
Of the several candidate schemes for return link transmission which where considered during this study, the hybrid FDMA/TDMA scheme was selected because
it provides decreased RCV modem complexity and cost, and permits the GCS
modem to be modularly configured for a wide variety of RCV deployment levels.
Various multiple access approaches were investigated to find a scheme
which efficiently handles the return link transmissions originating from up to
25 RCVs, dispersed over a 250 nmi range. The problem of selecting a scheme
is compounded by the fact that the return link traffic is composed of two types
of data: (1) telemetry from each RCV, and (2) high speed video from a maximum
of any jive RCVs. An additional consideration, pertaining to the transmission
of the video, is the fact that video is only transmitted during certain phases of
a mission.
Code division multiple-access can immediately be rejected by the 50 dB
dynamic range problem corresponding to a 250 mi propagation difference. This
figure is mainly applicable to the telemetry transmissions since it can be
"assumed that the vehicles transmitting video at any instant are normally all at
distances of the same order of magnitude from the ground statiors. However,
due to the high nominal data rate of the video, 20 Mbps, very limited processing
gain can be applied to these links. Thus, oven without any range difference, the
normal assumption on which dhe code divition multiple access approach is based,
(i. o. large link processing gain) is not satisfied.
Gf the raiminir* possibilit~es, the straight FVDM approach can be rejected
on the grounds of the impractical hardware rtx4oirements asmsociatte with receptlon and demodulatlon of the large number of return chnmnels for 25 RCVs. The
two surviving coAdidates. TIDMA and hybrid TDMtVkFDMA, were subjected to
detail-d compario•s
The us- of trilatoration for IICV position dotrrmilation imposes a
constraint on the selection of the return link multiple access transmission
scheme in that the chosen telhnique must accon'modate return link receptions
at two p•ysically separated ground stations without mutual Interference be.ween
transmitted messages originating from differ•A• RCVs. For return link paths
that ame separmatd in fraquency, this constraint o•f cýurse represents no problem. For time division ntltipke access. however, this rcquiresinot imiplies
that some guard time must be incorporated two the return link message transmission structuro. It shouid be sircssed that the purpose of incoruporation of
gua.rd tme 1n this cae Is not the same as the us* of gvsrd time In TDMIA
systoms in general. where the gutrd thite durations could bascally he reduced
to zero If one was willing to include sufficient comjpexi'y and sophioticatIon
into the system. The guard time required to provide interfereoce free reception mt two separated locAtiots Is aiwAýs non-zero, depends on the relative
geomety, of the vehicles and the two ground stations, a•n is relative in the
sense that it is a function ol. here it is being tbsonWed.
Since guard time is required only betrveon transmissions originating from
different )WVs, the problem Is most severe wmen a aitle channel TUMA
return lint approach is utilized, and is lessenod as more frequency separated
chanels are incorporated in a hybrid FDM4A/!'DMA approach.
The table cm the facing page indicates the relative systom impact of a
sIngle channcl TDX4A versus a hybrid FDMA/ITDMA approach, where the hybrid
scheme employs one TDMA ehansel for transmission of the telemetry from all
RCVs, and up to five additional frequency scparated channels fcr transmission
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of the return link video. lin additioDn to the severe, cost impact imposed bV the
high speed logic, required foi- a nominalI 200 Mpps 3ŽN keying rate by the single,
channel TDMA approach (see. the table), this scheme is associated with excessive video storage requiremnents, high RCV transmitter peak power requiremrents, and generally with critical timing coordination and complicated high
speed signal processing. The comparison shown in theltable is based on a burst.
rate selection that enables interburst PN code tracking without need Ocr ground
station receiver reaoquisitiou at the beginning of each burst. OGther reasonable
aso-umpion
reatie t th TDA brstcharacteristics would furnish very
similar results. Decreasing the burst rate relaxes the permissible average
guard time but compounds the serious video storage problem. One adlditional
consideration pertaining to the single channel TDMA scheme is that this scheme
does not lend itself to modulas'design to the same extent as the FDMA/TDMA
approach would. Thuas, the single channel TDMA approach can be expecteed to
impose a much higher relative cost, when deployed with less than the maximum
number of RCVs or wher~e less than five video channels are needed.
The bandwidth requiremevt of the hybrid FDMA/TDMA will in general
exceed that required by the single channel TDMA operation. However, the
Fl)MA/TDMA s& 2me, whien operating in certain reduced deployment modes,
will resuit in a decrease in the required bandwidth, and can even under certain
conditions operate over narrower spectrums than required by the TDMA approach,
given the same chip, rate is always utilized in the TD1MA scheme.
The critical design reliability and cost impact associated with the TDMA
approach resulted In favoring the hybrid FDMA/TDMA scheme, where all telemetry retu~rns are ttme mi'Jtiplexed onto a elngle channel, and each 'id
re1r
transmitted over a separate channel.
COMPARISON OF SINGLE CHANNEL TDMA VERSUS HYB3RID FDMA/TDMA
FOR THE WCCM RETURN LINK
Jtem
PN Keying Rate
PN Tracking Accuiracy 1-,equired
PN Correction Rate
Ru rat Rate per RCV
System Burst Rate
RBirst Length

JTelemetry

Video & Telemetry
Average Guard Time
Video Storagtc Required.
Reacquisition Complexity
Peak RF Power Requzired

Single TDMA
200 Mpps
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Section 2 - Selection of Network Configuration and Waveform Parameters
Subsection - Network Configuration Selection and Trade-Offs
SELECTION OF RETURN LINK CHANNEL PARAMETERS

Commonality with the forward link and commonality and interchangeability between
the return links support selection of six 60 MHz channels for return link transmission: five of these for video and one timeshared for return telemetry from all RCVs.
The previous topic documents the rationale for selection of a return link
transmission scheme, where the return link telemetry from the RCVs was transmitted by means of TDMA, and frequency separated channels were employed for
the video transmissions. What remains to be determined is the number of TDMA
channels to be used for carrying the return telemetry, and the characteristics of
the FDMA channels.
One of the objectives used in making this selection was to furnish the return
link telemetry with maximum reasonable anti-jamming (AJ) protection. This objective is justified by the fact that for successful vehicle control and effective use
of the RCV positive message acknowledgement concept, the return link should
possess a communication reliability of the same order of magnitude as the forward telemetry link. A second objective, postulated in the statement of work, is
to give consideration to equalizing the bandwidths of the forward and return links.
With the same message overhead on the return link telemetry as on the
forward link telemetry (i. e. an effective data transfer of 2400 bps per RCV),
the composite return link telemetry from 25 vehicles equals 60 kbps, which is
the same as the forward link composite data transmission rate. Aiming for
identical processing gains on the forward and return links, it becomes clear
that due to the necessary incorporation of an irreducible non-zero amount of average guard time per message transmission (necessitated by the requirement of
obtaining interference free transmission at two separated locations) the return
telemetry TDMA, if only one channel is employed, must be keyed at a higher
rate than the forward link, or alternately two channels must be employed to
carry the return link telemetry. The required PN keying rates for these
schemes as a function of the average guard time are shown in the facing figure,
by the curves denoted by A and B respectively. The curves are based on each
RCV transmitting the 2400 bps equally divided over N bursts per second. Four
overhead data bit intervals are added to the front of each burst to provide time
for receiver carrier tracking refinement.
An average guard time of about 300 microseconds represents a good
compromise between the accuracy with which the RCV transmft timings must
be controlled, the complexity of PN pattern search, and the position location
determination aocuracy. Curve A shows that a single TDMA return link with
30 dB processing gain must, for this average guard time, be keyed in excess
of 80 Mpps. With reference to the present logic circuit technology, the components operating reliably at this speed are considerably more costly and have
much higher prime power requirements than components functioning reliably
at 60 Mpps. The impact of these considerations on the RCV modem design and
the equal bandwidth objective were grounds for rejecting the approach of using
a sing-.e channel with 30 dB processing gain.
The return link telemetry can readily be transmitted over two TDMA
channels, each keyed at the instantaneous PN code rate of 60 Mpps. The average guard time for this scheme would exceed 1 ms as can be found by extrapolating curve B. This approach was chosen during the early phases of the study,
but subsequently rejected. The disadvantages of this approach lie in an
increased requirement for bandwidth and in increased ground station receiver
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equipment complexity, If flexibility in RCV assignment to any one of the two
TDMA channels is to be provided.
Reduction of the maximum processing gain to 27 dB (rather than 30 dB)
makes it possible to place all return link telemetry on a single 60 Mpps PN
keyed TDMA channel (see curve C). The resulting instantaneous maximuni data
rate for this structure is 120 Kbps, allowing for an average guard time of 300
microseconds when each RCV transmits the telemetry at 60 bursts per second.
The resulting reductions In the spectrum requirement and circuit complexity
were deemed to be of significant value to compensate for the 3 dB decrease in
processing gain, leading to the selection of a single TDMA return link for the
telemetry. The single channel approach Is also much more suitable for modular ground station design, in that no unnecessary major function must be incorporated into the basic system for handling various quantities of RCVs up to
a total of 25.
In order to have a simple integer relationship between the PN keying rate
applied to the video data and the one used on the forward link and return link
telemetry, the selection for the video channel is between 30 and 60 Mpps,
since the video data when multiplexed with the telemetry data has a rate exceeding 20 Mpps. No strong arguments exist for either choice. The 60 Mpps keying
rate is supported by aiming for commonality between all return link channels,
resulting in equipment simplicity and a 3 dB AJ advantage (when transmitting low
speed video). The 30 Mpps keying rate would result in preservation of bandwidth.
Based on future systems employing data reduction units to decrease the video
rate, the 60 Mpps scheme was adopted.
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Section 2 - Selection of Network Configuration and Waveform Parameters
-Network Configuration Selection and Trade-Offs
* -' .Subsection

COMPARISON OF CANDIDATE SPREAD-SPECTRUM WAVEFORMS.
Among spread-spectrum waveforms, the viable candidates can be reduced to three
a continuum
of variations
and hybrids,
S~pseudorandom generic forms with
namely
frequency
hop, time
hop, and phase
shift keyed.
stored-referonce
Of these,
phase-shift
keying offers the simplest implementation for the Wideband Command and Control
Modem.
For the Wideband Command and Control Modem (WCCM), a stored reference technique is recommended, i.e. one in which the spectrum spreading waveform (or the key required to generate the waveform) is stored at both the transmitter and the receiver. The uncertainties in the received waveform are thereby
limited to start time, center frequency (due to Doppler and oscillator offset), and
data content.
The three commonly employed generic waveforms for spread-spectrum
are frequency hop, time hop and phase-shift keyed. Each of these is described
briefly below.
Frequency Hop_- In simplest form, frequency hop (FH) involves the transmission of a sequence of short contiguous pulses of discrete frequencies as
indicated in Figure A. The pulse element bandwidth, which is inversely related
to the element length, is much less than the spread channel bandwidth. For uncoordinated FH, the element length is normally selected to be shorter than the
information bit length to reduce the loss due to coincidence of frequencies from
two separate transmitters. However with sufficient data encoding, the bit rate
and element rate may be approximately equal, as In the TATS system.
Time Hop - A time hop (TH) waveform, as shown In Figure B, is distinquished by short pulses of energy with relatively large off periods. The pulse
repetition rate is normally much higher than the information bit rate but clearly
for a fixed informi',ion rate and a constant energy per bit, the peak power must
be increased in inverse proportion to the duty factor.
Phase-Shift Keyed - Phase-shift keying (PSK) is the most commonly employed modulation for spectrum spreading. As in TH, the element length in PSK
determines the spread bandwidth. However, the PSK pulses are contiguous, as
shown by Figure C.
The three basic waveform types described above are representative, but
many variants exist. For example, condinuous phase-shift modulation might be
substituted for the discrete switching of the PSK modulation. Also, more complex waveforms (such as a frequency chirp) could be substituted for any of the
elemental pulses.
Comparisons - Discussion of the performance of these schemes under
various ECM conditons as well as discussion of the feasibility of employing the
techniques on the various WCCM links are deferred to the next topic. With regard to their implementation, it can be stated that the PSK technique offers, in
general, the simplest implementation. PSK does not require the multiple freqtency generation, as in FH, or the high peak power, as in TH.

-:
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Figure A. Frequency Hop Concept. One of a set of discrete frequencies is transmitted in each time
interval.
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Figure B. Time Hop Concept. Short, full-bandwidth pulses are transmitted with a low duty factor.
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Figure C. Phase Shift Keying Concept. One of a set of four phase values is randomly selected for
each time interval.
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Section 2 - Selection of Network Configuration and Waveform Parameters
Subsection - Network Configuration Selection and Trade-Offs
TRADE-OFF BETWEEN PARTIAL AND FULL OCCUPANCY MODULATION
TECHNIQUES
Frequency hopping and time hopping were rejected because of deficiencies in anti"jammingperformance, inferior performance in Gaussian noise, and excessive compexity implications on the RCV hardware.
Optimum forward and return link transmission schemes not only must
accommodate all ground-RCV information transmission and furnish the necessary multiple access properties on the return link, but also must sensibly use
the frequency spectrum and transmitter power. Spectral utilization becomes important when potential sources for interference are considered while antijamming protection is provided concurrently.
The discussions in the previous topics of forward and return link transmissin schemes are closely associated with the selection of ECCM techniques
for the forward and return links although this fact was not stressed explicitly.
Before arriving at the recommended link schemes, the links were investigated
from the ECCM aspect. For instance, the choice to employ continuous forward
link transmission excludes pseudorandom time hopping as an ECCM technique
applicable to the forward links. In this topic some general comparisons of ECCM
techniques are discussed.
tewThe applicable spread-spectrum modulation types can be subdivided into
the two categories 1) partial-occupancy modulations and 2) full-occupancy modulations. The first group includes pseudorandom time hopping and psuedorandom
frequency hopping, hybrid time-frequency hopping and hybrid frequency hoppingPSK. The full-occupancy modulations are represented by various directsequence phase-shift modulation schemes.
In order for a frequency hop system to have performance equal to a
phase-shift keyed direct-sequence system, the hopping must be coherent, drastically complicating both the receiver and the transmitter. Even if noncoherent
frequency hopping is used, the process of signal generation and decoding are in
general more complex than for a P8K system.
From an ECM point of view, a simple frequency hop system in which the
mark and space frequencies are chosen pseudorandomly is more susceptible to
specialized forms of jamming than the direct sequence system. In particular,
multitone jamming, in which the jammer concentrates most of its power in a
few frequency slots, can be very effective. To counteract such a strategy,
multiple hope per Information bit must be used with noncoherent pootdoteetion
processing which degrades performance in a flat Gaussian noise onvirornw ont.
If a large subset of the available frequency hopping tones is used by each
receiver (on a pseudorandom basis), then anti-jamming performance and susceptibility to intercept are improved. but the receive equipment becomes very
complex. If only a few tones are used by each receiver in order to decrease
complexity, the signal becomes more susceptible to intercept, to signature
analysis, and to multitono jamming.
A simple time hopping approach has some of the same difficulties as the
frequency hopping approach: it is characterized by a high peak power, low duty
cycle, wide bandwidth signal, and it is very susceptible to intercept and specialized forms of jamming such as short pulse burst jamming.
As was discussed in a previous topic, to maximize the forward link communications reliability, the maximum amount of signal energy should be available to the RCV for acquisition and maintenance of received signal synchronization. This objective in conjunction with the emphasis on RCV equipment
complexity, viewed from the performance considerations already stated,
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indicate that time or frequency hopping does not possess any distinct advantage
over a direct sequence approach for the forward link.
Because of the high composite return link data rate (in excess of 100
Mbps), it is not feasible to apply a common ECCM technique for the combi ration
of video and telemetry transmissions. Treating the return link video and telemetry transmissions separately, because of the high data rate of the video itself,
it is clear that no practically implementable ECCM technique will furnish a
large amount of protection to the video transmissions. The high rate of the
video data also implies that the video transmissions should employ a modulation
technique furnishing the maximum amount of noise immunity ac:ainable, an
implication which makes continuous transmission direct sequence phase modulatton the best choice for the video links.
The complexity associated with implementation of a frequency hopping
system for the return link telemetry is compounded by the lnrge number of RCVs.
A very large number of frequency hopping tones is required, and the circuitry
for coordinating the frequency hopping among the RCVs to avoid mutual interference is complex. Utilization of frequency hopping in combination with time
division multiple access or the use of time hopping woild alleviate some of the
complexity associated with straight frequency hopping but wotdd introduce other
implementation problems. The complexity of these ho-,ping schemes and their
lack of any performance improvement over a direct sequencL phase modulation
technique were grounds for their rejection.
There is one interesting aspect associated with the lybrid frequency
hopping-PSK scheme. Depending on the jammer assumptions, this scheme may
have some merit when employed on the return link video, which basically exhibits no useful processing gain at video rates of 20 Mbps, By hopping at a slow
rate, for instance at 1/30- or 1/60-sae lnterral' among the five video channel
frequencies, it is possible to realize a limited amount of gain. Tiho concept,
however, was not pursued further since it was concluded that the situations
where one could depend on obtaining gain w-ore too hypthetical and restrictive.
PERFORMANCE LIMITATIONS O" NONCOHEHMNT FREQUENCY
HOPPING AND TIME HutPPING (FM AND T1)
Evaltwtion (Compared with Direct
Performance Arva
Sequence 'N)
AJ Performance

Fit and TTI are more susceptible to specialized forms of jamming (such as multitone
or shorl-pulse thurst •IAnming). Performunce against Gaussian fiat noise is poorer.

Intorceptibility

Fit and TA are more susceptible to intercept than direct seqiuenee because of
higMer radiated power density and more
pronounced signature.

Equipment Complexity

Signal generation and decoding are more
complex for frequency hopping systems,
in general.
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Section 2 - Selection of Network Configuration and Waveform Parameters
Subsection - Waveform Parameter Selection and Trade-Offs
EVALUATING SPREAD-SPECTRUM SIGNAL TYPES
A comparison of applicable spread-spectrum, phase-shift keying techniques indicates
that the most effective form of jamming signal is center frequency continuous wave.
There are, however, nc- sufficient differences in their relative susceptibility to
specify an absolute selection.
It was concluded in the previous topics that a direct-sequence, phasemodulation technique provides the optimum combination of communication performance and hardware simplicity for both the forward and return links. The most
popular approach in the past has involved the use of 2-PSK modulation of the
carrier by the pseudo noise (PN) code mixed with the data. The 4-PSK modulation
technique has been used to a lesser extent, mainly because of the additional
receiver complexity. One additional phase modulation technique which has been
employed by Hughes and found to possess several desirable characteristics for
spread-spectrum applications is the binary continuous phase-shift modulation
(2 CPSM). Other direct-sequence phase-modulation schemes can be devised,
but the three techniques mentioned represent the known schemes applicable to
the WCCM program.
Since jamming represents a serious threat for the WCCM application, it
is of interest to determine the susceptibility of these forms of modulation to different jamming signals. The types of jamming signals considered were 1) continuous wave (CW) at the center frequency, 2) CW offset by one-fourth the key-

ing rate, Pnd 3) broadband gaussian noise. A review of other jamming signals
revealed them to be either equivalent to the three types considered or less effective. For example, phase modulation by noise near the center frequency is nearly
as effective as center-frequency CW against 2 CPSM, while any amplitude modulation Is slightly less effective.
The resultant analytical expressions for signal-to-noise improvement
factors (or jammer-suppression factor), if matched-filter reception is assumed,
are shown in the table on the facing page. The parenthetical entries in the table
were derived by comparing the signal-to-noise improvement factors for exlualbandwidth operation. Thus, the chip time of 2 CPSM was taken to be two-thirds
of that in the PSK modulation design. This division resulted in equal bandwidths and data-bit integration times for the three modulation types being
compared.
The case of a centered CW jauming signal against 4-PSK modulation was
taken as the 0-dB reference . The numbers in parentheses thus refer to relative
receiver performance for the specified jamming signal. Two numbers appear
uben performwnce depends on the relative phase angle of the CW jammer. The
first number refers to the average signal-to-noise improvement for a totally
random phase angle, while the second refers to worst-case improvement (jammer phase perfectl, aligned).
The table entries show two things. First, in the presence of white
gaussian noise, all three modulation types result in the same signal-to-noise
improvement factor. Since matched filter reception is assumed for all three,
Athis result is to be expected. Second, CW jamming is more effective than
broadband Jamming and, on the average, centered CW jamming is the most
effective.
In conclusion, it should be noted that from a susceptibility standpoint
alone the three modulation types considered do not differ from one another
sufficiently so that a clear choice of modulation type can be made. Therefore,
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other operational considerations such as ease of implementation, low detectability, code tracking capability, and minimum sidelobe level must be included
in the selection process. These aspects will be discussed in the next topic.
COMPARISON OF DIRECT-SEQUENCE PHASE-MODULATION
SCHEME JAMMER SUSCEPTIBILITY
Modulation Type
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Section 2 - Selection of Network Configuration and Waveform Parameters
Subsection - Waveform Parameter Selection and Trade-Offs
SELECTING THE MODULATING WAVEFORM
A comparative evaluation was performed on three spread-spectrum, phase-shift,
modulation schemes for the WCCM application. The selected technique, viz.,
binary continuous phase-shift modulation (2 CPSM), not only provides the most
efficient performance but also possesses a power spectrum which minimizes adj%cent channel interference.
It was concluded in the previous topics that pseudonoise phase modulation
represents the most suitable modulation technique for the WCCM application.
The three phase modulation techniques chosen for detailed trade-off analysis were
2-PSK, 4-PSK, and 2 CPSM. The first two are well-known basic techniques,
while 2 CPSM denotes binary continuous phase-shift modulation, In which phase shifting occurs continuously rather than discretely (see Appendix A). The latter was included in the comparison because of some very attractive porperties of this scheme.
For facility in comparing the performance of 2-PSK, 4-PSK, and 2 CPSM
modulation schemes, several parameters had to be equal. Identical 3-dB signal
bandwidths were assumed. Furthermore, the message error rate, together
with the energy per bit to noise density ratio (EB/No) required for equal performance in a benign environment was fixed for all three modulation schemes. This
step could be taken since all three schemes provide optimum EB/No performance.
The table summarizes the modulation trade-off for the set of pertinent performance criteria.
The Jamming susceptibility characteristics of the three modulation techniques were discussed in the previous topic. With respect to their susceptibility
to worst-case jamming for each case, and by using 2-PSK as reference, the
4-PSK modulation may exhibit as much as 3 dB more protection, while 2 CPSM
will exhibit performance up to 2.7 dB better than 2-PSK. The disparlty in performance between 4-PSK and 2 CPSM is insignificant, consequently other factors
must be considered to select the modulating waveform.
Intercepting a 2-PSK signal is easiest because of the double oideband
structure and the man-made appearance of the biphase keying. A 4-PSK stgpal
has similar spectral power density, but its four phase positions render it more
"noise-like." Similarly, the continuously varying phase In the 2 CPMa modulation method will look less man-made than biphaso keying in the 2-PSMK and, therefore, less detectable.
One disadvantage In practical implemeotations of biphase modulation,
and to a lessor extent quadrature modulation, is that it is subject to sideband re-creation. This condition results from the noncobstant amplitude characteristics of their time waveforms. When a nonlinear circuit 01miter, nonlinear amplifier, oew.) is used to process a signal with zero crossings in the
envelope, sidobands will be regenerated even though they may have been completely filtered out prior to the nonlinearity. The 2 CPSM waveform on the
other hand, being characterized by constant amplitude and continuously shifting
phase, does not exhibit this property.
The dc-power input comparison indicated In the table is related to the
sideband re-creation trade-off. Again, because of the constant amplitude
nature of the 2 CPSM envelope, a much more offlcIern transmit amplifier
(Class C) can be employed in processing the signal.
One signiflaot advantage of 2 CPSM when compared with other phase
modulation schemes lies in that the spectral sidelobe level of 2 CPSM is much
lower, assuming the 3-dB bandwidths of the systems to be the same. The spectra of 2- and 4-PSK techniques have comparable sidelobe structures, the poeer
spectrum varying as (sin x/x)2 , The sidelobes of 2 CPSM, however, decay as
(sin x/x) 4 , implying that 2 CPSM contains much less energy in the sidelobes.
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Translated to the WCCM application, this observation means that utilization of
2 CPSM will result in less adjacent channel interference, a fact which is a
key consideration in the light of the selected WCCM return link transmission
scheme.
The precision with which the received signal can be tracked depends
primarily on the shape of the correlation functloi of the spread-spectrum
modulation. The shapes of the correlation error functions for boti PSK
techniques are identical triangular wavforms, while the shape of the 2 CPSM
autocorrelation function is such tha: for a delay-lock ioop trsacking iniplernentation, the loop tracking error function has a slope of greater magpitude near the
zero crossing than for 2-PSK or 4-PSK. This imrlths that Whe 2 CXPSM provides
improved tracking and time of arrivi (rangiyt) estimates.
An important area for comparison is equipment cmmplexity. The transnmitter implementations for all three of the modulation schemes are relatively
simple and essentially comparable. The receiver for the 4-PSK system or
the 2 CPSM system Is more complex than the receiver f-)r the 2-PSK system
because of the quadrature signal components. However, the 2 CPSM receiver
is slightly less complex than the 4-PSI receiver since PN c.oAe p.t tern removal,
data integration and decisioning, and tracking in the 2 CPSM receiver can be
implemented as in a 2-PSK receiver.
In conclusion, although the differences among these modulation schemes
in wny given category are small, all the minor points add tp to a dellnite recommendation to incorporate 2 CPWiM as the WCCM spread-spWetrum modulation

techniques.
T10I)E-OFF AND WFLECTION OF
WCCNM SPREAD-SPECTRUM MODULATION TYPE
1Evaluation*
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Adjacent Channel Interfbarence
_______
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2 C I WIN
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Complexity:
Transmitter Implementation
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Signal Tracking Ciipabilit)

0
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...

0
-

-

0
2-MP,
2 CPSM

,._L

___

4- PSK/2 CPSMN

LEGEND, - poorer, 0 equal, * better, ++ best
•Evaluations are referenced to 2-PSK.
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Section 2 - Selection of Network Configuration and Waveform P~aram~eters
Subsection - Waveform Parameter Selection and Trade-Offs
PERFORMANCE COMPARISON BETWEEN COSTAS LOOP AND GATED
CARRIER PHASE TRACKWNG
The difference in performance between the Costas loop and the gated carrier phase
tracking schemes is so small from a practical standpoint that the decision as U-o
which technique to use should be based on other considerations.
The proposed modulation acherne for WCCM is 2 CPSIM with a coher(,.nt
(as contrasted with differentially coherent) method of detmtion. The 2 CP!SM
modulation scheme, like PSK, posse~sses a continuous spectral density, preventing direct extraction of a re-ference carrier. Thus one of the two basic
approaches for creating a carrier reference at the receive.- must be employed.
Onie approach ia based on nonlinear operation and includes the Ccstas loop and
the mathematically equivalent squaring loop methods. The second approach
makes uise of ni suheagrrier, tiransmitted toget~ner wtth the data signal in such a
rnanner that the suboaz'rier can be extracted without interference from the
modulated signal.
A practical way to implement the subcarrier truck~ng method is to use
the gated carrior approach. This method is the recommended carrier
regeneration approach for WCCM%and is implemented in suc~h a way that at
predetermined twics -aportieA of unmodulated carrier signal is gated Into the
phase tock loop. In the WCCM a1pp1caiton, the predetermined times were
chosen to be locked to the PvN pattern witih the dur'athan of every sixth chip repmsenting

tA

gated carrier pulse. In addition, the occurrences of the gated carrier

-renentemcassity
chips are lacke-4 to the PN generator frame timing,
of a sync seArch between the trv~smit and r ech'e gaited carrier' chip timings,
The gated reference contains only' carrier Iformtation and dues not tratismit
any other information.
The theoretical perfortunawces ofau~warrier truc t4,(gAted .:Irrfer)
and Costas loop or the squuring loop are coeparod In the faelng tWhle on th.#
twis of providing an error rate of .10I'2 aild 10-4 for three transmiss!4o rates.
Although 0-400 b",signaling sp4Md ist Included, the porformances at 12 4nd 60
kbps are considered os the key functioual mitdcs for Wo %VFCChi. osW Owe mgion
determined by, theist two rates should We used In evaiuating the reiative quality
of two approachet. The comparison is 4ased on the work~ by W.C. Ulditoy*.
and on employirg a phtase lock loop with A lo"p badwidth of 100 Hz. which Ic
sufficient. for an optimum second order loop to track a linear frivquency rate-ofchange of 4 klix/seco. The latter figure represents the tnaxlsium Dopper change
for WCCM, asstuming A 10 Gift tronsmIssion frequency and 12 g maximwn accoloration. Another assmiption Is that OhO-siXth of fth cempeite pow-or Is alHocated to the gated carrier tracking function.
The results show that the difference between the two teehntqwus for currier refereace rooovery is negligible in the region of fIntetvst but sligbtly U,~
favor of the Coutas loop sch~eme. Taking 41mto accoubt the additional performance
degradation resulting from the differentiaul data encoding process rcquired to
resolve the 180 degree phase airbgulty associated with this technique, the two
approaches are fromi a practical standpoint about equaL This cmssideration is

**'Phase-aift-Keyed Signal Detection with Noisy Reference Signl." 1 EEE
Transaction on Aerospace and Electronic Systenis, Vol. AES-2. KNo-.
(july 1900.
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stated just for the sake of completeness and is not included In the comparison
table since the degradation pertains to bit error probability; kiS Impact on a
system trainsmftting information in form of message blocks depends on the error
correction/detection code being employed.
The choice of the ratio between the subcarrier sync power and total
power of one to six for the WVCM application represents a compromise between
implementation simplicity, performance and tracldng capability. Although
allocation of a smaller fraction of the total power into the subcarrier sync
would have resulted in a few tenths of a. dB impirovemnent at error rates permitting quality data decisioning, the system olprational advantages would be
more than offset by ttve higher probability of loss of phase lock during fades and
of other c Ircumstancets causing a vem-porary short-term docAy in the received
signal powe'.
It should be noted that the perfermance differerce indicated in the table
applies only to an ideal losslese Implo'nemntation. When Implemented In a
practical manner by using digital circuitry, the implemeltation loss asswiated
with the Costa.L loop is expected to eweeed by about 1/2 dB the 'oss associated
with Lhe gated carrier technitque (refer to the next topic). Thus the resulting
perfor'manco difference is reduced to less than one-half d,. a diffoee that
c an be ignored in a prctica, system. The cothipjexity. howevor, of the Casts
loop imn nnxtatioa (also dis•ussed in the next top.c) strongly sursses the
complexity of the gated cariler scheme, a fact whith leads to the adoption of tOW
the, gated carrier t2eciwquo tw perftrm the phase t .•acLaug functiona for the
WVCCM.
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Section 2 - Selection of Network Configuration and Waveform Parameters
Subsection - Waveform Parameter Selection and Trade-Offs
hIMPLEMENTATION COMPARISONS BETWEEN COSTAS LOOP AND GATED CARRIER
PHASE TRACKING
Comparison of the two candidate phase tracking schemes w' "h regard to implementation complexity and performance favor the gated carrier technique for the WCCM
application.
As was concluded ia the previous topic, the difference in performance
between the Costas loop and the gated carrier approaches to signal phase tracking
is, from a practical standpoint, so minor that the decision as to which scheme
to adopt for the WCCM application should be based on other considerations. This
topic compares the implementation differences of the techniques and the impact
of subogimal implementation on the transmission performance.
A block diagram representation of the two schemes is shown in the figure
on the facing page. The phase tracking loops are shown connected in parallel to
the 2 CPSM demodulator to facilitate comparison. The 2 CPSM demodulator is
ignored in this topic since its implemetitation impact is common to both approsaches.
The only functions, excluding the loop filter and the VCO, required to
impiement a gated carrier tracking scheme in a spreWd-spectrum system are
a time controlled gate and a PN patterm removing exclusive-OB circuit. The
control driving the gate operates in synchronism with the PN pattern generator.
(In the WCCM application the gate is activated on every sixth PN chip.) A sireilar gating function is included In the transmitter for incorporation of the gated
carrier into the modulating data sequence.
The Costas loop implementation in the r•c-iver on the other hand, requires tw PN patteon removing exclusive-OR etreults, two filters with bandwidths on the order of the data 4rato, and * multflplie. Although a minor vw.sidoration, the Costas loop requires Incorvoration of differential data eneoding
or wome other scheme to resolve the data polarity profblom resulting from the
phase amrnblgtty inherant with the Costas loop. This ftmaikon is not show, ito
the figure.
Multipliers by nature are considerably more complicated th-,n line-ar
circuits. It order to avoid excessive ftndaition at low sagnal-to--Unoie rmtio,
where dogradanion ts most critical, the multiplier circlilt becomes very complox in both analog and digital forms of implementation.
Tho filters must have adjustable bandwidths to (mable the WCCM receiver
to operate at variout data ratos, or a degradation in the petrormarn
e will be.
iralierd
4 Thus either a bank of ainrog filters or a variable bandwidth digital
f'ter is required. The former approach cAn be elIminated since its use woulwid
isO Inooonsltont with the emphasis or, maximum simplicity in the RyV hardware
and on the objective of maxitmum use of digital implementation. Even the complexity af4 digital filters is such that the only reasonablb Implementation of a
variable bandwidth filter is to use a sumimer. wilh the bandw-idth selection accomptished by varying the number of samples over which a sum is fc.rmed.
The gated carrier scheme operation is Cally independent of the data rate.
Thus, the loop can be deslgned to optimally function in all modes of trtunsmisale,. requiring no adjustments whoa a nmoe change is performed.
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In the Costas loop, however, the bandwidth of the filters must be adjusted
to match the bit data rate for the loop to furnish che performance indicated in the
previous topic. In a practical implementation, this variability in bandwidth not
only increases the filter complexity but also imposes incorporation of gain adjustment features required to maintain the multiplier operating in the amplitude
region that provides the best performance. Also there are practical problems
in the depign of a multiplier where the output dc bias must be kept very small.
In a phase lock loop, a bias term has the effect of offsetting the phase tracking.
Allowing for all of these design considerations, the Costa; loop is expected to
suffer about a one-half dB higher implement:ation loss than the gated carrier
scheme.
One additional disadvantage associated with the Costas loop is the possibility that the carrier loop may lock onto a sideband under certain circumstances. The likelihood of this occurring in a system like WCCM, where the
Doppler offset can exceed the data rate, is quite high. This event can geperally
be detected and corrected wien phase lock Is derived over very long messages.
In the burst TDMA return link mode, however, this assumption is far from being
valid.
A secondary a ,vantage of the gated carrier scheme is that the implementation of the PN code tracking function is sir.mplified in that no data decisionIng or absolute value functions need be incorporated into the tracking loop.
In conclusion, although the Costas loop is slightly superior on a theoretical
"basisto the gated carrier approach, the latter was adopted for the WCCM application because the gated carrier is considerably less complex to Implement.
32138-5
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Implementation of Costas Loop and Gated Carrier Phase Tracking Schemes in a 2 CPSM SpreadSpe4ctrum Modulation System. In comaparison to the Sated carrier scheme the Costas Loop requires
complex oper~tions which in a practical implementation incur a implementation loss of about one-half
"[B over the loss associated with the gated carrier implementation.
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Section 2 - Selection of Network Configuration and Waveform Parameters
Subsection - Waveform Parameter Selection and Trade-Offs
FORWARD LINK MESSAGE TIMING STRUCTURE DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
Control of a remotely piloted vehicle requires as many as 10 commands per second.
In order to satisfy more general system requirements and improve ECM resistance
and communication reliability, it is desirable to have two to three times this update
capability.
The second step after having chosen the forward link transmission scheme
to employ a single channel with continuous structure, which Is subdivided into a
number of message slots for providing time division multiple access to the RCVs,
is to determine the length of each access. The alternatives are to use bit-by-bit,
character-by-character, or block-by-block transmission, where the word
"block" refers to an access length not equalin, a bit or a character. Character
length access can readily be dismissed since the commatids are not text-oriented
but consist rather of variable field-length digital data. Bit-by-bit transmission,
wherein sequential single bits are transmitted to the different RCVs, is too rigid
a structure and can not furnish the advantages (mentioned later) of a block
transmission structure. The problem of selecting the optimum block length is
tied in with the access rate for a given desired data throughput to each RCV per
second. The choice was made as a result of the following considerations.
The Wideband Command and Control Modem should be applicable to a general class of unmanned, remotely controlled vehicles requiring rapid response.
Within a given class the design should also be flexible in order to apply to a wide
range of deployment levels. As generally applies to the design of communications
systems, the communications link must not slow down the overall system performiance speed. Studies have indicated that 10 commands per second are sufficient to control an RCV, even during the most active phases of the mission.
Since this number assumes that each control command is received and successfully demodulated by the controlled vehicle, the communications system should
permit transmissions at a rate of two to three times the number stated in order
to account for rapid variations in the propagation effects and to counter an adversary employing ECM tactics. Thus a rate of two to three times the given
number is desirable, leading to the selection of a frame rate of 30 frames/sec.
This frame rate results in an 80-bit block length when combined with a 2400
bps transmission rate to each RCV. rhis message block length, has been determined to represent a desirable length as far as permitting incorporation of
the various command functions Is concerned. It should be noted that the selected
length does not prevent the transmission of longer messages. By proper message
header, the user can transmit any message length by subdividing the message
into blocks fitting into the 80 bit length structure.
The structure of one frame of the chosen forward link transmission
scheme is shown in the figure opposite. The mode shown represents the nominal
forward link mode, having 25 message slots/frame. Each message slot contains
80 bits. The number oi blocks into which the 1/30-sec frame is subdivided is
variable and can be chosen to suit a particular mission, an arrangement which
permits better utilization of available signal power and adds processing gain.
The 80-bit block consists of a 6-bit address, 64 bits of data, and 10 bits
for error detection coding. (The error detection code is discussed in a subsequent topic.) The address of the destination RCV is included in each forward
link message to permit the ground station daLa source to make a decision on the
priorities of messages to be transmitted. The alternate approach would be to
employ a fixed time slot assignment structure wherein one message slot is
assigned for every RCV per frame. Even if it Is possible to make the latter

*
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approach flexible to a limited extent by incorporating a time slot reassignment
capability, the only advantage of this scheme lies in that no mc'ssage address
overhead is required, a negligible advantage that is readily defeated by the sig-

nificant benefits of an addressable system. First, the message addressability
enables the ground control to make maximum use of the forvard link resources
in that the traffic can readily be adjusted to suit the evolution of the mission.
Secondly, when used in combination with positive acknowledgement, the addressing capability allows simple adaptation to high raw error rate conditions, improving the performance under ECM and poor signal-to-noise ratio conditions.
Positive acknowledgement refers to the fact that the return link telemetry message from an RCV contains information on the event of this RCV's receipt of a
correct message subsequent to its last previous return link burst transmission.
Depending on the content and priority of the forward link message, the
ground station may continue to transmit the messages until the acknowledgement
has been received. it is very difficult to relate the advantages of this feature to an
equivalent signal-to-noise improvement for realistic deployment situations,
because in a dynamic system the conteat of the command message may change
even if the commands are not received by an RCV. This fact constitutes the
difference between the positive acknowledgement concept and the basic automatic retransmission request technique (ARQ), in which the same message is repeated until acknowledgement of reception is obtained. The value of this concept
should, however, be obvious. The feature also defeats any attempt by a jammer
to selectively jam a given forward link.
29266-60
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Forward Link Message Timing Structure. The selected forward link transmission scheme can adapt to a
particular mission and provides better utilization of available signal power.
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Section 2 - Selection of Network Configuration and Waveform Parameters
Subsection - Waveform Parameter Selection and Trade-Offs
RETURN LINK MESSAGE TIMING STRUCTURE DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

Use of a TDMA return link burst rate of 60 bursts per second per RCV improves
the effect of positive acknowledgement and makes possible interburst PN code
tracking without a search in the beginning of each burst.
In order to fully realize the potential advantages of the positive acknowledgement concept, the return link should employ a transmission rate per RCV exceeding the forward link frame rate, i. e each RCV should transmit more than
once per forward link frame. If this is not the case, the ground control will have
to wait a full frame length for each successive "valid message received,' confirmation. Even if the message addressability feature furnishes performance
benefits under this condition, much of the power of the addressability/positive
acknowledgement combination is not being fully obtained.
The figure in a previous topic ("Selection of Return Link Channel Parameters") indicates that an RCV transmit rate of either 60 or 90 transmission per
second per RCV for 27 and 24 dB processing gain, respectively, provides an
average guard time of 0. 3 milliseconds in a system keyed at 60 Mchips/second.
The 60 transmissions/second approach was selected because of its 3-dB processing gain advantages and the slightly simplier implementation.
The major advantage of a transmission scheme wherein each RCV transmits 60 times per second (or more) is realized in the code tracking scheme, in
that the high transmission rate enables code tracking when 2 CPSM modulation
is used, without the necessity of a search in the beginning of each burst in the
TDMA mode.
The structure of the return link timing is shown in Figure A. One 40-bit
block is transmitted per half-frame or per 1/60 second. In order to maintain
nomenclature consistency with the forward link, the term "frame" refers to the
frame duration of the forward link frame, equaling 1/30 second. The figure
shows only the maximum RCV deployment structure. Reduced modes, furnishing improved performance, are shown and discussed in the next section.
When an RCV operates In the video transmission modes, the video and
telemetry are multiplexed in accordance with the timing structure shown in
Figure B. The structure is rigid with regard to the video, telemetry, and gated
carrier chip pattern sequence and does not depend on the video data rate. The
integration times in the ground receivers are adjustable, providing freedom in
the selection of the video data rate. The significant advantage of this "equally
distributed" multiplexing approach is that no storage for video data is required,
as would have- been the case if thr ,clemetry data were transmitted on a per
telemetry data bit basis, for instance.
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multiplexing approach eliminates the need for storage for video data.
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Section 2 - Selection of Network Configuration and Waveform Parameters
Subsection - Waveform Pa--aneter Selection and Trade-Offs

I

SELECTING THE PSEUDO NOISE SEQUENCE LENGTH
The selection of the pseudo noise pattern length represents a trade-off between the
speed at which synchronization is acquired, anti-jamming protection, cost, size,
and weight. The selected 33 millisecond length (2 million PN code chips) is three
orders of magnitude longer than the data interval.
In order to demodulate forward and return link data, proper pseudo noise
(PN) code lock must be maintained. Therefore, the loss of modem synchronization due to temporary loss of signal from short term fading or to RCV flight behind terrain causing severe signal attenuation necessitates signal reacquisition.
Since the RCV flight path is controlled from a Ground Control Station (GCS), it is
imperative that fast reacquisition be performed. The PN pattern length selection
for the WCCM was based on the above facts and the fact that the longer the selected PN pattern, the more difficult acquisition and reacquisition becomes. (Difficult in that it requires increased modem complexity to obtain the acquisition and
reacquisition times comparable to that time required for a shorter pattern.)
While it is simpler to reacquire a short PN code sequence as opposed to
a long one, short codes do possess two distinct disadvantages. These disadvantages are 1) an intercept station can more easily break the PN code and 2)
a repeat jammer could record the signal over the pattern length duration and
then retransmit it in a subsequent code interval for effective jamming or spoofing. Therefore, longer sequence codes provide better protection against jamming and spoofing. On the other hand, long PN code sequences result in increased cost, size, and weight due to the necessity of a parallel synchronous
acquisition correlator for the necessary acquisition and reacquisition speed.
Since the major design constraints associated with the RCV modem ineludes cost, size, and weight; a long PN code cannot be justified. This fact is
supported due to the extreme amount of cost, size, and weight impacts of using
parallel synchronous acquisition circuitry (Refer to Review of Current State-ofthe-At Prallol Correlation lardware Technology Topic.) Therefore some
form of serial pattern search for acquisition must be used. The problem then
remains to determine a PN code length that represents a length over which it is
reasonable to search. There is a constraint on the minimum length of the PN
pattern (which is clocked at 60 Mblt/sec). This constraint is due to the approximate 3 millisecond round trip propagation time associated with the specified
250 nautical mile RCV deployment range. Any PN code length loss than approximately 180 kilobits could potentially result in range ambiguity resolution
problems.
An optimum choice for the WCCM PN pattern length was determined
to be 2 megabits. This length was chosen partly because its 30 millisecond
cycle is long enough to force potential jammers to use costly, sophisticated
hardware to record the resultant 2 million bit 60 MHz rate pattern for playback.
The selection of a highly non-linear 60 megabit length PN pattern which Is non
repeating within a WCCM transmission frame interval results in an effective
mean time to acquire (during a full search nmode) of less than 20 seconds. Due
to the use of a maximum code tracking adjustment rate in the RCV modem PN
code tracking circuitry (which is In turn used to slew PN timing by 1/8 chip
intervals per sample), spoofing would take a minimum of approximately two
hours to effectively conduct a full PN pattern sweep. The 2-hour full PN pattern
sweep requirement effectively negates any deceptive jamming threat. The 2
megabit PN pattern length also matches the selected frame intervals resulting
in additional system benefits such as easy derivation of frame timing pulses for
the selected ranging concept.
*•
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Use of a PN code length which is several orders of magnitude longer than
the data incerval very elfectively eliminates the possibility of acquiring and
falsely tracking any time sidelobe of the code. Short codes wvhich repeat at or
near the data interval can readily have aperiodic time sidelobes which allow a
receive correlator to track the code with a mismatched time and/or frequency.
in some systems this could result in false receiver lockup at high signal to noise
ratios. However use of codes which are at least an order of magnitude longer
than the tracking time constant eliminates these potential difficulties.
*/

FACTORS AFFECTING PN CODE LENGTH
A medium code length has been selected which maintains acceptable acquisition times and effectively provides all of the long
code advantages.
Long Code Advantages
* Eliminates Potential Tracking of Time Sidelobes
* Reduces Potential for Effective Repeat Jamming:
- Simple Jamming
- Information Deception
-

Range Gate Pull-Off

* Reduces Code Breaking Potential
e Eliminates Range Measurement Ambiguities
Short Code Advantages
SShortens Time to Acquire PN Code
* Improves Processing Gain during Signal Acquisition
* Reduces Equipment Complexity
- Size
- Weight
-

Cost

.
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Section 2 - Selection of Network Configuration and Waveform Parameters
Subsection - Waveform Parameter Selection and Trade-Offs
SELECTION OF MODULAR PROCESSING GAIN INCREMENTS
Nominal values of spectrum-spreading processing gain increments of 1 or 2 dB
assure near-maximum amounts of processing gain for any given number of users.
Processing gain of up to 37 dB is to be provided on both the forward and return
links.
The Statement of Work for the WCCM requires that the spread-spectrum
modulation is to provide the uplink with a minimum of 30 dB of processing gain,
and that modem multiple access capability is to be modular in the sense that if
less than 25 RCVs are used, the waveform can be suitably adapted to provide
additional processing gain for the remaining users. A further guideline used was
that the modularity should be effective for any number of RCVs between 5 and 25.
With fewer than 25 RCVs, the command data rates on the forward link and
the telemetry data rates on the TDMA return link yield reduced composite link
data rates. However, processing gain per user can also be increased by reducing

the insta,.taneous data rate per user (that is, more PN code chips per data bit)
while tno same average data rate per user is maintained. The question of what
data rate step sizes and, therefore, respective spectrum spreading processing
gains, should be use(, can be based on the concept of providing the maximum
amount of processing gain proportional to the number of users being deployed.
However, the economic feasibility of this concept does not totally justify its
implementation. As a result, the specific data rate step sizes used must also
be selected for implementation convenience. The forward and return link clock
rates and message capacity tables shown on the opposite page reflect incremental
data rate selections which provide the required processing gain modularity with
negligible modem cost impact. It is highl, desirable to obtain modular spectrumspreading processing gain increments of 1 or 2 dB to insure that a nearmaximum amount of processing gain is developed for the given number of users.
This has been effectively achieved for both the forward and return links. The
return link TDMA mode processing gpin increments differ from the forward link
gain increments because of the requirement that a 300-microsecond (50 nmi)
minimum average guard time be used between the various return link bursts to
prevent tr.ansmission overlaps.
The implementation convenience concept has been realized by using a
low cost decade counter for the divisor function. This arrangement allows a
minimum number of messages per frame of 5 and 4 for the forward and return
links, respectively. One message per frame is equivalent to 2400 bps. When
fewer than 5 vehicles are active, greater effective processing gain can be obtaiuned by using multiple transmissions over the forward link. This time diversity approach is augmented by the RCVs ability for positive acknowledgment by
which the GCS is informed of valid message reception by the RCV. This repeat
message concept can - and should - be used in any of the data rate modes to
increase the effective processing gain per user. This positive acknowledgmentrepeat transmission technique is very effective in a fading signal or burst
interference environment.
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TABLE I.

Divisor

FORWARD LINK (UPLINK) CLOCK RATES AND
MESSAGE CAPACITY

Data Clock
(Kpps)

Messages
Per Frame

SpectrumSpreading
Processing
Gain (dB)

1

120

50

27.0

2

60

25

30.0

3

40

16

31.8

4
5

30
24

12
10

33.0
34.0

6
7

20
17

8
7

34.8
35.4

8

15

6

36.0

10

12

5

37.0

TABLE I.

RETURN LINK (DOWNLINK) CLOCK RATES AND
TDMA MODE BURST CAPACITY

I

Divisor

Data Clock
(Kpps)

Maximum*
TDMA
Accesses per
Half Frame

SpectrumSpreading
Processing
Gain (d0)

1
2

120
60

25

27.0

16

30.0

3

40

11

31.8

4

30

9

33.0

5

24

7

34.0

6

20

6

34.8

8

15

5

36.0

10

12

4

31.0

OMaximum occesses Is with resp*ct to maintaining a
minimum average guard time per access of at least
300 microseconds (o50 nmi)
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Section 2 - Selection of Network Configuration and Waveform Parameters
Subsection - Waveform Parameter Selection and Trade-Offs
SELECTION OF ERROR CONTROL APPROACH
The error control technique employed has been designed to emphasize minimum
probability of accepting a false message. This could be accomplished by using a
code with a high level of redundancy, but the recommended approach, based on message quality detection, is more efficient.
The critical factor In selecting an error control technique for a communication system for a remotely controlled pilotless vehicle system is the
probability with which the communication system outputs a false message. The
forward link is the most important of the two links, since this link carries
action commands, including potential weapons release commands. However,
the return link must also possess a high degree of reliability, since the generation of ground control commands is to an extent based on, and in response to,
the RCV data received over the return link. It is recommended that the forward
link should exhibit an error protection capability furnishing a probability of
false message transfer not exceeding 10-8, while a value of 10-5 for the same
parameter should suffice for the return link. Naturally these capabilities should
be accompanied by a reasonable probability of correct message detection to
avoid excessive sluggishness in the system response.
These values can be obtained with a variety of error detection/correction
schemes. In order to make maximum use of signal power, the scheme selected
for WCCM provides the desired reliability by using a combination of an error
detection code and message quality detection. The positive acknowledgement
concept and the forward link message addressabillity provision add to the effective over-all message detection probability, because they enable the ground
control to intelligently allocate its transmission resources as function of the
priorities of the commands to the various RCV9.
The lengths of the error detection :,odft (number of parity bits) were
chosen to be 10 bits for the forward link and 5 bits for the return link, applied
to the 70 and 35 bit message block lengths of tho two links. The specific structures of the codes were not selected, but the codes will be linear codes. Linear
codes are rapidly generated and detected by a feedback shift register structure.
Message block oriented code as opposed to a convolutional typet code
was chosen duo to operational considerations. Even though the convolutional

codes are more powerful, they involve a decoding delay. Convolutional codes
also involve a significant penalty Wn the implementation complexity of the decoder.
Considering coding alone, the 10 bit error detection would furnish the
forward link with a protection against false message acceptance of about 10-3
it) a random noise environment. More exactly the false message probability is
nearly 10-5 against random noise, since the forward link employs a 6-bit
address, the satlsfication of which is also a prerequisite for message acceptanwe. The benefit of the address is ignored however, since the dependence of
it would limit the generality of the claims of the over-all error control
scheme, when considering a limited signal bias or fading.
The forward link false message probability (I. e., that random noise
will cause the RCV to decode the received signal into a message satisfying the
error detection code) is considered a valid criterion, since the receive signal
may. due to fading, suddenly disappear completely. This represents the
extreme to which a error control scheme should be designed. since in general
a given amount of receive signal will be available, furnishing a favorable
decision biks.
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In order to furnish a probability of less than 10-l of accepting a false
message by coding alone, at least 27 bits of redundancy would be required. A
much more efficient approach to attain the desired performance is to employ
message quality detection. There are several schemes possible to implement
this function. One is to test the level at the end of each bit integration time
against a threshold and accumulate the number of times the decision failed to
satisfy the threshold quality test. If the accumulated count exceeds a preset
number, the message is rejected, independent of the error detection code test.
The message quality detection should furnish a degree of protection
against false message acceptance of at least 10-5 for the forward link and 10-4
for the return link telemetry for the composite protection obtained from combining error detection and message quality of 10-8 and 10-5 respectively for
the two links. The figure below shows for the indicated parameters the performance of the quality detection concept. The parameter selection is not an optimum choice, but does illustrate how readily the quality detection scheme can
assume the sole responsibility of dismissing a false rressage, while still allowing a high probability of vai' message detection.
The above approach to message quality evaluation does not represent the
most powerful approach, but its implementation is simple and its performance
is more than adequate for this case. In addition, the modem Is equipped with a
threshold detector to facilitate acquisition and code search anyway, so incorporation of message quality detection represents no significant ipitmet on comnplexity.
The above discussion pertains mainly to non ECM coniitions. As is
shown in another topic, incorporation of an error correction code as opposed
only to error detection capability can be very advantageous, furmishing about
a 1 dR improvement against continuous jamming and 4 dB agains, burat Jamming.
Incorporation of error correction coding is left as Adesign option.
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Section 2 - Selection of Network Configuration Waveform Parameters
Subsection Waveform Parameter Selection and Trade-Offs
LINEAR ENCODING AND DECODING

For providing a high degree of error-detection capability without regard to error
correction, the recommended linear encoding is the simplest solution.
A linear encoder (see facing figure) consists of a shift register and a few
standard logic gates. The decoder is identical with the encoder except for the
input connections. The length of the shift regiater needs to be only as long as
the desired number of parity bits. The feedback connections are not critical but
can be selected to maximize encoded word separation.
Error-detection encoding in the WCCM system contributes a significant
improvement in antideception capability, since any message must match the
error detection parity as well as match the PN spectrum-spreading code. A
"degreeof freedom exists in the shift register preset, in addition to the feedback
tap connections. Thus, to spoof or deceive the receiver, the spoofing signal
must simultaneously match PN code timing, data message timing, error encoder feedback and preset, as well as contain valid address and message type
indicators wherever applicablei
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Section 2 - Selection of Network Configuration and Waveform Parameters

Subsection

-

Modem Design Feature Selection and Trade-Offs

SINGLE VERSUS DUAL RCV PSEUDO NOISE GENERATOR TRADE-OFF
The use of two pseudo noise generators in each RCV modem as opposed to one
represents a cost impact. However electronic counter-countermeasures considerations make it highly desirable to use dual pseudo noise generators for reliable
WCCM system performance.
The use of a single pseudo noise (PN) generator within the RCV modem
would force the simultaneous slewing of both transmit and receive functions of
the modem during any synchronization loss condition that requires a search
mode for reacquisition. This condition would result in the loss of critical telemetry and video data being sent to the Ground Control Station (GCS) until the RCV
receiver regains synchronization.
Using two PN generators within each RCV modem (one for the transmit
and one for the receive function as shown in the facing figure) results in some
increase in modem cost. However upon forward link signal loss, the RCV can
continue to transmit video and/or telemetry during forward link reacquisition
search. Thereby the GCS can continue to receive RCV responses regardless of
forward link status. In addition, degraded rarging can be performed during a
forward link synchronization loss condition. The resultant ranging accuracy will
be a function of the forward link outage duration.
When using two PN generators within an RCV modem, additional system
benefits in the form of electronic counter-countertneasures can be derived. This
is accomplished by attomatically wnlocking the receive and transmit PN gonerators when a reacquisition search is initiated. In this manner, the receive PN
generator can be slowed (search involves slewing of the receive PN generator)
while maintaining constant trransnit PN generator timing. Therefore, effec-tiVe
jamming, due to coincident PN code slowing coincident with effective jam-ning,
cannot be detected by the jammer.
If relooking of the transmit and receive PN generator Is autonmtically
performed upon reacquisition, a januner could again recognize the effectiveness
of his action (duo to the transmit PN generator offset correction). To prevent
this, a single status bit in the dowulink message Is used to inform the GCS of
reaoquisition. Subsequeetly, the GCS can command relooking of the transmit and
receive PN generators at some convenient time, In this oanner the forward link
command control of the rolocking process increases effective anti-jamming
proWection.
Each of the PN generators recommended should be on one printed circuit
card, plus a few associated controls, Each of the PN generat )rs would be of
identical construction.
in tonclusion, the benefits dcrived from using Scpamte receive and transmit PN generators with the capability of being look-d or unlocked depeonding on
system status represents the desirable concept to be used. The use of a single PN
generator, although deleting one or two relatively Inexpensive printed circuit
cards from the modem, reduces system effectiveness and Increases leoctrowo
coumgermeasuro vuluer-Wlfty.
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Section 2 - Selection of Network Configuration and Waveform Parameters
Subsection - Modem Design Feature Selection and Tradeoffs
SELECTING THE RCV MODEM FORWARD-LINK SIGNAL ACQUISITION/REACQUISITION
APPROACH
A serial search approach for forward-link signal acquisition and reacquisition results in acceptable acquisition times (less than 20 seconds), with minimal RCV
modem cost impact. For short-outage times, the serial search technique provides
correspondingly fast reacquisition with full anti-jam capability.
The selected WCCM design employs a continuous transmission forward
link from the Master Ground Control Station (MGCS) to the deployed RCVs. Thus,
all RCVs will continuously receive the GCS forward-link transmission. There are
several methods which can be used for signal acquisition and reacquisition of
this continuously transmitted signal by the RCV modem.
initial sync acquisition, which will normally be performed athigh signalto-noise ratios (S/N), could be performed by using a short parallel correlator.
In order to acquire or reacquire at greater distances, a long parallel correlator
would be desirable because of low S/N conditions. The PN code used on the forward link will vary from deployment to deployment. As a result, if parallel correlators are used, they must be programmable to allow for a. cost-effective
modem design. For short-tel-m outages of up to several seconds (because of
short-term fading or effective jamming), it is highly desirable to reacquire with
full anti-jamming capability. Since the RCV modem has the capability of acceptably demodulating data at a noise-to-signal ratio (N/S) of 30 dB, 40 dB of
processing gain would be desirable during the cited short-term reacquisition
phase. The 40 dB processing gain would provide acquisition capability compatible with the 37 dB maximum modular spectrum-spreading processing gain
associated with the minimum RCV deployment mode data rate.
Analog or digital parallel preamble acquisition correlators, with 40 dB
processing gain, possess major disadvantages for WCCM application. Fully programmable analog devices (acoustic surface wave) are presently unavailable and
would result in high-risk development. A 40-dB, fully programmable digital correlator, although feasible, would be cost-prohibitive (costing several times that
of the total modem). As a result, if parallel correlation techniques are implemented, a shorter correlator must be used. Digital parallel correlators having
25 dB of processing gain could be developed, which would not severely impact
RCV modem cost, size, or weight. However, the 25-dB processing gain would
be insufficient for some needs as already noted.
Regardless of the acquisition and reacquisition concepts used, a serial
correlation process must be implemented within the RCV modem PN code tracking loop. In addition, the PN code-tracking, serial correlation circuitry must
operate under full dynamic conditions of S/N and system modularity. This required serial correlation circuitry can be used for acquisition and reacquisition
by incorporating a relatively small amount of additional modem circuitry for
controlling a search process during the acquisition and reacquisition phases.
One disadvantage associated with a serial search approach is that the relative
speed of sync acquisition is slower than for parallel correlation. Therefore, if
reasonably short acquisition times are to be maintained, the PN pattern length
must be limited. The 2-megachip PN pattern length selected for use in the
WCCM system allows fur the use of a serial search approach. The use of a 60Kpps (readily available in the RCV modem) search rate will allow a full PN patI !rn search to be conducted within a mean time of less than 20 seconds. This
resynchronization time would be applicable to Initial acquisition as well as to
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reacquisition after any long outage. A long outage is defined as lasting more
than 105 seconds, as discussed in the RCV modem eeacquisition technique
(search mode implementation) topic in Section 4 of this report. The 20-second
initial acquisition and long-term outage reacquisition time is reasonable for
RCV deployments. For short-term outages, reacquisition times will be significantly less and will be proportional to the outage duration. A major advantage
associated with the serial search approach is that acquisition and reacquisition
can be performed with full anti-jamming protection at very reasonable cost. In
addition, the concept of commonality between the RCV and GCS modems would
be maintained since the GCS modem utilizes serial search for signal acquisition
and reacquisition.

RCV MODEM FORWARD-LINK ACQUISITION/
REACQUISITION TRADE-OFF ANALYSIS
Serial Search Approach

Parallel Correlation Approach

20-second mean time for initial
acquisition

Initial acquisition time within one frame
interval (1/30 second)

Minimal RCV modem cost impact
since serial correlation circuitry
is already available in PN code
tracking loop

High RCV modem cost impact for parallel correlator implementation capable of
operating under full dynamic conditions
of S/N and system modularity

Serial search concept time proven
on previous programs

Acoustic surface wave device for WCCM
application represents high-risk
development

Reacquisition time will be a function of outage duration (refer to
reacquisition technique topic)

Reacquisition as soou as signal is strong
enough to reacquire

Allows reacquisition with full
anti-jamming protection

Reduced anti-jamming protection for
reacquisition
2
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Section 2 - Selection of Network Configuration and Waveform Parameters
Subsection - Modem Design Features and Tradeoffs

A

SELECTING THE GCS BURST TDMA RETURN LINK SIGNAL ACQUISITION APPROACH
A serial search concept was selected for use in the RCV modem in lieu of a parallel
correlation technique. Serial search allows for acquisition and reacquisition to be
performed with full anti-jamming protection during short outages, provides a reasonable acquisition time, and results in the lowest implementation cost of any
search technique.
The time division multiple access (TDMA) return link mode consists of
short intermittent messages transmitted from each of the RCVs. This results
in only a fraction of the pseudo noise (PN) code being transmitted from an RCV
during each burst interval. Therefore there will be no continuous signal for acquisition or tracking. Due to the selected modularity concept used for the WCCM,
the most critical modular case for acquisition and reacquisition is the reduced
RCV capacity mode in which five (5) RCVs or less are deployed. The problem
associated with the reduced capacity mode stems from their associated higher
processing gains. To remain compatible with the data processing gain of 37 dB,
the burst acquisition circuit would need an effective processing gain In excess of
40 dB. This amount of processing gain imposes severe problems on the implementation of acquisition correlation techniques.
One method which could be implemented to obtain signal acquisition is to
employ a parallel synchronous acquisition correlator at the Ground Control Station (GCS), which is programmed on a time division basis. The programming
would be required since each RCV employs a different PN code (or a different
portion of the same PN code). The correlator could be either analog or digital.
However both of these types of synchronous acquisition correlators possess
major disadvantages. A fully programmable analog preamble acquisition correlator (such as an acoustic surface wave device) is presently unavailable and would
require long high risk development (due basically to the 60 Mpps PN chip rate and
the desired large number of taps). A programmable digital preamble acquisition correlator can be developed. However both development cost and production
cost would be high for the GCS WCCM (probably over $40,000 per ground station).
Also it should be mentioned that the effective bandwidth of a 40 dB parallel correlator operating at the 60 Mpps chip rate is less than 6 kHz. This bandwidth is
somewhat less than the frequency uncertainty at C-band due to the ± 5 kHz maximum doppler frequency. Therefore, a correlator with 40 dB or greater processing gain would require a two dimensional search program (frequency and
time) which would complicate modem design.
Regardless of the type of acquisition circuitry used, serial correlation
will be used within the GCS modem PN code tracking loops. The GCS modem PN
code tracking loops must operate under full dynamic conditions of S/N and system modularity. Since the PN code tracking loops do not function to maintain
correct PN timing during initial acquisition or reacquisition phases, they can be
used for signal acquisition and reacquisition. Therefore, this method of serial
search (using existing PN code tracking circuitry) would be the most cost effective signal acquisition technique for the WCCM. The serial search approach also
has the advantage of being able to maintain anti-jamming protection during
reacquisition phases which could not be performed with cost effective parallel
correlation techniques. One disadvantage of the serial search technique is the
slower acquisition times relative to parallel correlation techniques. However,
at the selected 60 Mpps PN chip rate, a full PN pattern search can be conducted
within a mean time of 20 seconds. This search time is reasonable for long duration outages. For short duration outages - due to short term fading or effective

*
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jamming - limited PN search modes can be employed which result in significant reductions in reacquisition times (refer to RCV modem reacquisition technique topic in section 4.
acquisition using serial search during a TDMA burst transmission
mode can be facilitated by insertion of RC %ranging predictions into the GCS
modem PN code tracking loop. The ranging information will be required due to
the limited PN search which can be conducted by the GCS modem during an RCV
burst interval. If the ranging Information used for initial acquisition is in gross
error (more than approximately 15 nautical miles) initial acquisition will have
to be conducted in a continuous transmission mode. This amount of error associated with RCV ranging prediction is highly improbable.
The serial search concept was selected for use in the GCS modem based
on the above facts, that is: lower cost, reasonable acquisition and reacquisition
times, and the capability to maintain full anti-jamming protection during the
acquisition and reacquisition modes.

* •Initial
1

IMPLICATIONS OF BURST TDMA RETURN LINK MODE FOR
NonconinuusACQUISITION/REACQUISITION
Non continuous 0GCS modem signal reception requires interburst error prediction for acquisition and reacquisition
o Sync acquisition at the GCS requires time division programming
to accommodate the different received RCV PN codes (or a
different portion of the same PN code)
o Initial acquisition using serial search during a TDMA burst
mode can be facilitated by insertion of RCV ranging predictions
into the modem search process.
i
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Section 2 - Selection of Network Configuration and Waveform Parameters
Subsection - Modem Design Feature Selection and Trade-Offs
REVIEW OF CURRENT STATE OF THE ART PARALLEL CORRELATION
HARDWARE TECHNOLOGY
A review of parallel correlation implementation technology techniques (matched
filters) indicated that no analog correlators currently exist which can produce
close to the 40 dB processing gain required in a field environment. Digital
correlators are feasible, but they are expensive and consume large amounts of
power.
During the first half of this study a search was conducted for practical
matched filter correlation techniques which could perform the burst acquisition
function at signal to noise ratios down to -30 dB (i. e., noise 1,000 times
greater than signal). To produce reliable burst acquisition requires at least
a 10 dB output signal to noise ratio. Thus, 40 dB of effective processing gain
was desired.
Another key desired parameter was to provide a match to a PN (pseudo
random) pattern at a keying rate of at least 60 Mpps. Also, it was considered
necessary that the correlator be provided with the ability to electronically
reprogram the PN pattern to be matched.
After considerable review it was concluded that no analog techniques
exist by which this capability could be produced in an acceptable length of time
(one year or less) and at a reasonably low risk. The closest analog devices
found use the surface wave acoustic technology. In addition, devices with
30 dB or more processing gain appear very risky at present.
Digital devices are available and techniques have been demonstrated
which would allow the desired processing gain, but the 60 Mpps keying rate is
higher than that produced in any known digital correlator of practical processing
gain. These speeds are achievable at low risk using any of several varieties
of emitter coupled logic or by use of Schottky TTL (transistor-transistor logic).
However, the power levels and quantity of components required to perform
this function with presently available circuit types is prohibitive. See the facing
table. Tapped delay line preamble acquisition techniques using both digital and
analog parallel correlation are discussed in more detail in Appendix B.
An alternative digital implementation which offers lower power, size
weight and cost is the use of large scale integration (LSI) using complementary
metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS) techniques. An internal Hughes development
program has indicated that a fifty stage bi-phase correlator is practical in a
single integrated circuit. The keying rate for these devices would be limited
to 10 Mpps, however. Techniques have been developed for multiplexing the
60 Mpps PN sequence into 6 parallel 10 Mpps chains, which would allow use
of these relatively low power LSI circuits. By using this CMOS-LSI approach,
it is estimated that a 40 dB effective processing gain could be produced at a
production cost of about 40 to 50 thousand dollars per correlator. This is
considerably higher than desired for use on the WCCM.

A
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HIGH SPEED DIGITAL CORRELATORS.-

EACH APPROACH PRODUCES

APPROXIMATELY 40 dB OF EFFECTIVE PROCESSING GAIN
Integrated
Circuit (IC)
Type

Implementation
Technique

IC Packages
Required
(thousand)

Single 15, 000 Stage
Correlator at
60 Mpps

Schottky
transistortransistor
logic (STTL)

15 (plus
30,000
Resistors)

Six parallel
15, 000 stage
correlators at
10 Mpps

Complementary
MOS - large
scale Integration
(CMOS-LSI)

1.8

Circuit
Card
Quantity
750

60

Estimated
Power
(kW)

Estimated
Production
Cost
(K dollars)

5

70

0.2

45
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Section 2 - Selection of Network Configuration and Waveform Parameters
Subsection - Modem Design Feature Selection and Trade-Offs

SELECTING THE APPROACH TO TIME DIFFERENCE MEASUREMENT FOR RANGING
AT THE GCS
The management of GCS transmit and receive PN generator time differences - in
lieu of a time of arrival technique for ranging - has been selected due to its relative
ease in circuit implementation and cost effectiveness.
In the recommended Hughes approach, the receive and transmit pseudo
noise (PN) code generators in both the RCV and GCS are continuously in operation (even during the RCV TDMA burst mode). Also, all PN generators are
synchronized relative to each other. Therefore, the difference in GCS transmit
and receive PN timing will represent the round trip time difference for RCV
ranging calculations. The four PN code generators associated with the RCV and
GCS modems are illustrated on the facing page. The PN generators are illustrated as clocks in which a 3600 rotation occurs each full frame interval. If
the GCS frame timing pulse is as illustrated, the RCV receive PN generator
timing will be delayed some time interval (6) corresponding to the propagation
delay between the RCV and GCS. The RCV transmit and receive PN generators
are normally locked together and the GCS receiver PN generator timing is
delayed some time interval corresponding again to the instantaneous propagation
delay between the RCV and GCS (A). The total timing delay between the receive
and transmit GCS PN generators therefore will be equivalent to the round trip
propagation delay (2A).
In the return link TDMA mode, each RCV bursts at a rate of twice per
frame interval (as illustrated in the facing figure). The bursts are initiated at
variable times controlled by the GCS. The fact that the burst initiate times are
variable has no effect on the ranging accuracy. The bursts are only used (as
far as PN code tracking and ranging is concerned) to refine GCS receive PN
generator timing during the received burst interval and develop error prediction
signals which are used for interburst timing correction. In this manner,
accurate time differences can be generated for the desired ranging. Ranging
accuracy will be a function of many system parameters, however, as far as
the GCS modem is concerned, it can be shown that ranging error will be a
function of the carrier to noise density ratio at the GCS modem IF amplifier
output, and will not exceed approximately 2-3 feet.
An ulternative considered for time difference measurement was the use
of a time of arrival (TOA) approach. This method would be especially applicable
to the RCV TDMA mode in which ranging could be derived from differential timing between the burst initiate times (controlled from the GCS) and corresponding
GCS burst receptions. However, the TOA technique could not be easily imple-

mented when the RCVs are operating in a continuous video/telemetry transmission
mode. This is because it would be necessary to add additional RCV modem
circuitry to incorporate return link overhead in the form of timing information
from which the GCS could derive relative TOA values.
In conclusion, the selection of GCS PN generator differential timing
measurements (with GCS PN generator burst correction during a TDMA mode)
in lieu of individual burst TOA measurements was adopted for the Hughes WCCM
ranging approach due to its resultant accuracy, relative ease in circuit implementation, and cost effectiveness.
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Approach to Time Difference Measurement. The dual PN generator used in the
GCS and RCV allows for a cost effective, easily implementable concept for
derivation of round trip time differences.
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Section 2 - Selection of Network Configuration and Waveform Parameters
Subsection - Modem Design Feature Selection and Trade-Offs
RANGING AND POSITION LOCATION ACCURACY EVALUATION
Accuracy of the selected WCCM modem range measurement technique will be better
than 2 to 3 feet. Since the modem's only contribution to position location accuracy
is range measurement accuracy, the modem's contribution to the position location
accuracy requirement of 100 feet is essentially insignificant.
The WCCM poerition location philosophy uses two ground stations for the
determination of precise range measurements. The range measurement accuracy
must be such that RCV position location can be determined within the 100-foot
design requirement.
For a. typical deployment of a 20-de-ree angle between the lines of sight
from an RCV to the ground stations, a range error in one of the legs results in
an uncertainty of approximately 6:1 (1/sin 100) for the maximum error component which lies along the perpendicular bisector of the obtuse angle formed at
the intersection of the legs. Since independent measurements are made at the
two receive sites, an approximate 4:1 (6/4f2) multiplying factor results. Therefore, an RMS ranging error of approximately 25 feet represents the tolerance
required to maintain the specified 100-foot position location accuracy.
The 25-foot ranging accuracy tolerance will be only part of the total error
contribution to position location accuracy. Obviously, the degree of accuracy
associated with the true positions of the ground stations will impact the required bilateration calculations for position location. RCV altitude sensor accuracy and propagation phenomena will also enter into position location accuracy
determination.
As far as the modems are coicerned, they can contribute only to the
range measurement accuracy components of the position location accuracy.
The facing graph illustrates the relationship between the carrier-tonoise density (C/No) at the RCV IF amplifier output and the RMS timing error.
The graph was derived by taking into consideration the selected gated carrier
approach which uses the 1/2400-second integration time, with applicable null
zone decisioning circuitry. The important point to note from this graph is that
a maximum ranging error of approximately 2.3 feet is all that would be expected
from the RCV modem. Similar errors will occur at the MGCS and GSS. However, the total amount of error represents a small portion of the total allowable
error in order to maintain the desired 100-foot position location accuracy.
The RCV and ground station modems have been designed so that during
an RCV TDMA burst transmission mode, interburst PN code tracking error predictions are generated to assure a minimum error correction requirement
during subsequent RCV burst transmissions. Interburst error prediction corrections are not envisioned as being required for position location purposes.
The reason is that even at maximum RCV velocity (Mach 1), the maximum interburst error accumulation would not exceed approximately 17 feet. Accumulated
position location error, due to RCV dynamics during interburst time intervals
can easily be reduced - if desired - for improved position location accuracy.
Accurate time of arrival (TOA) of RCV bursts, along with heading and velocity
data extracted from previous RCV bursts, are known and thereby allow for
extrapolated interburst position location.
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Section 2 - Selection of Network Configuration and Waveform Parameters
Subsection - Modem Design Feature Selection and Trade-Offs
SELECTING THE APPROACH TO TDMA RETURN LINK GUARD TIME
MANAGEMENT
By remotely assigning RCV transmit times, guard time can readily be reduced to
an average of 300 microseconds. A unique approach to changing transmit timing
while using continuous pseudo noise generator operation is recommended.
Because of the large range dispersion of the RCVs in the TDMA mode,
it has heen assumed that the time of arrival of all TDMA signals at the Ground
Control Station (GCS) will be controlled to avoid overlap. By using this assumption, much of the GCS demodulator and data decoding circuitry can be timeshared. To allow for uncontrolled variation in signal time of arrival, guard
time is allocated.
Two philosophies of guard time allocation were considered early in this
study. First, TDMA transmit timing assignments (and thereby guard times)
could be set prior to RCV launch. This arrangement would require very large
guard times to allow for ranges up to 250 miles and, in turn, would force a very
slow reporting cycle and very inefficient use of time. Second, the transmit
timing allocation could he performed via the command link. By use of this approach the guard times can be much shorter since they have to cover only the
uncertainty in signal arrival times. The major factors affecting guard time
selection under this second approach are listed on the facing page. Because of
its more efficient use of time, this second approach has been chosen for"the
WCCM baseline.
The avrage. guard time selected for use with the TD•MA mode was 300
psec, equivalent to approximately 50 nautical miles. The WCCM wcide-ranwe
search mode encompasses a range of * 16 miles. Therefor,
-gnytwo GCS timing
arti control modules (TIMs) associated with adjacent receiverd VDMA bursts opcrating in wide-range search mof.s will Include an effective guard time oquivalent to 1$ numi tbetweon the roespective mximum search excursIons). in this
mannera~,
the 300--c average guard time allows the GCS T(Ms to operate in
any of the 1i mited search modes without fear of gptrathag mutual interforence.
The use of a 300-pec guard timo also allows for a low updtate roquiremoet for
reassignintY IWCV burst initiate times. Por xi ttCV travolilng at Macb 1, the 35onimi rarnge can bt' traversed in approxi mately "0 minutes. On the assumptrin that
only one eCV is traveling at this velocity, a maximmi of 14 updates will be r-

quir-d to prevent the interference (15 mtils traverscd between each udate .
Similarly, two HCVs traveling in optxsite directions&would require a maximum
of 28 updates during the 20-minuto excursion, hi actuality, this upxate rate could
be higher (for examvKle, two updates per mlnute) to etwure more than adequate

guard space.
t1here are basically two methols which were cofsidered or the mair.tetance of guard times beween 1CV Iybrsts for the prevetimon of mutual interference. T'hese include (1) control of HCV frame offsetting (ani thu . PN timing)
from the MGCS and (2) the control of 13CV burst initiate times within a frame
interval from the Master Ground Control Sation (MGCSL
VTe control of ICV frame offsetting from the MGCS requirems that each

RCV modem be capable of receiving uplink timing commands from the MGCS

for control of transmit PN generator timing to an accuracy of a chip interval.
The 1-chip interval value is based on the fact that tho GCS modem's PN code
tracking loops will not trackout PN timing offsets more than a 1-chip interva t
without an associated PN search being conducted. This type of rsolution (1-chip
interval or 16.7 rse) requires complex timing circuitry within the MGCS for
the control of up to 25 RCV transmit PN generator offsets to within the required
chip interval. In addition, timing coordination between the G-oid Slave Station
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(GSS) and fiiGCS (which is required for range measurements) requires a high
degree of precision timtin cilwcultry botb in the GSS and MGCS.
The control of RCV burst Initiate times within a frame interval from a
MGCS is a method which allows RCV PN generators to continuously operate
without PN offsetting requirements. Also the controlled RCV burst Initiate times
can be controlled to withit a bit interval (8, 3 psec) instead of the chip interval
(16.7 nsec) requirement af the RCV transmilt PN generator offsetting method.
Since RCV transmit PN generators are not offset, coordination requirements
between the MGCS and G05 are simplified. In addition, the resolution required
for accurate ranging is decreased by a factor of at least 500 (500 ch!ps per bit
under a full deployment mode).
As mentioned in previous topics, the burst rate from each RCV during a
TDMA mode is twice per 1/30-second frame interval, or once per half-frame
interval. By allowing each RCV to initiate Its respective burst an any of 1000
poritions during a half-frame itsival, quite sufficient resolution will be present.
In addition, the timing associated with this scheme already exists in both the
RCV and ground stAtion moderns. Therefore, minimum aditional circtty
would

be required for the t4ming function.

Scontrol

The theoretical ranging accuracy obtained from the two retrnivKa.
guard tima- approaches alA.ty disusm-Wd are compa•ible. The reAsoni is because
both systems would use tia•e difference mesW0 -ee.rts as4sVcitd with the baie
chip idtorval for the desired raogtntg.
TA conclusion, because o0 khe rmlatl~v timing and rani-lng
Iw•iorns
associated with controlltd offsetting of RCV tn•amii PN gii.twrto. timint!. tb*
of RCV burst tnittite times fttoh RCV trdansmit PN generstor Continuously operating without Interruption for incrven#natl oaf.ts) is UO bvio so,leatlon for the TOMA retura link guard mime msn*,
FACTORS A FFECTING Th•E GUARD

MI; I.,EI.CTh.4N

* Transmitter Turn-on and Tura-off Times
llespone th.n•s of a fw tnico•s•tod
SnlthiMn with high on-off ratioas

requir# electronic

* Multlrfe TDMA Recelve Sitcs and WCV Gaometry
Cuard times Amit allow for ove4lsjwpiag stgnals at all
desired receive sites.
Sr.-V Dy•rai•
TranrmnTft rikxdg Correction Rate
-

- Past moving RlCVs reqir. 0t-r0 rapid correction or larger

guard tiale allocation.
* Command 1Ank OCtage Time and dock Drift Rates
- MatInenace of the return TDMA link during sustained forward
link outage requhr-1ms larger guard time allocation.
* itaoqlsftlin Search Range at GCS
If the WCS TDMA demodulator circuit is to be time-shared.
guard times must be sufficlew to pte -ent overlap in the
reacquisition mode.
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Section 2 - Selection of Network Configuration and Waveform Parameters
Subsection - Modem Design Features Selection and Trade-Offs
DETERMINING THE OPTIMUM APPROACH TO ANALOG/DIGITA T QUANTIZATION
The combination of gain control and analog-to-digital conversion eliminates the
special effectiveness of short-pulse jamming. The use of medium speed gain control (attack and decay rates of a fraction of a dB per chip), so that a major change
in signal or interference level is compensated over a number of chipa, gives optimized performance against all types of interference.
The advantages of using digital, baseband signal processing is apparent
In the inmproved performance achievable over a broad range of conditions as compared with tranditional analog processing. The penalty that is paid with the digital
approach is to accept a slight loss incurred b-, the analog-to-digital (AID) conversion. However, with the slight predictable lo...., reliable performance is achieved
under unfavorable conditions. The heart of digital signal processing is the conversion of the signal into digital form and the control of the AID loss through autorsatic gain control (AGC).
In order to clarify subsequwnt nomenclature, rigrur- A is included showing the transfer diagram of the two-bit A/) convertor. The A/D circuitry includes an input signal sampler operating at the chip rate (60 Mehips/second).
The two-bit A/D converter furnishes four discrete outputs and provide. the
ability to control the, threshold, which corresonds to thu input level value where
the outer output levels Ire e"ngaged. The quntizsRtnalevols are indicated as
tV, and v3V for the pjurpogse Pf illustration. If Ihe -. \3V outputs come into effect
close to zero input volts, or if the~y coaew into effect at very high positive gad
negativ e
d V-nvtages, then the rTs&gdlklt output is equivalent to single-bit A/t;
.a fct which makeslt itmportant to coi.tn'd) the thrshold lovel. In practico. the
thresholds art wst at a convenieat k0VdI and thel liW prot•rtion of theý ti me. the
Inpuit signl) falls Into each of the lout catgories ii m.nitor-,d to coatrol the
gain of a pciveoding amplifier. Thus., the desirod proportion among the output

levels is maintainod tvinimize-,
c'
the A/I) losss.
The setting of thre thr•shold hto..s a brxead nmlninim

ton thv region o0fg4-

tives SIN. The A/I) loss, as definod in Figure A, will 1W, mentvltld by c.rmrolling the IF rms INput voltage 6o that the ratio of threshold voltsge to video volt-

age is In the range of 0. S to 1. 5.
tigure, It shows the (.onversion loss for two-hit A.1) con-veriion for A
threhold of 0. 05. Althoqgh the two-hit A 1) •cteve nhows a lo,# above an inpt
S1N of 3 dtl, the _nouit S!N is postivte and incrvni.g. For large ngative $S½N.
the loss apptroahes asymptotically a value slightly lss than 0. 6 dlI. 11w threshold of 0. RS corrmspoaids for 2 CPSM to the prnbability being cqual to 3Vs that
both th0e. I and q channrel output samples fall betweei. the positive and negative
thresholds. 1This threghold value provides optimum tracklng.

In co~n)
Wticn with a previous cotract ithe W.)MAS* study'), an egtensive
investigation, inluding, computer simulution, into the effetsi of A2C and limitIng on ptramble acquisition and data performance ans comlucteld. i was determineld that 1he combInation of gain control and AID conversion Is very valuable
in eliminating the special effectivoness of short pulse Jamming. The simulation,

further, produced the result thmt the eniloyment of nedlum speed AGC .•tack
and d.cay rates (a fraction of a dBi per crhti) lres.lts in optivnlzud r-.rtorria-e
agailst all tylms of interference. Thus, a major chaage in input signal, noise,

fllugbhs Airrrt•.ft5kvtany, "T'echni•rQ! &usceptibillty tc KCM of Time-Ordered
t c
i
iSys--.f..
AS) (U)," Filal Report, March 1971,
-F, Confi"U3al.
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or interferenlce level will be co-apensated for over a several-chip period,
resulting in mniimunm signal distortion.
Use of two-bit AID conversion Is recommended for the WCCM forward
link, and -three-bit conversion fvr the return link. The two-bit conversion scheme
represents an attractive compromise for the forward link between the A/fl loss
(less than 0. 6 dB) and the hardware impact on the RCV. Three-bit A/fl is used
on the return link mainly for the 6ake of the video transmission. Each vido bit,
when transmitting video at a 20-Mbps rate, is processed only by two chips. Thus
only two quantized samples of each bit are available in the detection process for
bit decisioning. When using two-Thit AID, the probability that these samples are
of equal magnitude but the opposite sign is large enough at low SIN to affect the
video performance. Use of three-bit A/D reduces this probability at a cost which
has a negligible impact on the total complexity of the GCS.

OUTPUT VOLTAGE

TWO-SIT A,10 (FOUR-LEVEL) TRANSFER DIAGRAM
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Figure A. Definition of AID Conversion and AID Loss.
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Section 3 - Waveform and Modem Design Characteristics
Subsection - Overview of WCCM Design
KEY FEATURES OF THE WAVEFORM AND MODEM DESIGN
A high performance RCV Modem design which emphasizes modem reliability and
simplicity has been achieved through digital signal processing of an addressed,
time-division multiplexed, continuous transmission forward link waveform. Employment of a six channel hybrid FDMA/TDMA return link waveform design stresses
maximum electronic countermeasure protection of critical telemetry transmissions
and facilitates modular configuration of the GCS Modem for cost-effective implementation of ground control stations which can be configured for a wide range of
operational objectives and RCV deployment levels.
The recommended waveform and modem designs delineated in this and
the following sections of this report have been developed through objective consideration of the specified performance requirements, technical guidelines, and
system performance objectives described in Section 1. Within the framework of
these requirements, guidelines and objectives, the tradeoff and design selection
analysis summarized in Section 2 have resulted in adoption of forward and return
link waveform designs which facilitate simplicity of RCV Modem design and a
GCS Modem design which may be modularly configured for a range of operational
needs.
The facing figure depicts the recommended waveform time-frequency
plan for the forward and return links. The forward link waveform design utilizes
a 60 MHz channel bandwidth continuous TDM transmission approach to communicating command data from the GCS to the deployed RCVs. The 3 dB bandwidth
is approximately 36 MHz with binary continuous phase shift modulation utilized
at a 60 Mpps PN code keying rate. All forward link transmissions exhibit at
least 30 dB of spectrum spreading processing gain, an- if fewer than 25 RCVs
are to be accommodated, the processing gain may be increased in convenient
steps. The hybrid FDMA/TDMA return link waveform design utilizes six
60 MHz frequency division channels. Five of these channels provide for continuous transmission of time-division multiplexed video and telemetry from each
of five RCVs operating in a video mode. The sixth channel provides for TDMA
burst communication of telemetry data with a minimum of 27 dB of processing
gain from up to 25 RCVs to the GCS. A modular design approach to the return
link receive section of the GCS permits its configuration to be flexibly adapted
to a wide variety of operational needs for operation on any number of channels
from one to six. Similarly, it can be modularly adapted to vccommodate any
number of RCVs up to thirty; where up to 25 RCVs in the telemetry mode share
the single TDMA channel and 5 additional RCVs each utilize a unique channel
for multiplexed video and telemetry.
To maximize hardware commonality, each of these channels uses a 60
Mpps PN code chip rate and each video data stream is independently variable,
by prior arrangement, from a 20 lvlbps data rate down to 2 lVrbps. By assigning
the video portion of the signal to telemetry (CT mode), about 44 dB of spectrum
spreading processing gain is available from a single RCV. A sixth channel may
be used for a burst TDMA mode whereby each RCV may transmit once during
each half frame (to be defined subsequently). There is sufficient guard time to
enable simultaneous non-overlapping reception at two ground receivers and this
can bo accomplished without excessive forward link traffic required to control
the transmit time of RCVs spread out over a 250 nautical mile range. If fewer
than 25 RCVs are utilized during a mission, then all burst transmissions may
be lengthened, by prior arrangement, in convenient steps to increase the spread
spectrum processing gain. In a minimum configuration only a forward and one
return channel are required for WCCM operation.
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In order to accommodate Ground Control Station remote selection and
control of the return link channel and transmission mode employed by each RCV
during given mission phases, the RCV modem includes provision for reception,
decoding, and execution of link commands received from the GCS on the forward
link. By this means, the forward link waveform design accommodates a number
of remotely assignable RCV return link functions. These include remote selection of a) one of six transmit channel frequencies, b) one of four modes (TDMA
telemetry, Video and Telemetry, Continuous Telemetry, and Off), c) R& transmit timing within the return link frame to within one telemetry data bit interval
for ground receive guard time control, d) RCV antenna pointing to nearest 110
increment, and e) receive-transmit timing lock for each RCV. These five classes
of link commands are employed to actively change the RCV modes of operation,
only when such mode changes are operationally desirable.
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Fully Compliant Time-Frequency Plan. A modular design approach accommodates up to 30 RCVs,
where up to 25 RCVs in the telemetry mode share the single TDMA channel and 5 additional RCVs
each utilize a unique channel for multiplexed video and telemetry.
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Section 3 - Waveform and Modem Design Characteristics
Subsection - Overview of the WCCM Design
SYSTEM CONFIGURATION FOR RCV COMMAND, CONTROL, AND POSITION LOCATION
The waveform and modem designs developed in the conduct of this study provide
for optional inclusion of RCV position location capability in the command and control system by providing a second ground station. The second station (termed the
Ground Slave Station) incorporates a demodulator section of the RCV modem to
receive range measurement timing coordination information by reception of forward
link signals transmitted by the Master Ground Control Station.
When the forward link transmit and return link receive PN code timing
difference measurement capabilities of the GCS Modem are to be employed for
RCV position location, two ground stations are required. The Master Ground
Control Station (MGCS) will house the full mission control personnel, remote
control consoles, and data processing equipment required for RCV command
and control. Additionally, a receive-only Ground Slave Station will be required
to process return link signals for RCV ranging measurements. As shown, the
master station can measure the round trip time differences between its continuous forward link PN code transmission and each of the unique RCV return link
PN code sequences which are synchronized to it by virtue of the RCV modem design utilization of locked receive and transmit PN code generators. In this manner it can perform two-way ranging between the master station and each of the
25 RCVs.
At a remote Ground Slave Station (GSS) displaced at range RS from the
master station, PN code timing differences can also be measured to determine
the range Ri + R 2 from xnaster-to-RCV-to slave for each of the RCV's. Transmission of these measurements by external data link to the master station provides the master with sufficient data to calculate the position of each RCV, if
RCV altitude data is provided via telemetry on the return link.
Measurement of PN code timing differences at the GSS requires that it
receive code timing synchronization information from the MGCS. This can be
most simply achieved by including an RCV receive RF assembly and RCV Modem
demodulator assembly in the GSS. These are shown in the second figure as the
Command Receiver and Command Demodulator in the GSS. Thus, master timing
synchronization of the slave from the master is achieved by GSS reception of the
same continuous forward link transmission which is transmitted to the RCVs by
the MGCS.
Mini-computers included in each ground station can perform ranging
computations for each RCV from the PN coding timing differences supplied by
the modems through the computer Input/output buffers. The results of the
ranging computations at the slave can then be transmitted from its mini-computer
over a low speed external data link to the master station mini-computer for RCV
position location computation.
As a result, in a two ground station system incorporating position location capabilities; additional WCCM modules are required at the GSS beyond the
normal duplicate of the multichannel Demodulator section of the GCS Modem.
These are the command receiver and demodulator modules shown. No increase
in MGCS WCCM equipment is required for Inclusion of the two-station position
location capability. In both the master and the slave ground stations, the number
of GCS Modem modular Channel Demodulator and Message Decoder Assemblies
required will depend upon the number of FDM RF channels employed in the system. The number of Timing and Control Modules employed in each station's GCS
modem will depend upon the maximum number of RCVs which the stations will
be required to accommodate.
,-
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Figure A. Two-station Concept for RCV Position Location.
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Figure B. WCCM System Maximum Capacity Configuration for Command, Control and Position
Location of 25 RCVs. The Ground Slave Station includes a forward link command receiver and
command demodulator identical to those in the RCV to accommodate inter-station timing transfer
for range measurement.
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Section 3 - Waveform and Modem Design Characteristics
Subsection - Forward Link Waveform and Modem Designs
FORWARD LINK WAVEFORM CHARACTERISTICS
The forward link transmission from the Ground Control Station to the RCVs provides for a minimum of 30 dB of processing gain at a 60 Mpps pseudo nose code
keying rate and is simultaneously received by all RCVs. Thus all signal energy is
available to each RCV for signal tracking while employment of addressed timedivision multiplexed command messages on the link permits utilization of variable
command rates to the individual RCVs.
The selected WCCM design employs a continuous transmission forward
link from the GCS to the deployed RCVs. Thus, all twenty five RCVs are continuously receiving the GCS forward link transmission. This approach contributes
to reduction in RCV receiver complexity and enhances the ECCM effectiveness
of the forward link since all forward link energy can be used simultaneously by
each RCV receiver. Improved forward link carrier and pseudo noise (PN) code
tracking at high jammer-to-signal ratios is facilitated by the continuous availability of the signal to the RCV receiver since the receiver tracking loop can
be operated at reduced bandwidth while maintaining lock on a continuous signal.
In the event of RCV receiver loss of lock due to temporary propagation path obstruction, reacquisition of the forward link signal by a simple serial search
technique is facilitated by the continuously transmitted signal. In this manner,
complex parallel signal acquisition hardware is avoided, contributing to RCV
electronic simplicity.
A gated carrier signal structure is employed whereby every sixth PN
chip interval of the transmitted signal is not modulated by the data, but is transmitted as a sample of carrier modulated only by the spread-spectrum PN code.
This enhances receiver tracking performance and slightly simplifies receiver
circuitry, by making the tracking Independent of the data content or data rate.
The 60 Mpps keying rate PN coded data signal is phase-shift modulated
at a 300 MHz IF, employing Binary Continuous Phase Shift Modulation (2 CPSM).
The 2 CPSM waveform possesses constant amplitude and lower sidelobes than
conventional phase-shift keying (PSK) modulation. This reduces RF design complexity by facilitating more efficient class C operation of the power amplifier
and relaxing performance requirements on transmitter bandpass filters. Importantly, the 2 CPSM waveform reduces signal interceptability because of its more
"noiselike" appearance, and thus hampers signal exploltability.
Decreased opposition exploitability of WCCM signals also is provided by
employment of the continuous transmission on the forward link. Knowledge of
command rates to unique RCVs is denied by this approach. Thus the jammer
cannot relate return link traffic from an RC'V to forward link traffic, making
his determination of jamming effectiveness more difficult.
A compound highly non-linear PN code is employed on the forward link.
The forward link PN code generator in each RCV is identical, and is generating
the same code during a given operational period. However, provision for readily changing the code from day to day, or from one tactical operation to another,
is included in the design.
Command messages from the GCS are explicitly addressed to a given
RCV. Thus, each RCV detects and decodes each command message transmitted
on the forward link. Subsequent to address decoding, the addressed RCV's modem
outputs the command message to its associated avionics or flight control system.
Employment of addressed command messages on the forward link enhances the
efficiency and flexibility of the RCV command and control system. It provides
flexible command message rates to each deployed RCV and permits an RCV's
command rate to be adjusted In accordance with operational and mission
phase needs.
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The required 2000 bps information rate for each of 25 RCVs can be accommodated by a combined 50 Kbps information rate on the forward link. A 60
Kbps data rate is employed on this link, providing 2400 bps per vehicle including
error detection coding redundancy. 30 dB of spectrum-spreading processing gain
is employed in the forward link, resulting in a 60 megachip per second direct
sequence spread spectrum signal transmission rate.
Forward link message transmission is based on a 1/30 sec frame interval. This facilitates a very adequate command update interval of 30 commands
per second per RCV. At 2400 bps per RCV, this permits transmission of one
80-bit command to each RCV In each frame interval, as illustrated by the summary of the WCCM forward link message timing structures in the following
topic.
The design includes provision for forward link commands designated for
RCV Modem terminal control functions on occasions where required. These commands are employed to control 1) return link channel frequency selection, 2)
RCV antenna pointing, if required, 3) downlink burst transmission initiation
timing when in the TDMA telemetry mode, 4) selection of one of four return
link transmission modes and 5) relocking of the RCV Modem transmit PN generator timing to the receive PN generator timing.
KEY FORWARD LINK FEATURES
* Continuous transmission with TDM by Ground Control Station and
corntinuous reception by all RCVs
- All forward link signal energy utilized by each RCV for signal
tracking and reacquisition
- Reduced signal exploitation po3sibilities
* Increased command flexibility and reduced vulnerability through
individual addressing of RCVs
* Single PN code for forward link to all RCVs
e Extremely low probability of false message acceptance.
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Section 3 - Waveform and Modem Design Characteristics
Subsection - Forward Link Waveform and Modem Designs
FULL-CAPACITY FORWARD LINK MESSAGE TIMING STRUCTURE
The modular message timing structure employed for forward link RCV command
transmission provides for a maximum data rate of 2400 bits per second to each of
25 RCVs with 30 dB of processing gain.
In the full capacity mode for forward link command information transfer
at 2000 bps to each of 25 RCVs, the forward link transmission frame (1/30 sec)
is divided into 25 time division multiplexed message slots of 80 bits per message
(see the facing figure). Each message is individually addressed to increase command flexibility and reduce vulnerability. This feature simplifies net entry and
provides greater freedom in making adaptive changes in thp forward link message
sequence to Individual RCVs. Nominally, 30 messages per second can be sent to
each of the 25 RCVs. However, because of the addressing flexibility, more than
30 messages per second can be transmitted to one or more of the RCVs should
criticality of the mission (or mission phase) make this desirable. Of necessity,
fewer than 30 messages per second could then be sent to the remaining RCVs.
Any mix of message rates to the RCVs, not exceeding an instantaneous forward
link data rate of 60 Kbps, can be employed in this full capacity mode with 30 dB
of processing gain realized due to the PN code keying rate of 60 Mpps employed.
This results in a data rate of 2400 bps per RCV, including error control
redundancy.
A fraction of the 80 bits per message is allocated to overhead such as
user address (6 bits) and redundancy designed for error detection (10 bits). Thus,
up to 64 bits of command data may be transmitted to an RCV in a single forward
link message. This message, or block oriented data transfer method simplifies
error control decoding in the RCV modem and permits application of message
signal-to-noise quality measurement in the RCV modem to achieve a very low
probability of false message acceptance by the modem (approximately 1 in 108
messages). Previous studies of tactical command and control systems for RCVs
have indicated that up to 50 RCVs may be assigned to a single squadron. Thus,
six bits of address have been assigned within the message structure to accommodate up to 64 RCVs per Ground Control Station forward link, although the
system is required to accommodate a maximum of 25 RCVs simultaneously in
flight.
As shown in the figure, each data bit in the 60 Kbps command message
stream Is subdivided into 1000 PN coded chip intervals to realize 30 dB of
spectrum-spreading processing gain at a 60 Mpps keying rate. Every sixth PN
coded chip is unmodulated by the command data to accommodate gated carrier
transmission. The inclusion of signal energy for carrier tracking in this manner permits the use of coherent detection with its attendant advantages and allows
carrier and PN code tracking independent cf the data or data rate. Application of
the binary continuous phase shift modulation to the PN coded sequence at the 60
Mpps keying rate at a 300 MHz IF results in a constant amplitude pseudoquadriphase signal for forward link transmission.
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Section 3 - Waveform and Modem Design Characteristics
Subsection - Forward Link Waveform and Modem Designs
FORWARD LINK MESSAGE TIMING STRUCTURES FOR REDUCED RCV DEPLOYMENT
LEVELS
By modular reduction of instantaneous data rate for deployments of less than 25
RCVs, up to 37 dB of processing gain is realized for command transmissions to
5 or less RCVs.
A number of reduced data rate modes of forward link operation are accommodated by the waveform and modem designs. These facilitate employment
of increased processing gain by utilizing lower instantaneous command data
rates to fewer RCVs at the 60 Mpps PN code keying rate. The facing table lists
the processing gain and data rates which result from transmission of fewer command messages per frame.
The facing figure illustrates the message timing structure for a sample
reduced data rate mode. Each frame (1/30 sec) is divided into five message
slots each five times longer than the moninal mode previously discussed. There
are still 80 message bits sent to each RCV during the frame, thereby maintaining a 2400 bps data rate per RCV, but now there are 5000 PN coda chips per bit
rather than 1000 chips per bit resulting in 37 dB of processing gain. The other
data rate modes which provide decreasing amounts of processing gain, as the
number of message slots increase, permit the use of 6, 7, 8, 10, 12, 16, and
25 message slots per frame (1/30 see). If fewer than 5 RCVs are employed, the
data rates are reduced no further on the forward link, but unused message slots
may be used to send an addressed message more than once to Increase communication reliability, if it is needed.
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Section 3- Waveform and Modem Design Characteristics
Subsection - Forward Link Waveform and Modem Designs
KEY FEATURE S OF THE GCS MODULATOR
The modulator scetion of the Ground Control Station modem transforms the
sequence of forward link RCV command message to a continuous 60-Mpps keying
rate, spread-spectrum, constant-amplitude signal at a 300-MHz IF.
Forward link command messages for transmission to the deployed RCV's
originate at a ground station data source. (See diagram opposite.) Each of these
messages is addressed to a specific RCV by that data source. The modulator
section of the GCS modem sequentially time-dlvision-multlplexes each of these
messages onto the continuous forward link data stream. Each message is
block-encoded with error detection parity by the modem, and the resultant
parity bits are appended to the information portion of the command message.
Spread-spectrum PN encoding of the message data at a 60-Mpps keying rate is
then followed by binary continuous phase shift modulations (2 CPSM) of the PN
coded message bit stream. The modzlator output to the external GCS transmit
RF assembly Is a const-an.t anm!.tde 2 CPSM signal at a 300-MHz IF.
A command message Multiplexer, a forward link Transmit PN Generator,
and a 2 CPSM Modulator comprise the modulator section of the GCS modem
Provision is included for incorporation of an optional security device it the system
application of the modem dictates employment of full information security of the
forwnrd link command messages.
The multiplexer unit oawtiuously suppi•es message and data clocks to
the Grtund Station data source. Slaved to these timing inputs, the Ground 54ation data source furnishes assembled meossages to the multiplexer for truaisnls..
sion. The asembled message contains the address of the R0CV for which the
message is Intended and the commann
d data. Thus the control of the upate
a
'ates
for coutrol atessages to any RCV is doelrmined by the C(W data source - not by
the modom. The multiplexer generates the error detecttionoode redun•wancy,
appends it to the message, and clocks the composite messae through a uecurity
device if ane Is being used.
The Transmit PN Generator produces a highly nonlinear comxound peudonoise (PN) pattern at the 60-Mpps keying rate employed for spectrum-spreadtng
of the command data. Data bit and frame timing control Signals are automatically derived within this generator and distributed wo the remaining functional
blocks within the modulator. All receive wtd transmit PN code generators
employed in the (J-Sand RCV modems are identical in design. Bly automatic
develolmient of data bit and frame timing within the P) generators, forwardand return-link receive-signal frame and data bit synchronization is automatically achieved upon receiver acquisition and tracking of the signal PN code tim-

i

ing syn•chronizatio..

A spread-speetruzn onooder in the 2 CPe'V Modulator mires the Incoming
data stream with a PN pattern clocked at the rate of 60 Mpps. The resulting £0m
chips/see sequence is 2 CPSM modulated onto a 300-MN11z carlier, which is
translated by the Transmit RF Assembly to the allocated 11F transmission band.
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Waveforia and Modem Design Characteristics

Subsection - Forward Link Waveform and Modem Designs

KEY FEATURES OF THE RCV DEMODULATOR
Receive signal processing and demodulation of the continuous forward link
command tr.snsmissions are performed by the Demodulator section of the RCV
Modem. Superior modem performance and high system reliability will result
from the maximum utilization of digital signal processing techniques and effective
employment of a measure of received signal-to-noise quality in the demodulator.
Simplicity in the design of the RCV Modem is essential to cost-effective
deployment and application of remotely controlled vehicles in future military
operations. Since spread-spectrum, anti-jamming signal demodulation is a
more complex process than modulation of such signals, this is particularly true
of the Demodulator section of the RCV Modem. Employment of a continuously
transmitted forward link signal for command transmission to the RCVs aids
simplication of the RCV Demodulator design. More importantly, however,
highly reliable and effective performance with relatively simple and low-cost
circuit implementation reaults from maximum utilization of digital signal processing techniques in the Demodulator design in both the RCV and C-CS modems.
Analog-to-digital (A/D) conversion of the re.ceived signal is performed at IF
in the 2 CPSM spread-spectrum demodulator circuit, and all subsequent RCV
Demodulator signal processing functions are perforir.-d digitally. Many of
these digital signal processing techniques have been implemented and proven
in prior spread-spectrum modem development programs, and all may be
implemented with digital integrated circuits which are currently available.
They are particalarly effective at negative S/N ratios where reliable performance in a jamming environment is most important. Thus, no critical or highrisk components are required to implement the design and circuit drift or
alignment problems are eliminated. Higher equipment reliability and reduced
production and support costs result from digital implementation. Most
significantly, subsequent to the A/D conversion, no implementation losses
occur which would result in degradation of signal processing performance or
reduction of effective spread-spectrum processing gain.
As illustrated in the facing iigure, forward link RF received at the RCV
antenna is supplied through a diplexer to the Receive RF Assembly for down
conversion to the recommended 300 MHz IF. This IF output is converted to a
sampled, digital baseband signal in the 2 CPSM Demodulator and supplied to a
Data Demodulator, a carrier Phase-Lock Loop, and a delay-lock PN Cede
Tracking circuit. All subsequent signal processing functions are performed
digitally. Within the Data Demodulator, a measure of received signal-tonoise quality is obtained at the end of each data bit integration interval and
compared against a preset threshold value. This signal-to-noise quality
measure is employed in a number of automatic modem decision functions,
resulting in superior signal tracking and reacquisition performance. In combination with a modest level of error detection decoding, a measure of message
S/N quality is employed to produce a very low probability of false command for
control message acceptance by the RCV Modem.
The Data Demodulator processes the baseband signal to redevelop the
original multiplexed data bit pattern. The Data Demodulator output is routed
through a security device (provisions for incorporation of security equipment
are included for modem growth capability) and then to the Command Decoder.
The Command Decoder circuitry determines whether an incoming message is valid or invalid. A valid message is considered to be one with
1) correct address, 2) no parity error and 3) high data signal to noise quality.
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If a valid message is detected the Command Decoder then determines if the
message is a link or RCV command, and routes that message to the appropriate
destination. RCV commands are routed to the RCV avionics, while link commands are routed to the RCV modem's Modulator Assembly.
In addition to allowing normal PN code time tracking, the PN Clock
Control circuit functions to initiate a PN search by slewing the Receive PN
Generator clock timing anytime several frames ,of improper parity or message
quality occur. The actual PN search is generated by the PN Clock Control
circuitry by slewing the Receive PN Generator clock timing in one of four modes.
The four search modes associated with the modem reacquisition technique are
designed for controlled slewing of the Receiver PN Generator to produce a
narrow, medium, wide and then full PN pattern search. The multimode
reacquisition technique allows for faster signal reacquisition because the search
range is matched to the uncertainty in receive timing.
During a normal locked PN tracking condition, receive and transmit PN
generator timing will be locked together. However, during any search mode
the PN clock control will unlock the receive and transmit PN generator timing
so that while the Receive PN Generator is being slewed, the Transmit PN
Generator timing remains fixed. In this manner, effective jamming cannot be
recognized by a jammer due to observed changes in RCV transmit timing
coincident with the effective jamming. Re-locking of transmit and receive PN
generator timing will be performed only after an appropriate up link command
from 4.he ground control station.
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Highly reliable and effective forward link transmission signal processing is

achieved by making maximum utilization of proven digital signal processing techniques.
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Section 3 - Waveform and Modem Design Characteristics
Subsection - Return Link Waveform and Modem Design
RETURN LINK WAVEFORM CHARACTERISTICS
Return link transmission of telemetry from up to 25 RCVs and simultaneous transmission of prime mission equipment sensor data or video from up to 5 RCVs is
modularly accommodated by a six channel hybrid FDMA/TDMA return link configuration. Since telemetry data from those RCVs transmitting video is time division
multiplexed with their video data, up to 30 RCVs can be accommodated by the
return link.
A hybrid FDMA/TDMA return link waveform design has been selected for
the WCCM. RCV terminal transmit section complexity is reduced by this approach, and the GCS terminal may be modularly configured to match a wide
variety of deployment and operational requirements as a result of this waveform
choice. Up to six 60 MHz bandwidth return link channels may be utilized for the
configuration required to meet the maximum down link data transmission requirements, but fewer channels can be employed when operational requirements
permit.
Only one ,.hannel, a burst transmission TDMA channel, is required te
accommodate maximum telemetry data rates for the maximum deployment of
25 RCVs. Processing gain of 27 dB is provided on this channel at the maximum
data rate and user capacity. Higher levels of processing gain are modularly
achieved on this TDMA channel at reduced capacity. A gated carrier signal is
employed on the return links, just as in the forward link, with every sixth PN
chip interval unmodulated by data to enhance GCS receive terminal signal tracking performance. Binary continuous phase shift modulation at a PN code keying
rate of 60 Mpps and an IF of 300 MHz is employed on each of the 6 return link
channels, as in the forward link.
When required by operational and deployment needs, from one to five
continuous transmission channels may be utilized to accommodate 20 Mbps video
transmissions from one to five RCVs, respectively. For RCVs operating in the
video mode, their telemetry data is time-division multiplexed at the spreadspectrum chip level with the video data as detailed below. Thus, this mode of
operation is termed the "V&T Mode" (video and telemetry). By multiplexing the
telemetry at the chip level, buffer storage of digitized video in the RCV is not
required. This will reduce RCV avionics cost.
Since up to 25 RCVs transmitting telemetry data can be handled by the
TDMA channel, and both video and telemetry from 5 additional vehicles is
accommodated by the five continuous transmission channels, a total of 30 RCVs
can be handled by the return link.
Where mission requirements dictate employment of additional processing
gain for maximum anti-jamming effectiveness for telemetry data from a single
RCV which is not transmitting video, one of the FDM channels may be employed
for continuous telemetry (the CT mode) from that one vehicle at 60 Mpps chip
rate, resulting in greater than 43 dB of spread spectrum processing gain.
Thus, three basic transmission modes (in addition to OFF) are accommodated by the RCV modulator and the GCS demodulators: 1) continuous video
and telemetry (V&T mode) from an RCV, 2) continuous telemetry only (CT mode)
at very high processing gain from an RCV, and 3) burst telemetry transmissions
from up to 25 RCVs in the Time Division Multiple-Access mode (TDMA mode)
at various levels of processing gain from 27 to 37 dB, depending upon the number of RCVs assigned to the channel. The first following topic delineates
the message timing structures employed for the TDMA channel transmissions,

while the second following topic describes the message timing structures for
the 5 continuous transmission return link channels.
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In normal operation, the RCV modem's forward link receive and return
link transmit PN generators are locked in synchronism. The same PN code is
employed by all RCVs on the forward link, but each RCV generates and transmits
a unique PN code on the return link. This provides for implied addressing of
RCVs on the return link, and eliminates the need for inclusion of overhead for
RCV address bits in return link transmissions. Locked operation of the receive
and transmit PN generators in each RCV modem simplifies return link signal
tracking at the GCS modem on the TDMA channel, and accommodates ground
station signal tracking derivation of ranging information for RCV position loca.tion. In the event of forward link signal tracking loss by an RCV (due to excessively long signal fades or intensive jamming), the RCV modem automatically
disables the locking of its receive and transmit PN generators. In this manner,
down-link video and/or telemetry transmission can continue and be tracked by
the GCS modem while the RCV receive PN generator is being slewed for reacquisition of the forward link signal. When forward link reacquisition is achieved,
a status bit so designating is set in the RCV's return link status report to notify
the GCS. The GCS may then initiate a link command to relock the RCV's transmt and receive PN generators.
KEY RETURN LINK FEATURES
* Remotely Assignable RCV:
-Transmit

frequencies (any one of 8)

-

Transmit modes (any one of 3)

-

Transmit timing (to nearest data bit time)

-

Antenna pointing (to nearest 110 increment)

-

Receive - transmit timing lock

* Modification of the frequency, mode, timing, and antenna selection by commands
* Selectable 27 dB to 37 dB processing gain on TDMA telemetry
* Hybrid TDMA and FDMA link
* Equal length for all RCV burst transmissions for a single
deployment
• Unique transmit PN code for each RCV.
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Section 3 - Waveform and Modem Design Characteristics
Subsection - Return Link Waveform and Modem Design
RETURN LINK TDMA CHANNEL MESSAGE TIMING STRUCTURES
A singhl 4,i MHz-channel provides for TDMA burst transmission of telemetry from
25 RCVs, at 27 dB processing gain, with modularly increasing processing gain up
to 37 dB for deployments of fewer RCVs.
In the full-capacity Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) mode each of
up to 25 bursts of 44 bit intervals may be transmitted within a 1/60-second halfframe period as shown in Figure A. The first four bit intervals of each burst
contain no data but consist of PN encoded carrier. The purpose of that element
of energy is to provide time for the GCS downlink receivers to re-acquire the
carrier phase each time a burst arrives at the GCS. The data clock rate within
each burst is 120 Kpps. A 60 Mpps keying rate 2 CPSM structure identical with
that of the forward link is used. Each data bit contains 500 PN coded chips for
27 dB of spectrum-spreading processing gain (as opposed to 30 dB for a 25
RCV forward link). As in all WCCM transmissions, every sixth chip is PN encoded carrier, containing no data modulation, for the express purpose of receiver carrier tracking in order to permit the use of coherent demodulation. The
guard times are sufficient In this mode to allow relatively loose packing geometry
of around 50 nmi. Therefore, little control traffic is required by the GCS to command the RCV to change Its burst transmit timing point within a half-frame. For
the 25-burst half-frame, the burst message length Is 367 As and the average
guard time is 300 ps. In each of the selectable reduced data rate modes,
the number of bursts per half-frame is fewer than 25. For each of these modes,
the bursts are longer, while the guard times remain about the same.
A number of reduced data rate modes, which provide increased spreadspectrum processing gain for reduced RCV capacity in the TDMA channel, are
provided by the waveform and modem design as shown in the table below. The
TDMAs per half-frame are defined as the maximum number of accesses with
a minimum average guard time per access of 300/us (50 miles).
RETURN LINK MODULAR ACCOMMODATIONS FOR REDUCED CAPACITY
AND INCREASED SPREAD-SPECTRUM PROCESSING GAIN

instantaneous
Data Rate (Kbps)

TDMAs per
Half-Frame

120
60
40
30
24
20
15
12

25
16
11
9
7
6
5
4

Processing
Gain (dB)
27.0
30.0
31.8
33.0
34.0
34.8
36.0
37.0

Figure B illustrates the message timing structure for an example of
reduced data rate TDMA mode for a given deployment which results from lengthening each burst message (5 in this case) by a factor of 8 as compared with the
burst for the nominal TDMA mode of 25 bursts. There are still 40 bits of message sent by each RCV to the GCS, thereby maintaining a 2400 bps gross data
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rate; but now there are 4000 chips per bit rather than 500. The guard time
average Is 0.4 ms or about 65 nmi, while the burst message length Is 2.9 ms.
The other data rate modes which provide decreasing amounts of processing
gain, as the number of message bursts increase, permit a maximum use of 4,
6, 7, 9, 11, 16, and 25 bursts per half-frame (1/60 second); thus the return and
forward link share compatible modularity with respect to the number of RCVs
deployed in reduced data rat, modes. The guard times for the aforementioned
modes are maintained at a minimum of 300 ps or 50 nmi.
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Figure A. Full Capacity Mode TDMA Return Link Mesage Structure.
A i20.Kbps instantaneous data rate and 60 Mpps keying rate provide
27 dB of processing gain for 25 RCVs on a single ciannel.
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Section 3 - Waveform and Modem Design Characteristics
Subsection - Return Link Waveform and Modem Designs
MESSAGE TIMING STRUCTURES FOR THE CONTINUOUS TRANSMISSION RETURN
LINK CHANNELS
Employment of a separate continuous transmission channel for each RCV operating
in a video data (or other prime mission equipment sensor data) transmission mode
simplifies the RCV modulator and transmitter while also eliminating the need for
buffer storage of digitized video in the RCV.
Integration of the high data rate prime mission equipment (PME) sensor
data transmissions into the T')MA burst transmission return link channel would
increase the cost of each RCV in several ways. A keying rate of 200 Mpps or
more would be required, which would increase the RCV modulator cost. Achievement of sufficient energy per bit on this high data rate sensor data for reliable
transmission in a burst mode would have a severe impact on the performance
requirements and cost of the RCV transmitter power amplifier and power supply. Further, intermittent burst transmission of digitized sensor data, occurring at an average continuous data rate of up to 20 Mbps, would require provision of considerable buffer storage (in the order of 100,000 bits) in the RCV
avionics equipment which supplies this data to the modem. Further, many RCV
operational uses will not require the capability for high data rate PME sensor
data. The overall system cost penalty for these increased performance capabilities in each RCV would be high since as many as 50 ltCVs may be assigned
to an RCVt squadron ground control station.
Employment of a separate continuous transmission return link channel
for Interleaved video and telemetry transmission from an RCV eliminates these
cost impacts on the RCV. While on route whore only return link telemetry
-tcVismtssion is required from the RCV, the TDMA burst transmission mode
des)cribed In the previous topic would be employed by that 1ICV on the single
TDMA channel shared by other RCVs. Upon reaching the mission objective
area whore video or other PM1• sensor data transmission is required from the
IICV, a link command message transmitted over the forward link from the
ground control station would be used to switch the return link channel frequency
and transmission mode for that IWV. The return link mode accommodating tontinumous transmisslon of video and telemetry from a single ItCV is termed the
V&T (video and telenvetry) Mode.
As shown In Figure A. (fthve T Mode waveform design itterleaving of the
video data and telemetry data is performed at the spectrum-spreading PN code
eloment (chip) level to eliminate the noed for video buffer storage.
A full 60 Mltz channel Is used for sedling the video data, 40 bits of
telemetry being sent each half-frame (1/60 second) to give an effective 2400 bps
telemetry rate and over 4000 telemetry chips being sent per telemetry data Interval. This action results in 36 dS of processing gain for the telemetry data.
At a video rate of 20 Mbps, two ehips are sent for each video bit; then a
telemetry chip is sen.t two more video chips (I video bit); and then one chip oe
gated carrier. This process is continued on a 0-chip cycle. If a 0 NMbps video
signal were to be sent, 4 chips el video would correspond to I video bit. The
inclusion of video rates of 5 and 2 Mbps in the modern detigs corresponds to
sending 8 and 20 chips for each vidcvo bit, respectivety.
Although noW specifloo-a as performance requirement, a return link mode of
continuous telemetry (CT) Is a,,ailabk as a direct consequence of the V&T mode.
Here a full 60-MItt channel is employed, and the timing is identical with the V&T
mode, except that the e•-r•y that was uscd for video is now used for telemetry
(see Figure B). Thua every airth chip Is for the gated carrier and over 20,000
chips are used for telesory durt44 each telemetry data interval. The half-frame
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is the same as In all return link modes (1/60 second), wherein 40 bits of telemetry including error control redundancy are sent from the RCV. Availability
of this mode is particularly useful for achieving maximum processing gain
(z44 dB) on the telemetry data from an RCV on a critical mission where the
ECM threat may be severe.
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Section 3 - Waveform and Modem Design Characteristics
Subsection - Return Link Waveform and Modem Designs
KEY FEATURES OF THE RCV MODULATOR
Simplicity of the modulator section of the RCV modem is its most notable characteristic. Further, the modulator's design places no difficult performance requirements
on the RCV terminal's RF equipment and requires no RCV storage of prime mission
equipment sensor data. These advantages are direct results of the selection of the
hybrid FDMA/TDMA return link waveform, and they contribute significantly to reduced overall cost of the remotely controlled vehicles.
The modulator section of the RCV modem produces one of two basic types
of waveforms for return link transmission to the Ground Control Station. In
vehicles not requiring prime mission equipment (PME) sensor data (such as digitized video) transmission, or during the non-objective phase of missions requiring
such transmissions, the RCV modulator operates in the burst TDMA telemetry
transmission mode. In this mode, the RCV time shares the single TDMA channel with up to 24 other RCVs. During transmission of digitized video, or other
digital PME sensor data the RCV modulator operates in a continuous transmission mode on the one of five RF channels dedicated to that RCV during the phase
of its mission requiring such transmissions. In either mode, the transmitted
waveform is a 60 Mpps keying rate, constant amplitude, binary continuous phase
shift modulated (2 CPSM), 300 MHz IF waveform.
Reduced performance requirements (and thus lower cost) on the RCV
modulator are a direct result of the multichannel hybrid FDMA/TDMA waveform
design selected for the return link and also enhance the cost effectiveness of the
entire RCV. In fact, much of the RCV modulator circuitry is identical to that of
since
the GCS modulator. This contributes to reduced cost of the GCS modem.,
it can use circuit modules developed for use in a relatively large quantity of

RCVs.
In the Timing and Mode Control function of the RCV modulator, the RCV's
transmitted message format and transmission mode are controlled. A link Command Register containing link commands received by the RCV over the forward
link provides the basis for generation of the timing and mode control signals.
These commands, received from the Ground Control Station, determine which of
the return link modes of operation and RF channels are used by the RCV for
downlink transmission. Additionally in the TDMA burst transmission mode,
transmit timing control information received from the GCS for return link guard
time management, determine which of 1000 instantaneous data bit intervals within
the downlink half-frame will be used for initiation of the burst. This feature permits very effective, yet simple, management of multiple RCV burst transmissions to account for dynamic variation of RCV-to-multiple ground station ranges.
The Multiplexing and Error Encoding function performs the functions
which precede spread spectrum modulation for return link transmission. In the
TDMA mode, RCV status/response data is multiplexed with modem status data
and error control redundancy is generated and inserted in the message. Subsequently, gated carrier intervals are multiplexed with this data at the 60 Mpps
chip rate.
In the Video and Telemetry (V&T) mode, digitized PME sensor data is
interleaved with telemetry data at the spread-spectrum chip level. In this manner, the incoming PME sensor data may be processed immediately upon input,
with no buffering required. Thus, no temporary storage of PME data is required
and cost of such storage in the RCV is eliminated.
This Interleaved and multiplexed stream is mixed with the 60 Mpps spectrum spreading PN pattern from the Transmit PN Generator in the SS Encoder
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and 2 CPSM Modulator. Binary Continuous Phase Shift Modulation of this encoded
chip stream Is performed prior to output from the RCV modem to the Transmit
RF Assembly. Both the Transmit PN Generator and the 2 CPSM Modulator are
identical to those employed in the GCS Modulator.
The RCV Modem's Transmit PN Generator is normally locked to its
Receive PN Generator. Although the RCV transmits only short intermittent
bursts In the TDMA mode on the return link, the ROV~s transmit PN code continues to "~run"t between these bursts, since it is looked to the continuous forward linkt PN code. This facilitates range measurements at the ground control
station by measurement of time differences between GCS transmitted and received PN sequences.
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Section 3 - Waveform and Modem Design Characteristics
Subsection - Return Link Waveform and Modem Designs
KEY FEATURES OF THE GCS DEMODULATOR
A wide range of ground station capabilities will be required in future RCV systems
to meet specific operational needs and deployment levels. The ground station
demodulator has been modularly designed to be economically and very effectively
configured to satisfy the particular requirements of any of this range of system
operational needs.
Architecture of the GCS Demodulator - The return link waveform design
described in the previous topics employs six RF-channels for RCV-to-ground
station communication in a maximum capacity network. Five of these channels
accommodate continuous transmission of up to 20 Mpps digitized prime mission
equipment (PME) sensor data from each of five RCVs. A sixth burst transmission TDMA channel provides for multiple access communication of telemetry
data from up %o25 additional RCVs. Thus, in its maximum capacity configuration, the GCS demodulator processes signals from six Independent return link
channels and from up to 30 RCVs.
Because of employment of up to six FDMA downlink channels, the six
channel Receive RF Assembly supplies six independent IF signals simultaneously
to the Demodulator. Thus, six identical channel Demodulator and Message Decoder Assemblies (CDMDA's) are provided. Five of those assemblies service
the five channels devoted to the up to five RCV down~lnk transmissions of multiplexed status/response data and 20 Mpps digitized PME sensor datt. Tihe sixth
CDMDa services the btust transmission TDMA retuni link channel.
Each CDMDA extracts the transmitted data , performs carrier tracking,
and derives PN code advance/retard corrections. The CDMDA also performs
error detection decoding and generates valid message and rmceive (dataquality
Indications, Although identical in desigi, there are functional differences betwevn the CDMDAs associated with the continuous channels and the C)MDA
serving the TDMA channel.
When the CDMDA is assigned to perform donodulation of a retuni link
channel used for continuous transmission from a single RCV, the CDMUA is in
continuous Interface with one (and only oni) Timing and Cordtrol Module (TCM).
"VieTCM provides necessary timing refereaces for appropriate message demodulation, and a synuchronulIed replica of the PN pattern eumployed by the contimiously transmitting RCV for message PN eneodling.
The C?)MDA which operates 4%the TUMA od 4i.oe demodulatesburst
transmissions for different lICVs received separated in tiple), is intercoutneted
with 25 TC Ms. Each of these TCMs Is associated with a unique IICV, generating
the PN code of that RCV. The connection between the CDMDA and each of the
TCMs Is continuous. fiowever, determination of the time when a specific TCM
is to tako use of the CaMaA ounputs and when that TCM is to Inject timing and
IAN code data into the COMDA for meaningful demodu,]lattion is perforrned by each
indlvidual TCM.
As in the ItCV Modem, a compoun PN Sequence CGenerator in each TCM
automatically derives receive data bit and message synehronizatIon timing. when
PN code trackitg is achieved. In addition to eoflaining a PN generator, each
TCM also contains PN search and slew control circuitry., rqutired for acquisition and maintenance of Synchronization between the ground and RCV generated
PIN pattern%.. A TDMA Switch Ca-trol circidt incorporated into each TCM determines, under the control of the Ground Station Control, the time of initiation and
duration a specific TCM is to have active interface with the TDMA CDMDA.
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Advantages of the Modular Design for the GCS Demodulator - The parti-

tioning of GCS demodulator functions between the CDMDA modules and the TCMs
has emphasized incorporation of all possible demodulation functions in the
CDMDAs, since only six of these modules are required in a full-capacity GCS
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Only
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few are
functions
such as PN code generation and tracking which
modem,
unique
to each
performed by the compact, but
more numerous,

TCMs. In this ma "er, the repetition of circuit functions is minimized, resulting in lower cost, the GCS modem.
This modular design concept for the GCS modem readily accommrdates
reduced cost configuration of the modem for employment in ground stations
servicing RCV deployments requiring less tCan the specified maximum return
link communication capacty. For example, if no digitized video or other prime
missin equipment sensor data transmission is required, only one Channel Demodulator and Message Decoder Assembly is required to servAce single channel
TDMA telemetry transmissions from up to 25 RCVs. Additionally, the nunber
of Timing and Control Modtxes provided in the GCS modem need only equal the
maximum number of RCVs expected to be controlled from that ground station,
plus one additional TCM for each coutinuous channel required to accommodate
PME sensor data reception.
,uch of the cirteult design utilized in the CDMDA and TCM nmdules Is
identical with the cirmint designs for the corresponding functions of the demodulator in the RCV Modem. This commonality with the circuits of the relatively
large number of RCV Modems which will be produced enables reduced production cost for the W0S Modems which will be required in signiftcantly smaller
quantities. Further, nearly all GCS demodulator signal processing is performed
digitally. Thus. the improved relia
ty, anhanced signal procssing, and toduced production fnd stport costs associated with diitaW inplonumtation arn
odem depgn.
also realized in the GC00
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Section 4 - Functional Description of the WCCM Terminals
Subsection - Ground Control Station Terminal: Transmit Section
OVERVIEW OF THE GCS MODULATOR
Employment of a continuous forward link transmission waveform permits simple,
straightforward Implemenhtlon of the GCS modulator.
The GCS modulator is quite straightforward in design because of the
employment of a continuous transmission forward link waveform. (Refer to the
facing figure). The modulator encodes messages furnished by the Ground Station
Data Source to the modem for transmission, provides necessary message timing
to the Ground Station Data Source, and PN encodes and 2 CPSM modulates the
transmit data stream. The Transmit PN Generator, and the 2 CPSM Modulator
employed In thq modulator are identical in design to those in the RCV modem.
The Transmit RF Assembly, which Is not part of the modem, frequency translates the 300 MHz IF output of the modulator to the RF transmit band.
The Multiplexer unit provides message and data clocks to the Ground
Station Data Source continuously, Slaved to these timing inputs, the Ground Station Data Source furnishes assembled messages to the Multiplexer for transmission. The assembled message contalne the address of the RCV for which the
message is intended. Thus the c-)ntrol of the up-data rates for control messages
to any RCV Is determined by the Ground Station Data Source, not by the modem.
The Multiplexer generates the error detection code redundancy, appends it to the
messap
qnd clocks the composite message through a security device If one
The Spread Spectrum encoder, which is part of the 2 CPSM modulator,
mixes the incoming data stream with a PN pattern clocked at the rate of 60
Mpps. The resulting 60Mchips/sec sequence is 2 CPSM modulated onto a 300
MHz carrier, which is translated by the Transmit RF Assembly to the allocated
RF transmission band.
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Section 4 - Functional Description of the WCCM Terminals
Subsection - Ground Control Station Terminal: Transmit Section
PS2UDO NOISE CODE AND BASIC TIMING GENERATOR
A three-element compound pseudo-noise (PN) generator is employed to produce a
highly nonlinear compound spectrum-spreading code. The lengths of the individual
sequences which produce the compound sequece are chosen to match the link data
bit and frame timing intervals. As a result, data bit and frame timing are automatica!ly acquired by the demodulators upon acquisition of PN code synchronization.
An identical PN generator design is employed in the modem designs for
11 the forward link PN code generators in the GCS modem modulator and the
RCV modem demodulator and 2) for the return link PN code generators in the
RCV modem modulator and the GCS modem demodulator. Each of these four PN
generators is comprised of three individual sequence generators. (See schematic opposite.) The three-element compound generator provides modem data
bit and frame element timing clocks, as well as a spectrum-spreading PN code
sequence. (Refer to the table opposite.)
Each of the three generators is a nonmaximal length generator, and
each generates a slightly nonlinear PN sequence. The individual sequence
lengths are chosen to provide convenient generation of timing pulses for control
of modem functions. By development of transmission frame, message, and data
Wit dimi -.: signals from the PN sequence generators, the receive modems automatically develop these timing pulses upon acquisition of PN code synchronization. This developmerit simplifies receiver synchronization circuitry.
One gernerator develops a 501-chip sequence, while a second generator
developL, a 4000-chip sequenoe. The product of these two sequences is a pattern
slightly greater than 2 million chins in length. At the 60 Mpps chip r9te, this
arrangeme it rebults in a transmitted compound, highly nonlinear, PN sequence
which is nonrepeating within each 1/30-see frame interval. The third sequence
generator (+Z) is employd to introduce an additional randomizing component
into the compound sequence. External, manually entered preset of the intial
state (or feedbacl. connections) ol this generator provides for convenient change
of the generated compound sequence trom one mission (or operation) to another.
The return link PNI g.nerators are identical in structure and circuitry
with the forw.-rd link generators. I.ow,-ver, for the return link, the preset of thie
+Z generator is different fer each duployed RCV, permitting implied RCV
addressing through employment of a diffe rent PN code for each.
The 120 Kpos zýignal is applied to a + N circuit to develop the desired
data clock fkr modular provessing gain adlustment with r'educed IRCV deployments. The chart lists *he possible duat clock frequencies coi-responding to the
spectrum-spreading prooeeeing gain', and the number of inessages transmitted
b:, the GCS per uplink frame interval (1/30 second). Since 25 FCVs repres-nt
the specified maximum number of -'ehic'es per deployment, the 120 Kpps cick
(correaponding to 50 messages per frame) will normally not be used.
The 120 kppa 3igrna Is ditded by 2 to develop a 60-Kppa clock which, in
turn, Is divided by 25 to devemop a 2.4 Kpps clock. These clock frequencies,
altng with the 60 Mpps and data clocks, are Used for generml timing fimctions
througbout the modem.
The +501 and r-4000 shift register outputs are mixed witU. the v z output to
generate a composite PN pattern. rho Z value might typ:ally bl 64, which
would allow 64 independent PN codes ti be generated. Sixty-four independent
PN wdes would result in 64 degrees of freedom by varying the start point of the
+Z circuit in any one of C4 positions.
Presently the Z ,'alue select~on is envisioned as being implemented with
thumb wheel swltchM m the PN code and basic timing generator ardule. Both
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the GCS and RCV Modem Z values will be set to some common number prior to
RCV deployment. The external reset signal can be used for the manual resetting
of all timing functions in the PN code and basic timing generator. The reset function is performed by the frame clock during normal operation.
DATA CLOCK RATES DEVELOPED BY FORWARD LINK PN CODE GENERATORS

Divisor N

Data Clock KPPS

Messages per Frame

Spectrum- Spreading
Processing Gain -dB

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
10

120
60
40
30
24
20
17
15
12

50
25
16
12
10
8
7
6
5

27.0
30.0
31.8
33.0
34.0
34.5
35.4
36.0
37.0
29266•9
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PN Code and Basic Timing Generator. This same design is employed for the transmit and receive
PN code generation in both the RCV and GCS Modems; the generator develops frame and data bit
timing. as wefl as the highly nonlinear spectrum-sreading PN code sequence.
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Section 4 - Functional Description of the WCCM Terminals
Subsection - Ground Control Station Terminal: Transmit Section
GCS TRANSMIT MULTIPLEXER
RCV commands generated by the Ground Control Station for control of up to
25 RCVs are multiplexed onto the serial continuous transmission forward link data
stream by the GCS transmit multiplexer. Each command message is blockencoded for error detection parity and is clocked into the 2 CPSM modulator at the
60 Mpps spread-spectrum chip rate.
Forward link command messages to in-flight RCVs originate at the
Master Ground Control Station (MGCS) RCV controller consoles and/or are
automatically generated by the computer in the MGCS. Approximately 50 RCVs
are expected to be assigned to ati RCV squadron associated with a MGCS,
although a maximum of 25 in-flight vehicles are required to be simultaneously
accommodated by the WCCM. Thus, each command message includes 6 bits
for the RCV address, as well as up to 64 bits of command data. Each 70-bit
command supplied is bit-serially clocked into the modem by the data clock
(nominally at 60 kbps) generated in the modem. It is then block encoded for
error detection in the GCS transmit multiplexer function of the modem. As a
result of this process, 10 parity bits are appended to the command, to develop
an 80-bit RCV command message for forward link transmission. Individual command messages are thus sequentially multiplexed into a 60 Kbps forward link
continuous data stream. At the output of the multiplexer, this data stream is
combined with a gating pattern at the 60 Mpps spread spectrum chip rate, such
that every sixth chip is not modulated by the data. This results in a "gated
carrier" signal for transmission.
The Error Detection Encoder receives assembled 70-bit command data
messages from the Ground Station data source in synchronism with the message
timing and data clock supplied to the Ground Station data source from the Multiplexer (see facing figure). The data bit timing, used internally in the multiplexer
and supplied to the Ground Station data source, is manually selected, and can
assume any of the values indicated in the previous topic. The message is clocked
through the error detect encoder which adds the error detection code redundancy
bits to the information resulting in an over-all encoded message length of 80 bits.
This encoded sequence is encrypted (if the system employs a security device)
before being furnished to the 2 CPSM modulator.
The multiplexer receives the mission selected data clock from the transmit PN Generator and the message timer divides this clock by 80 to obtain message timing. The message timer operation is locked to the frame timing, which
is generated by the compound PN pattern generator. Since the RCV utilizes an
identical PN generator for message reception, the data bit and frame timing of
received messages are automatically derived by the RCV modem demodulator,
once it has acquired PN code lock.
Before the encoded data is furnished to the 2 CPSM Modulator it is combined with the 60 Mpps carrier gate timing sequence. This sequence, also
generated in synchronism with the frame timing, inhibits the data modulation
input to the 2 CPSM modulator during each sixth PN code chip interval multiple
following the frame timing pulse. The carrier gate sequence is generated by
dividing 60 Mpps clock by six.
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Functions of GCS Transmit Multiplexer.

Time-division multiplexing and error detection encoding of

RCV command messages are the principal functions of the Ground Control Station transmit multiSplexer.
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BINARY CONTINUOUS PHASE SHIFT MODULATOR
The 60 Mpps keying rate, pseudo-noise-encoded, spread-spectrum WCCM signal
is produced by the modulator circuit. This Binary Continuous Phase Shift Modulated signal is a pseudo-quadriphase constant amplitude waveform.
The modulator circuit for Binary Continuous Phase Modulation (2 CPSM)
is shown in the facing figure. The waveform characteristics of 2 CPSM are
described in the following paragraphs, while a detailed description of 2 CPSM
is presented in Appendix A.
Forward link command messages which have been interleaved with gated
carrier intervals are digitally muixed with the 60 Mpps pseudo-noise spectrum
spreading code at the input of the 2 CPSM Modulator circuit. The resultant
sequence is then alternately gated Into two delay flip-flops which are clocked at
a 30 Mpps rate. This gating procedure effectively stretches the incoming sequence by a factor of two. As a result, the PN coded "chips" of this sequence
are split Into a pair of 30 Mpps keying rate sequences. The first of these sequences contains the odd-numbered chips of the PN coded message bits, while
the other contains the even-numbered chips. The odd-numbered chip sequence
is then mixed with the in-phase component of the 300 MHz IF which has been
amplitude modulated with one phase of a cosine shaped 15 MHz waveform as
shown by the figure. Simultaneously, the even-numbered 30 Mpps chip sequence
is mixed with the quadrature component of the 300 MHz IF which has been amplitude modulated by a 900 phase shifted cosine shaped 15 MHz waveform. The
result is a pair of cosine-shaped waveforms with 900 relative displacement of
their nulls. Since the delay flip-flops and 15 MHz waveforms are both clocked
from a common 60 Mpps source, the delay flip-flops will change states coincident with the nulls of the cosine shaped 15 MHz modulated waveforms.
The in-phase (I) channel 300 MHz IF has been biphase modulated (0' or
180*) by the odd numbered chip sequence, while the quadrature (Q) channel has
been biphase modulated (900 or 2701) by the even numbered chip sequence, In
a final summing circuit, these two waveforms (I and Q) are combined to produce a "pseudo-quadriphase" constant amplitude 2 CPSM signal at a 300 MHz
IF which has a 3 db bandwidth of approximately 36 MHz at the 60 Mppb keying
rate. The linear phase shifting within each 16. 7 nsec chip interval and the
constant amplitude envelope of the composite waveform are produced in this
final summing process.
The divide by four circuit provides four 15 Mpps outputs derived from
the 60 Mpps clock, all sepax ,ted by 900. Two ot the four outputs are filtered
to generate cosine shaped 15 MHz signals. The 15 Mlz signals arc then mixed
with in-phase and quadrature phase components of a locally generated 300 MHz
IF to create a pair of suppressed carrier double sideband waveforms. The
result is a 300 MHz IF which is amplitude modulated by the 15 Mhzi cosine
shaped signals. Due to the In-phase and quadrature phase mixing, the tw'
waveform nulls, which both occur at a 30 MHz rate. occur at 90 spacing 'elative to each other.
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Modulator Crctiit for 2 CPSM. The final sunting procen of this circuit produces 1) the linetar phase
shifting within ech 16.7 nti€ chip inteval and 2) the conuant amplitude envelope of the composite

waveform.
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Section 4 - Functional Description of the WCCM Terminals
Subsection - Ground Control Station Terminal: Transmit Section
k,

GCS TRANSMIT RADIO FREQUENCY ASSEMBLY
Although the GCS Transmit RF Assembly is not a part of the modem, its design
characteristics are influenced by the selected modulation waveform design. The
RF assembly benefits from less stringent performance requirements in the
employment of Binary Continuous Phase Shift Modulation for WCCM.

[

The 300 MHz IF output of the 2 CPSM modulator is frequency translated
to the allocated RF transmit band by mixing the IF signal with a carrier which is
generated by frequency multiplication of the ground station 60 MHz Master
Oscillator. The RF signal is power amplified and filtered before being applied
to the transmit antenna. Optional control of the forward link transmit antenna
pointing from the ground station control facility will be external to the modem
function. Refer to the facing figure.
Employment of the Binary Continuous Phase Shift Modulation (2 CPSM)
technique in the modem design relaxes the performance requirements on the
Transmit RF Assembly in two ways: (1) the constant amplitude 2 CPSM signal
facilitates very efficient Class C operation of the power amplifier (PA), and
(2) the reduced sidelobe amplitude of the 2 CPSM frequency spectrum simplifies
the design requirements for the bandpass filter (BPF). These are two examples
which illustrate the concern given during the waveform and conceptual modem
design study for modem design impact on overall system performance
and economy.
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GCS Transmission Assembly, The ground control station radio frequency transmission design
characteristics are influenced by the selected 2 CPSM spread spectrum modulation technique.
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Section 4 - Functional Description of the WCCM Terminals
Subsection - Remotely Controlled Vehicle Terminal: Receive Section
OVERVIEW OF THE RCV DEMODULATOR
Nearly all forward link received signal processing in the RCV Demodulator is
performed by digital circuitry. This provides for enhanced reliability of the RCV
modem, reduced signal processing implementation losses, and lower modem
production cost.
RF Assembly - The RF Assembly should contain a chip matched filter
irating at 300 MHz IF for optimum signal-to-noise at the input to the modem's
-modulator Assembly. Additionally, the IF Assembly should contain provision
fast tight automaticS.rgain control (AGC) with soft limiting to enhance the
dynamic range performance and short-burst jamming protection offered by the
receiver. It is recommended that provision for one, or more, narrowband notch
filters to minimize in-band narrowband interference be included in the design.
2 CPSM Demodulator - Development of pseudo-quadriphase components
of the binary continuous phase shift modulated signal is performed by conventional quadrature mixing at IF in the 2 CPSM Demodulator. Two-bit (four level)
analog-to-digital conversion at 60 Mpps of these two IF compe-nents has been
selected for improved signal detection performance. The resultant digital
samples of the signals are converted to a pair of biphase signals by a digital
commutator. All subsequent RCV Demodulator signal processing is performed
by digital techniques.
Carrier Phase Lock Lop - The H component of the commutator outlpt
is supplied to agated Carr|r Phase Lock Loop carrier tracking circuit for
sampled extraction of a carrier tracking error signap.
This loop circuit is
designed with narrow loop bandwidth during tracking to minimize Jammer
ialuence on signal tracking. Loop bandwidth is automatically broade4ned upon
loss of carrier lock to enhance reacquisition performaince.

PN Code TrackinL - 'The PN Code Tracking e Iultry employs a delay-

lock tra
gTo-0op desip. The error sigtal for this loop is also derived from
modalulator duriog the nou-data modulated chip
the D output of the 2 CPSM
intervals of the gated-carrier signal tranxtmitted by the GCS modem. Employmeat of the gated-carrier design for #ignal tracking permits RCV maintenance
of received signal trackitg at signal to noise ratios below those required for
error-free data demodulatUon. This mialmixes the likelihood of receive terminal
loes.of-lock during Jamming or signal fading which may be of ufficient severity
to cause errors in the received forward link command messages.
Data Diod2!Ator The Data Demodulator mixes the locally generated
receive pseudo noise (PN) pattern with the A outmt of the 2 CPSM Demlodulator
commutator, and Integrates the resuit over the full data bit intermal to Iwo'ide
the forwad link spread spectrum processing pin. The Data Demodulator
design includes a circuit for monitoring of data integration quality against a
preset threshold. This measure of data quality is employed in the modem to
1) control the bandwidth of the Carrier Phase Locked Loop during tracking and
reAcquisitioN 2) reduce vulnerability of modem PN code tracking to jamming,
3) aid in detection of
cN
code sqnchronization loss, 4) improve the response
of PN code reacquisitton, and 5) provide an increased measure of false message
acceptance protection without an excessive message error deteation eoding
rodundancy. This diverse andi xtensive use of a data quality measure in the
receive section of the modem greatly enhances its performance in a tactical
ECM environtment. It provides improved communietlion reliablIty, sitW
tracking and reacquistior, and enhanced ECM lm
ptection.
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Command Decoder - The Command Decoder provides for 1) received
message assembly and storage, 2) error detection decoding, 3) forward link
message RCV address recognition, 4) false message detection and discard using
accumulated data quality and/or detected message bit errors, and 5) message
type decoding and routing to supply RCV commands to the RCV avionics and
WCCM link commands to the RCV modem and antenna controls. The error
detection decoding function of the Command Decoder also provides a message
error signal to the PN Clock Control function for aid in detection of loss of PN
code synchronization.
PN Clock Ctl
Cotrl functons primarily to 1) maintaln lock between receive and transmit PN generators while tracking the received
signal PN code, 2) control the slewing of these two PN generators using Advance/
Retard signals from the PN Code Tracking ftunction, 3) detect loss of forward link
received PN code syncbrouzation, 4) disable the looling of the Transmit PN
Generator to the Receive PN Generator upon loss of forward link code trackin&
5) performs fixed-rate sawcessively-increased-range rapid serial PN code
seur'ch during reacquisition. and 6) relocking of the Transmit PN Goznrator to
the Receive PN Generator after reacquisitio
upon command from thM GQrmOd
Control Station via a WCCM link oomiad.
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Section 4 - Functional Description of the WCCM Terminals
Subsection - Remotely Controlled Vehicle Terminal: Receive Section
DESCRIPTION OF RECEIVE RF ASSEMBLY
Effectiveness against burst jamming is enhanced by combining fast, tight automatic
gain control and soft limiting. Chip match filtering is used for improving output
signal to noise ratio.
Received RI from the diplexer it routed through a bandpass filter and
translated Aown to a 300 MHz IF in the Frequency Translator. (Refer to the
facing figure.) The 300 MHz IF output of the translator is passed through a Chip
Matched Filter to the IF Amplifier. The Chip Match Filter is a passive filter
with a time response matched to the pulse shape of a single PN chip. T-he chip
match filter thus improves the signal to noise ratio before IF amplification. The
output of the IF Amplifier is applied to the 2 CPSM demodulator circuitry. Provisions are included for the insertion of a notch filter or notch filter bank for
the suppression of narrow-band interference. This maay be a highly desirable
growth capability for the system. A combinatiork of fast automatie gain control
(AGC) of the IF amplifier and soft limiting (which takes place in the 2-bit A/D
circuitry which follows the Receive RF Assembly) is used to effectively improve
short burst jamming protection, In addition the fast and tight AGC minimizes

the signal dynamic range inpu to the 2 CPSM demodulator.
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RCV Receive RF Assembly. A chip match filter whose time response matches the pulse shape of
a single PN chip:

sed to maximize SIN ratio in the Receive RF Assembly.
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Section 4 - Fu•ctional Description of the WCCM Terminals
Subsection - Remotely Controlled Vehicle Terminal: Receive Section
DESCRIPTION OF 2 CPSM DEMODULATOR
Digital biphase sampling components derived from the pseudo-quadriphase IF
signal by the 2 CPSM Demodulator allow for subsequent digital signal processing.
Digital - in lieu of analog - signal processing results in improved modem
performance.
The 2 CPSM Demodulator functions to translate the received pseudoquadriphase analog IF signal w. a pair of digital biphase sampled signal components which contain the nc assary information for subsequent PN code tracking,
carrier tracking, and data demodulation. The analog-to-digit•l conversion process allows subsequent signal processing to be performed digitally, a procedure
whkih results in 1) elimination of requirements for circuit alignment, 2) improved
modem reliability and maintainability, and 3) decreased production and system
support costs.
As shown in the 2 CPSM Demodulator block diagram (Figure A, opposite),
the 300-MHz IF output from the Receive RF Assembly is mixed with in-phase
and quadrature phase 300- MHz signals developed by the carrier phase lock loop.
The mixer outputs are then filtered before being applied to the 2-bit A/D converter. Figure B, Part A illustrates conceptually ihe type of signal appearing
at the low pass filter outputs. For convenience, only the I-channel waveform
is shown. The waveform is 4 chip Intervals in duration aLd can be either positive. or negative (with a 50 percent probability), depending or the instantaneous
data and PN coding used at the modulator. The shape of the filtered pulse is
the autocorrelation function of the transmittAl half-cosine-shaped pulse. The
pulse shape is purposely contributed by the chip match filter (which precedes
the 2 CPSM demodulator) to maximize the signal-to-noise ratio at the center of
the pulse. If chip match filtering were not used, the low pass filter output
waveform would be 2 chip intervals in duration (corresponding to the same time
duration cC the transmitted waveform) and appear as illustrated in Figure B,
Part B.
Figure B, Part C, illustrates possible I-channel, low-pass filter outputs
during an 8-chip time interva.l. It can be shown mathematically that if the peak
output is scaled to a level of 1, the crossover points between succeeding pulses
will occur at an amplitude level of 1/ir. The dashed lines represent the possible
180-degree phase shifts of each pulse pattern.
Figure B, Part D, represents the I-channel, low pass '"ter output during an 8-chtp time interval where it is assumed that the center pulse is posidv4 3.
If the center pulse is always positive, carrier phase as well as PN code tracking
information can be derived from the 8-chip time interval pattern, as explained
ne• .
Let it be assumed for the moment that phase tracking has been obtained.
If sampling is performed during the times indicated in Figure B, Part D,
sample Si will yield a level which is algebraicially equal to the +1/r level from
the centered pulse and a -l/,r level from the early pattern (depending on the
sign c! the early pulse). Similarly the S3 sample will yield a 1/7r h i/ sample
level. As mentioned earlier, the pulses have a 50 percent probability of being
plus or minus. As a result, over many sampling intervals, the B and B signals
will both yield a l/b average sample level. Subtracting these two sample levels
will then yield a 0 composite average sample. It is this composite average
sample level which is used for the PN code tracking loop.
If the sampling times are skewed as shown in Figure B, Part E, the
composite average sample level from the S5 sample will be slightly more
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Figure A. Functions of 2 CPSM Demodulator. The 2 CPSM Demodulator develops biphase sampled signal
components which can be used concurrently for carrier tracking, PN code tracking, and data demodulation.
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than 1/1. This is due to the fact that the average sample value from the early
pulse is zero, while the average sample value from the centered pulse (assumIng it remains positive) is slightly more than 1/ir. Similarly, the composite average sample level from the S6 sample will be slightly less than 11A. Substracting
these two values then results in a net error signal for PN timing correction. If
the sampling times are skewed to the left, it can be seen that an average composite error signal will be developed, which will be opposite in sign to the error
signal developed when sampling times are skewed to the right.
Up to this point, all discussion has been related to the low pass filter,
I-channel output. Sampling of the Q-channel output is performed in the same
manner. Figure B, Part F, illustrates the Q-channel signal with appropriate
timing for correct phase and timing alignment. Because of the quadrature

relationship between the I- and Q-channels the A, A, B, and B sample peaks
and nulls appear at twice the rate as for a single I-channel. The digital commutator circuit functions to take the 2-bit digital samples of the A, A, B, and
B levels from the A/D converters and shuffle them so that the B and B signals
from both the I and Q channels are routed to the B output, while the A andA
samples are routed to the A output. The A output of the digital commutator Is
used exclusively by the data demodulator circuit.
Sample mines S1 through $4 (Figure B, Parts D and F) represent the
sampling which wiil occur during perfect carrier phase and PN timing. As
explained previously, the SI and S3 samples are compared, and the results of
the comparison are used for developing time tracking signals. The 82 sample
is used for data demodulation. The S4 sample, as can be seen in Figure B,
Part F, will have a composite average level of zero. It can be shown that a
deviation from phase look will result in a bias in the 4 smple. The sense of
the bias Is such that it can be used for driving the phAse look loop back to Its
phase look condition. Part F also shows that if 34 to skewed in either direction
because of a timing error, a zero phase error signa still results. Therefore,
the timing and phase error tracking loops operate independently. Because of the
commutator action, the roles of the I and Q channels will change on the next

chip interval.
An assumption has been made during this discussion that the centered
pulse has remained positive. This Is achieved within the modem by activating
the earner phase look and PN code tracking loops only during a pted carrier
Interval. In both loops, the gated carrier pattern is norrelated, and the associated PN eode is stripped from It; resulting in the required positive
centered pulse.
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Section 4 - Functional Description of the WCCM Terminals
Subsection - Remoetely Controlled Vehicle Terminal: Receive Section
DESCRIPTION OF CARRIER TRACKING LOOP
By allowing carrier tracking loop activation only during gated carrier intervals,
carrier tracking will remain independent of data modulation. This results in
reduced modem design complexity and improved signal tracking at low S/N ratios.
Employment of gated carrier signal structure for WCCM enables
carrier tracking to be performed independently of the message data bit interval.
This facilitates optimization of the carrier tracking loop circuit design for the
dynamics of the communications link between the transmit and receive terminals.
Optimization of the tracking loop circuit design results in improved signal tracking at low signal to noise ratios where modem performance is most vulnerable.
The B output of the digital commutator within the 2 CPSM demodulator is
used to develop the carrier tracking error signal. Ai explanation of what the B
signal consists of and conceptually how it is processed to develop the carrier
tracking error signal is included in the 2 CPSM demodulator discussion. The
remainder of this topic discusses the implementation of the carrier phase lock
loop as depicted in the facing figure.
The non-delayed B signal Is considered by the modem to be coincident
with an early version of the received signal. The B signal is delayed one chip
interval (-r) resulting in a B signal coincident with the centered version of the
received signal. The output of the one chip delay circuit is mixed with the
PN pattern effectively stripping off the PN pattern from the B signal. The
mixer output is then gated through a variable bandwidth loop filter to the VCO.
By activating the carrier phase lock loop only during a gated carrier interval,
the loop filter output will have a titne average level of zero under perfect phase
locked conditions, and a positive or negative bias corresponding to the sense
of any relative phase errors. The loop filter bandwidth control functions to
increase tho carrier phase lock loop bandwidth for faster reacquisition and to
narrow the lo* bandwidth during nortual tracking for Improved signal to noise
potlormance.
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Section 4 - Functional Description of the WCCM Terminals
Subsection - Remotely Controlled Vehicle Terminal: Receive Sectinn
PSEUDO NOISE CODE TRACKING
Tracking of the received signal pseudo noise code sequence is periormed by a
digital delay lock loop which is optimized for the dynamics of the communications
link. Use of the gated carrier signal structure allows integration over a Jarge
number of data intervals, thereby providing more processing gain. The added
processing gain permits RCV maintenance of received signal tracking at signalto-noise ratios below those required for error-free data demodulation.
The Pseudo Noise (PN) Code Tracking function of the modem derives
control signals which cause the modem's Receive PN Code Generator to track
the spectrum-spreading PN code imbedded in the received signal. A digital
delay lock loop circuit is employed for the PN code tracking error signal
development. Error signal sampling for digital integration is performed only
during every sixth chip interval where the signal is unmodulated by the data.
Thus, the code tracking loop design is independent of the data rate employed
on the link. This independence simplifies loop design, particularly in a system such as this where a modular set of different data rates are employed for
maximum achievable processing gain with a given RCV deployment level.
More importantly, the loop response is optimized for the link signal
dynamics. Hence, integration of sampled code tracking error signals is
carried out over relatively long (1/2400-second) intervals, rather than at the
shorter instantaneous link data bit intervals. As shown in the subsequent
discussion of the PN Clock Control function, the maximum code timing advance/
retard correction made in each 1/2400-sec integration interval is 1/8 of the
16. 7 ns code chip interval and corresponds to a maximum code timing correction
rate of approximately 5,000 nanoseconds/sec. Thus, an RCV velocity of up to
5,000 ft/sec, maximum can be tracked. This velocity Is well above those which
will be realized. However, limiting the correction rate to this value will result
in effective discouragement of intelligent jammer attempts to use a high slew
rate jamming signal to pull the demodulator out of code synchronism with the
received forward-link signal.
Aq a further advantage, employment of the long integration interval for
PN code tracking permits effective RCV modem code tracking at signal-tonoise ratios below those necessary for error-free data demodulation. Thus,
even during signal fading or Jamming conditions which may be severe enough
to cause errors in received command messages, receive terminal loss of PN
code lock is less likely.
The B output of the digital commutator within the 2 CPSM demodulator
is used to develop the PN code tracking error signal. An explanation of what
the B signal consists of and, conceptually, of how it is processed to develop
the carrier tracking error signal is included in the preceding 2 CPSM Demodulator discussion. The rest of this topic discusses the block diagram level
implementation (see figure opposite) in terms of the concepts allready cited.
The B signal from the 2 CPSM demodulator is delayed twice (I chip
interval each) to develop early, cettered, and late versions of the received
signals. The early and late received signals are summed and mixed with the
PN pattern before being applied to the up-down counter. The mixer circuitry
effectively strips off the PN pattern from the received B signal. The up-down
counter is activated only during a gated carrier interval (every sixth ship)
and employs the illustrated gating waveform. The contents of the up-down
counter then represents a time integration of the difference between early and
late B patterns (with the lPN pattern removed) which have occurred only during
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gated carrier intervals. This integration process results in a composite
average error signal which is used for the necessary PN timing cot rection.
The contents of the up-down counter are dumped at a 2400-pps rate, at which
time the threshold circuitry determines if the accumulated counter contents
represent a PN code tracking error signal for advancing or retarding the PN
timing. The resultant advance-retard signals are routed to the PN clock
control circuitry for the actual PN timing corrections. The 2400-pps timing
represents a PN code tracking update rate which is fast enough for maximum
Doppler tracking and slow enough to reduce vulnerability to both deception and
brute force jamming. The 2400-pps timing is slow enough so that correct
timing generation for effective spoofing would take a jammer a minimum of
approximately ? hours to effectively conduct a PN timing search.
29266-2•
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Section 4 - Functional Description of the NCCM Terminals
Subsection - Remotely Controlled Vehicle Terminal: Receive Section
DESCRIPTION OF THE DIGITAL DATA DEMODULATOR
Digital processing is used to extract RCV command data from the pseudo noise
coded input. Data quality measurements, performed by the Data Demodulator integrator circuitry, are used in subsequent modem receive circuits to improve
communications reliability, signal tracking and reacquisition, and enhance ECM
portection.
The Data Demodulator provides the necessary digital processing to extract RCV and link command data from the sampled pseudo noise (PN) coded
output of the 2 CPSM Demodulator. The digital processing technique readily
adapts to changes in forward link data rates. By digitally integrating the individual chip interval decisions over a full data bit interval, the spread spectrum
processing gain is realized. Both sign and amplitude componeuts of each processed chip are determined. The integrated sign component is used for data bit
decisioning. The integrated amplitude component provides a measure of the Data
Demodulator output signal to noise ratio quality. The data quality measurement
is used in subioequent receive sections of the modem for improved code tracking
and signal acquisition.
The A output of the digital commutator within the 2 CPSM demodulator is
used by the Data Demodulator for data bit decisioning and for developing data
quality indications, Refer to the facing figure. The A input to the Data Demodulator circuit is delayed one chip interval ('r) and then mixed with the centered
PN pattern. The r-delay allows the A input which is coincident with the early
version of the received signal to correlate with the centered PN pattern in the
mixer circuit. The mixer circuitry essentially strips off the PN pattern leaving
only the original data and gated carrier chips. The resultant signal is then
applied to an up-down counter which integrates the data chip inputs over a data
interval before dumping the resultant output into the data decisioning circuit.
The up-down counter (integrator) is deactivated during a gated carrier interval
(every 6th chip) so that only demodulated data effects the integrator contents.
The sign of the Integrator output is usod for data docisioning at the end of each
bit interval. The magnitude of the Integrator output is used to determine if data
quality Is acceptable for modem operation. The data quality indications are used
in the PN Clock Control circuitry for valid message determination and PN search
control functions.
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Digital Data Demodulation Technique. This technique readily adapts to all modular changes in forward link

data rates; and by digitally integrating over a full data bit interval, achieves the dealed forcard liuk spread

"spctrum processing gain.
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Section 4 - Functional Description of the WCCM Terminals
Subsection - Remotely Controlled Vehicle Terminal: Receive Section
PSEUDO NOISE CLOCK CONTROL FUNCTION
The Pseudo Noise Clock Control circuitry functions to control pseudo noise generator timing to within a 1/8-chip interval. In addition, circuitry is Included to
initiate a pseudo noise search upon recognition of several frames of invalid messages. During a PN search mode, the pseudo noise clock control circuitry responds
with fast deactivation of the search concurrent with high data signal to nutse ratio
quality, which may represent proper phasing.
The pseudo noise (PN) clock control circuitry uses the advance/retard
signals developed in the PN code tracking loop to digitally control the receive
and transmit PN generator timing to within 1/8-chip interval. During acquisition
or reacquisition phases, simple digital logic is used for slewing the receive PN
generator timing for developing various search patterns. Data signal-to-noise
(S/N) quality measurements and parity error indications are combined and used
as criteria for initiating and terminating a search mode. The PN clock control
circuitry controls locking and unlocking of the receive and transmit PN generators. This controlled PN generator locking feature negates effective jamming recognition by intelligent jammers because of recognition of RCV transmit PN generator slewing coincident with the effective jamming.
The 60 Mpps Master Clock output (see figure opposite) is applied to a
tapped delay line which provides eight 60 Mpps outputs, each separated by approximately 1/8 of a PN chip. The Phase Memory and Tap Selector circuitry
function to select one of the eight taps ior use as the transmit and receive 60Mpps clocks. Each phase memory circuit (transmit and receive) functions to
convert the Slew Control output commands to 3-bit logic in order to control the
Tnp Selector circuitry. The Slew Control Circuitry, under normal tracking conditions, receives the advance and retard pulses from the PN Code Tracking Loop
to simultaneously advance or retard the transmit and receive clock timing.
The Sync Detector Logic circuitry functions to detect a sync loss condition. A sync los1 condition will exist any time poor message quality or parity
error (as determined by the error-detection circuitry within the Command
Decoder) exists for several frames (six frames for example). Data bit quality
indications from the Data Demodulator circuitry are used as an input to the
Message Quality Accumulator. The accumulator functions to count the number
of poor quality bits in a message. If the number of poor quality bits ia a message
exceed a fixed number ;eight for example), a poor message quality indication is
routed to the Sync Detector Logic. Upon detection of a sync loss condition t-j the
sync detector logic, a signal is generated to initiate a PN search mode for
reacquisition. Simultaneously, a reset signal is sent to the Transmitter Look
circuitry to unlock the Transmit and Receive Phase Memory Circuits. The PN
Search Control logic generates five PN search modes (discussed in detail In the
following topic). The PN search modes continue until reacquisition Is obtained.
Reacquisition is confirmed by the simultaneous occurrence of good message
quality and proper parity. When reacquisition is obtained, the Transmit and
Receive Phase hMemomias will remain unlocked unti an uplink command is received by the RCV, commanding relocking of the transmit and receive timing.
The purpose for this Is to assure that effective 3ammitig is not recognized by a
jammer because of slowing of the RCV transmit timing coincident with the
application or removal of effective jamming.
The Duta Quaflty Accumulator circuitry fuste.tion to control the Carrier
Phase Lock Loop bandwidth during both the normal tracking and search modts.
In addiUon, it is used to temporarily disable the PN slew during a searth mode
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any time the Data Quality Accumulator content Is more than zero (0). The
accumulator consists of an up-down counter with a zero lower level and some
fixed upper level (15 for example). A low data quality indication forces the
accumulator to count down; a high data quality Indication forces the accumulator
to count up. At any time when the Data Quality Accumulator content is zero, the
PN search mode (If activated at that time) will be enabled. Whenever the Data
Quality Accumulator content is anything other than zero, the PN search mode
(if activated at that time) will be disabled. In this manner, the reacquisition
circuitry will react very quickly (one-bit interval) to high data quality inputs,
which may represent proper phasing. Alternately, the system will Include a
built-in delay (up to 15 bit intervals) to nullify any random cases of poor quality
due to short-term fading or spurious random noise.
The Data Quality Accumulator circuitry controls the Carrier Phase Lock
Loop bandwidth so that an ncreased loop bandwidth results any time a low data
quality condition (Data Quality Accumulator content equals zero) exists. In this
manner higher S/Ns will exist during normal tracking (because of a narrow loop
band; Jth), while a wider loop bandwidth will allow for faster reacquisition times
during low dota quality conditions. During the normal tracking mode, the PN
Code Tracking Loop maximum correction rate will be approximately 5000 ft/s.
well above maximum RCV velocity capability.
The manual search Initiate signl, which is shown as an Input to the PN
Search Control block, is used for initial acquisition purposes. The manual search
Initiate mode is discussed In detail iw the following topic.
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Section 4 - Functional Description of the WCCM Terminals
Subsection - Remotely Controlled Vehicle Terminal:
Receive Section
RCV SIGNAL ACQUISITION AND REACQUISITION TECHNIQUE
Limited search modes activated concurrently with synchronization loss recognition
allows for reactivation time which matches synchronization uncertainty.
The RCV modem reacquisition technique consists of five modes for PN
pattern timing search control (see figure opposite). The first mode consists of
a fixed constant level output which is used during a normal tracking mode in
which slewing of the receive PN pattern generator is not required. If a sync
loss is detected, the system goes into a narrow-range search (mode 2) which
covers a search range of *1 mile. Assuming that a search time of 5 seconds
has elapsed since sync loss, the system will go into Its third mode, Mode 3
consists of a medium-range search which gonerates PN slewing to effectively
cover a M4-mile search range. The medium-range search mode continues (assuming nonreaqulsitton) until 25 seconds have elapsed since sync lose. At this
time a wide range search (mede 4) is activated which effectively covers a *16mile search range. If reacquisition is not obtained within 105 seconds from initial sync loss, a full PN pattern search will be generated until reacquisition is
obtained. The W4I PN pattern search actually represents a critical condition in
this, that if the fifth mode is reached during normal RCV deployment, the probability of RCV survivability is ass=med to be in question btcause of the long
period without control inputs. Flor this reason, the full PN pattern search will
be perfomred at n higher speed with slightly reduced processing gpin for •aster
reacquisition. During mode 5, effective processing gain on the order of 27 dM
will exist *a contrasted with a minimum of 30 dB used for modes I through 4.
Eff•ctve mean Ume to acquire durilg mode 5 will be less than 20 seeonds.
The total PN pattern search (mode 5) is also used for initial acquisition
prior to ACV deploymeot. In this mavner both the RCV and ,CS can be quickly
synchronlzed and checW out (Of d"ired) prior to mission deploymrot.
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Section 4 - Functional Description of the WCCM Terminals
Subsection - Remotely Controlled Vehicle Terminal: Receive Section

"DESCRIPTION OF COMMAND DECODER LOGIC
Combining mesiage quality measurements with paxity error detection and address
recognition for valid message determination provides an increased measure of
false message accepance protection without excessive message detection coding
redundancy.
A very low probability of false command messages by the RCV modem Is
accomplished by baring the criteria for valid message recognition on the simultaneous occurrence of no detected parity errors, adequate S/N message quality,
and RCV address recognition. These three events result in a probability of
false message acceptance of less than 10-8.
It should be noted that most commands from the GCS will be directed to
the RCV avionics. A relatively small amount of link commands will be generated
by the GCS since link commands are required only to change modem status.
"Asshown in the facing diagram, data from the Data Demodulator is
routed through the Security Device to the Message Storage and Error Detector
Decoder circuits. The Security Device represents a growth capability for the
modem in that planning for security device incorporation is included. Message
timing applied to the Address Recognition circuitry is used to initiate a comparison between the RCV address stored in the Address Recognition circuitry and
the address portion of the message stored in the Message Storage circuitry. The
Error Detector Decoder is used to check for parity bit error. The Address
Recognition and Error Detector Decoder circuit outputs, along with a message
quality indication (from the Message Quality Accumulator within the PN clock
controi circuitry), are used to determine if a valid message has been received.
Assuming the simultaneous occurrence of address recognition, correct message
parity and high message quality, a valid command signal will be generated. The
uplink message foirmat includes one bit of information for differentiating between
RCV and link commands. This information is sent to the Valid Command
Message circuitry which--assuming a valid message has been detected--will
route the stored message to the RCV or modulator portion of the modem as
required. Parity error information is also sent to the PN clock control
circuitry for use in the Sync Detector Logic circuitry.
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Section 4 - Functional Description of the WCCM Terminals
Subsection - Remotely Controlled Vehicle Terminal: Transmit Section
OVERVIEW OF THE RCV MODULATOR
The modulator section of the RCV modem generates two forms of the 300-MHz IF,
constant-amplitude, 60-Mpps keying rate, return-link 2 CPSM signal. Periodic
short bursts of the signal containing RCV telemetry data are generated for transmission on the multi-user TDMA channel; while a time-continuous signal, which
fully occupies a return link channel, is generated in the Video and Telemetry or in
the Continuous Telemetry mode.
The RCV modulator is comprised of four functional elements. (See figure
opposite.) Two elements, the PN Generator and 2 CPSM Demodulator, are
identical with the comparable functions in the GCS Modulator. The third, the
Multiplexer and Error Encoder function must accommodate periodic telemetry
message data only in the TDMA mode, interleaved continuous 20 Mbbs video
and low data rate telemetry data in the V&T mode, or continuous telemetry
data only in the CT Mode. The fourth element, the Timing and Mode Control
Unit, processes Link Commands to control the operation of the Modulator during each of these three return link transmission modes.
Timing and Mode Control - For most effective and reliable ECCM communication of return link video, as well as for forward-link commands and
return-link status-response data (telemetry), it is anticipated that a steerable
directional antenna will be employed in the RCV. Thus, provision for remote
antenna control from the GCS is included in the system concept and accommodated
by the modem design inclusion of link command capability.
In the Timing and Mode Control function of the Transmit Section of the
RCV modem, the RCVs transmitted message format and transmission mode are
controlled. A link Command Register containing WCCM link commands received
by the RCV over the forward link provides the basis for generation of the timing
and mode control signals. These commands, received from the Ground Control
Station, determine which of the return link modes of operation (described in the
previous subsection) and RF channels are used by the RCV for downlink transmission. Additionally, in the TDMA burst transmission mode, transmit timing
control information received from the GCS for return-link guard time management determines which of one thousand 16.7 ps intervals within the downlink
half-frame will be used for initiation of the burst. This feature permits very
effective - yet simple - management of multiple RCV burst transmissions to
account for dynamic variation of RCV-to-multiple ground station ranges.
PN Generators - Two PN code generators are employed in the RCV
modem: one for transmit and one for receive. The two generators are identical
in design and are locked in synchronism during normal operation of the modem.
)Both PN Code Generators are comprised of three non-maximal length sequence
generators, each of which produces a slightly nonlinear sequence. The outputs
of the three sequence generators are combined to produce a 60-Mpps compound,
highly nonlinear PN sequence which is non-repeating within a WCCM transmission frame interval. Thus, the sequence length is greater than 2 million bits.
The individual sequence lengtho are chosen to provide convenient generation of
timing pulses for control of modem functions. By development of transmission
frame, message, and data bit timing signals from the PN sequence generators,
receive modems automatically develop these timing pulses upon acquisition of
PN code synchronization. This action simplifies modem receive signal synchronization circuitry.
Multiolexer and Error Encoder - The Multiplexing and Error Encoding
function performs the necessary baseband functions which precede spreadspectrum modulation for return-link transmission. In the TDMA mode, RCV
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status/response data is multiplexed with modem status data, and error control
redundancy is generated and inserted into the message. Subseqaently, gated
carrier intervals are interleaved with this data at the 60-Mpps PN code chip rate.
2 CPSM Modulator - This interleaved stream is mixed with the 60-A~ps
spectrum-spreading PIN pattern from the Transmit PN Generator in the SS E~ncoder and 2 CPSM Modulator. Binary Continuous Phase Shift MCodulation (2
CPSM) of this encoded chip stream is performed to generate a pseudoquadriphase, constant-amplitude, 60 Mpps keying rate signal at a 300&-Ml~z IF.
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Section 4 - F~mctional Description of the WCCM Terminals
Subsection - Remotely Controlled Vehicles Terminal: Transmit Section

MULTIPLEXER AND ERROR ENCODER
Positive acknowledgment of modem status to the GCS increases effective processing
gain of the system.
The primary fumction of the Multiplexer and Error Encoder is to multiplex video and/or telemetry data onto a single bit stream at the 60-Mpps spreadspectrum chip rate. The 60-Mpps multiplexing rate allows up to 20-Mpps video
or other prime mission equipment data to be used without the requirement for
data storage. The multiplexed telemetry data includes parity encoded RCV status
and telemetry data, as well as modem status information. The modem status
information will be used by the GCS for positive acknowledgment that 1) the RCV
has received a valid message command since the GCSs last transmission and
2) the RCVs PN generators are locked or unlocked (and, therefore, are an indication of forward-link reacquisition status). These positive indications of modem
status to the GCS are worth many dB of processing gain.
As shown in the figure opposite, multiplexing of the RCV status and telemetry data with modem status data Is accomplished in the Telemetry Multiplexer.
The Telemetry Multiplexer output is sent through a Security Device (if used) to
the Error Detector Encoder for parity bit generation. The resultant multiplexed
telemetry signal, as well as the RCV video (or other prime mission equipment
data outputs) signal is then multiplexed to form one of two composite chip patterns. The final multiplexed data patterns are generated by using the gated carrier timing developed in the Transmit Timing and Mode Control circuitry. The
gated carrier pulse development is performed by providing no data to the 2
CPSM Modulator during the gated carrier interval. The gated clock signal routed
to the RCV is used to control the application and timing of RCV status and telemetry data into the Telemetry Multiplexer. It is assumed, then, that RCV Instrumentation external to the modem provides any necessary data buffering
and formatting.
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Multiplexer and'Err Encoder (RCV Modulator Assembly). Multiplexing of video or other pritne
mission equipmenvt data at data rates up to 20 Mpps can be performned without the rcquirement for
data storage.
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Section 4- Functional Description of the WCCM Terminals
Subsection - Remotely Controlled Vehicle Terminal: Transmit Section
TRANSMIT TIMING AND MODE CONTROL CIRCUITRY
Multiple mode and data rate selection associated with the RCV Ynodem is efficiently
controlled by Transmit Timing and Mode Control circuitry.
The function of the Transmit Timing and Mode Contr-ol circuits is to
control return-link transmission. A Link Control Register is used to store
forward-link data for control of 1) TDMA burst transmit.iton time to within 1
data bit interval, 2) video and telemetry (V&T) and continuous telemetry (CT)
mode selection, 3) transmit frequency, and 4) antenna selectioii and positioning.
Video rate selection circuitry is included to allow video or oth. r prime mission
equipments with data rates up to 20 Mpps to be used wi'h the sysLem. Message
timing control circuitry allows system users to trade data ra,'e for processing
gain, thereby providing the desired system modularity.
As shown in the facing figure, link commands from the command decoder
are routed into the Link Control Register. Link cor.-mmands are "Led only to
change the register contents so that link parameters remaining unchanged until modifled by forward-link commands. Twelve bits within the Link Control Register
are used in a binary coded decimal (BCD) form to represent numbers from 0 to
999. These thousand numbers are used to control the time during a half-frame
when the RCV will initiate its TDMA burst transmission. Since each half-frame
duration is 1/60 of a second, the initiation of each RCV TDMA hurst transmission can be controlled to within 16.7 ps (appvoximately 3 nmi). The transmit
timing bits are applied to the +1000 and Corr•arator circuit which functions to
count from a 0 reference point at the start of each frame at a 60-Kpps rate. The
counter continues counting until its count nmatches the contents of the transmit
timing portion of the Link Control Register. At this time a transmit-initiate
signal is generated, and the counter Is rei~et to zero to repeat the generation of
a transmit Initiate signal during the second half frame interval. The generated
transmit timing signal is used by the Message T"iming Control circuitry to
generate timing signals to activate the Power Amplifier, Telemetry Multiplexer,
and Error Detector Encoder circuits. The activation timing is staggered to allow
for sequential turn-on of the modulattr functions. For example, the PA will be
biased on prior to ihe applicatior of any nrcdiulation to it; in this way constant
level full-power amplification of the Injected signal is ensured.
The data clock rate applied to the message timing control circuitry is
manually adjustable on the ground prior to RCV deployment. The data rate is
controlled so that the spectnrm-spreadZinf processing gain can be increased
when less than 25 RCVs areoiplcyed, The Return Link Clock Rates and TDMA
Mode Burst Capaci,.y chart Includes t list of data clock rate versus maximum
'D.tA accesses p',r frame and processing ga'n. The maximum number of access per frame w"re derived by using a minla-um average guard time between
burst transmissiton of 300 ps. The 300-ps gtard time (approximately 50 ami)
allows for tnmrporation of the limited PN search modes without any resulting
transmission cwverlaps. In addition, the averago 300-ps guard time Is high
enough to ensure that a relatively small amount of GCS updates are required to
maintain sufficient guard times between the various RCV burst transmissions.
The IAN Multiplexer timing circuitry functions to generate gated carrier
timing patterns for use it, the multiplexer circuitry. The generated timing pattern will be a function of the mode (continuous telemetry or video and telemetry)
selected.
Video timing Is manually selected on the ground prior to RCV deployment.
Submultiples of 20 Mpps, from 1 through 10 (20, 10... 2 Mpps), are selectable.
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The generated timing is sent to the RCV for gating the video data (or other
mission equipment data output) into the multiplexer circuitry. The video gating
comnmande are generated by the PN Multiplexer timing circuitry.
The frequency control portion (3 bits) of the Link Control Register is
used for controlling the six possible output frequencies of the Frequency Synthesizer within the Transmit RF Assembly. The synthesizer output frequencies are
in turn used to generate the six possible RCV transmit frequencies as dictated
by the GCS.
Five bits of information are used for antenna commands, which include
the RCV anc ,nna selection (omni versus directional antennas) as well as commands for directional antenna sector positioning.
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Section 4 - Functional Description of the WCCM Terminals
Subsection - Remotely Controlled Vehicle Terminal: Transmit Section
DESCRIPTION OF TRANSMIT RF ASSEMBLY
Requirements for components of the Transmit RF Assembly are straightforward
and therefore should pose no major design problems.
The 300-MHz IF output from the modem is converted to RF, amplified,
and filtered before being routed to the diplexer. (See figure opposite.) The
power amplifier will be required to operate in a pulsed mode during RCV TDMA
burst transmissions.
The IF input from the 2 CPSM Modulator is frequency-translated to one
of six possible GCS assigned transmit frequencies. The Frequency Translator
output is amplified and routed through a bandpass filter to the diplexer. Transmit timing from the Transmit and Mode Control circuitry is used for control of
the Power Amplifier. The Power Amplifier (PA) will remain on continuously
during the continuous telemetry (CT) and video and telemetry (V&T) modes.
During the TDMA mode, the PA will be biased on and off at the burst tranamission rate. The frequency synthesizer will develop any one of six possible frequencies. The actual frequency developed is controlled by the frequency control
logic within the Link Control Register (part of the Transmit Timing and Mode
Control circuitry).
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Section 4 - Functional Description of the WCCM Terminals
Subsqction - Ground Control Station Terminals: Receive Section
OVERVIEW OF GCS DEMODULATOR
The Demodulator processes and receives telemetry from up to 25 RCVs and video
from up to 5 RCVs. The design is fully modular, taktnmaximum advantage of
digital signal processing techniques, and uses the same building blocks as employed
in the RCV modem design.
The key functions of the Ground Control Station receive subsystem are to
down-convert the six frequency-divided return-link channels, extract the data
from each channel, and operate on the received waveforms to derive and maintain code tracking. The code timing information is used for range determination. To accomplish these functions the ground station is exuipped with six
down-converters and IF processmg strips, six Channe Demodalator and Message
Decoder Assemblies (CDI)WDA), and 30 Timing and Control Modules (TCM).
(See figure on facing page.) T'e down-converters and IF atrips are contained
All circuitry
in the Receive RF Assembly, which is not max-t of the riod&,n.
in the 2 CPSM dooduiltor in the CDMDA
subsequent to the 3-bit A/D ý '.ý.rizr
is digital; thus all signal processing and decisioning are performed digitally.
The design is modular in the sense that if a ground station has to handle
only deployments involving less than 25 RCVs or those in which the demand for
5 simultaneous video return links will not arise, the zeceivor equipment described can be readily reduced accoroingly. The mondlea are functionally identical with the corresponding modules used in the HCV itxetm.
The distribution of functions between the CDMDAs and the TCiLs was
performed on the basis of obtaining the optimum combination between simplicity
and system reliability. Functions that could be time-shared were assigned to
the CDMDAs because of the lower number of CDMDAs as compared with the
number of TChb. as long as the operational reliability was not compromised or
the complexity of the interface between the CDMDAs and the TCM was not

noticably affected.
The GCS Terminal is assumed to be equipped with six receive antennas:
one directional antenna for each of the five continuous (video) transmission
for the TDIMA return link.
return link channels and oue omni-horizontal atatemn
The output of each antenna is down-converated to 300 Mliz IF before being supplied
to the appropriate CDMDA. One CDMDA is provided for each return link channel; it extracts the transmitted data, performs carrier tracking, =nd derives
PN advance/retard corrections. The CWNMA also performs error-detoction
decoding and geheratos valid message and receive data quality indications.
Although Identical in design, there are functional differences between the
CDMhO)As associated with the contimiou channels and the CDOMDA serving the
TDMA channel.
WVhen the CDMD.%A is assigned to perform demodulation of a retura-link
channel used for continuous transmission from a single ItCV, the CDMDA is in
continuous interface with ow (and only one) TCM. The TCM provides necessary
timing references for appropriate message demodulation and a synchronized
replica of the PN pattern employed by the continuously tramitting RCV for
message PN coding. The, groutnd station modem is equipped with one TCM for
each of the five continuous transmission CI)DNAs. Since any RCV can tranmit
in the continuous mode, the five TCMs connected to the continuous mode
CDMDAs contain PN code generators incorporating external PN pattern select
features, enabling the Ground Station Control to comand the TCM to generato
any of the (unique) RCV PN codes.
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The continuous mode transmisalons generally contain video and telemetry
data in a multiplexed form. The Mode selector on the CDMDA determines the
video data integration time$ while timing information generated by the associated TC M furnishes reference timing for correct demultiplexing.
The CDMDA, which operates in the IDMA mode (I. e., demodulates burst
transmissions from different RCVs received separated In time), is interconnected
with 25 TCMs. Each of these TCMs is associated with a unique RCV, generating
the PN code of that RCV. The connection between the CDMDA and each of the
TCMs is continuous. Howeverl determination of the time when a specific TCM
is to make use of the CDMDA outputs and when that TCM is to inject timing und
FN code data into the CDMDA for meaningful demodulation is performed by each
Individual TCMX Information on correct time for eech TCM to access tlhe
CDMDA is furaished by the Gomund Statlen Control. The telemetry data demodulation rate for TDMA mode reception is inserted into the TC?&, which transfer
the telemetry data clock to the CDMDA for burst demodulatton.
The demodulated video data from th6 five continuous mode operating
CDMDAs is iadividu•Uy outputted together with video data clock for external
use. The teiemutry data otputs froom all CDM"As are suppWle to the Deceive
Message Buffer for message formatting awl multiplexing.
The receive PN generotor frame timing is supplied to the Ranging and
Time Transfer urt(not pnrt of the modem), where It ts copared with the gceive
station transmit PN generator frame timing. Since In the normal mode of operatio the RCV 1,ras~mit PN generator Is looked to the asscitated RCV receive
PN timeng, the daffereni e between the two frame Vmi cnputd wIto
the Ranging
w Time Transfer Unit represents a diket messure on the round trip propagation delay. The Ranging and Time Transfer Unit also makes pislbe Insertion
of a desired time delay Into any receive PN gen-ralor, a coevencace which is
useful for rapid PN pattern acquisition.
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Section 4 - Functional Description of the WCCM Terminals
Subsection - Ground Control Station Terminal.: Receive Section
GCS RF ASSEMBLY
Six parallel, identical IF signal processing strips are employed in the RF assembly.
These IF strips. include design features contributing significantly to the modem
performance.
The Ground Control Station RF Assembly consist of six identical, parallel
RF-IF branches, each extracting and processing aie of the 60 MHz bandwidth return link chainnels, transmitted by means of frequency division multiplexing.
(Refer to the facing figure.) Prior to dowvn conmverscoa and selective fiftering, the
signal Is bandpass rilteried to reject interference from the forward link LranSmit RF carrier. The filtered sgnal is mixed with a carrier, furnished by the
Carrier Generator, to obtaln six 300 MiHa IF center frequency signals, which
are proccosed by the IF strips. The out~pui. of each IF strip is oupplied to a
separate Channel Demodualator and Aleseuge Decoder Assembly for data deoislonlmtg and signal tra~~ing.
The six 300 MHz IF strips employed for aignal processing are all alike
and identical to the IF @trips used in the IICV miodms. The IF signal processing
pecrformed by these strips contribute significantly to the over-all communicationi
pŽr~formancv. The passive spread -spectrm. chip matched filter optimizes the
signal-to-voise raztio befow.4 the signwtl is applod to the IF-amnplifier. The time
response of thme chVp matched filter matches tmt pulse shape o! a PNI chip. The
WF-Ampliffer and Gain Ceiotrel employs a fast. tiht automatle gain control Oircaltry which iWeomW4,a*Vop with the soft limi~tintg performed by the 3-bit AID
oonversior. lo the Z CPASN detuocMltor vahanees the dyazntc range performalanc
a&W abort-burst ,Iammlaig pr tctlom offierei by the receiver. The 4utor., tic tracktog notch filtter provides relection of -narr1,vkbv interferenvots. It is recommended ftht provi-siotw fr onie or tnore of 'thtae atotch filter~s t*n hcluded to thi do-.
alpn. The nofth fiter Is daesribed in detAll In a vpcclal topic.
that t 4e hrnmwh thot processes the *TDMA thtannl be
It io ~*
whilet ea-ch bratwh sarvitnq the coatincontwecteo4 to au4nl-horizuntal arttat
*'ious mingle ItCV tra-missbnt chanteto be connectod to u eUswtlaa antA2na for
Improvod, pin on reacipt of ***Wc.
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Section 4 - Functional Description of the WCCM Terminals
Subsection - Ground Control Station Terminal: Receive Station
CHANNEL DEMODULATOR AND MESSAGE DECODER ASSEMBLY
All key functions performed by the Channel Derodulator and Message Decoder
Assembly are identical with functions performed by the RCV demodulator.
Demodulation functions not pertaining to the pseudonoise code generator were
allocated to this assembly to minimize the overall GCS demodulator complexity.
The Channel Demodulator Message Decoder Assembly (CDMDA)
performs 2 CPSM demodulation of the receive IF signal, carrier tracking,
video and telemetry data decoding, data quality evaluation, and error-detection.
(See figure opposite.) There is one CD!AA for each of the six RF return link
frequencies. Five of these assemblies service the five channels devoted to
five (or fewer) RCV downlink transmissions of multiplexed telemetry and video.
Each of these five CDMDAs is connected to its own associated Timing and
Control Module (TCM), which provides the unique PN code employed by the
video/telemetry transmitting RCV and the necessary timing functions for
demodulation. The sixth CDMDA services the burst transmission TDMA
return-link channel, demodulating the burst transmissions received from
25 (or fewer) RCVs operating in the TDMA mode for telemetry-only returnlink communicat'on. This CDMDA is interfacing with 25 TCMs, where each
TCM is associated with a specific RCV, on a time division basis. The interface is active between the CDMDA and a specific TCM during the time when a
message t:'ansmitted by the RCV associated with the specific TCM is received
at the GCS. The six CDMDAs are id'entical in their design.
With the exception of some minor timing functions, video/telemetry
de-interleaving, and video data demodulaton, all functions performed by the
CDMDA are identical with functions performed by the RCV demodulator.
Demodulation functiors, not pertaining to the generation of the PN code pattern
and PN code timing, are allocated to the CDMDA and used on a time shared basis
when the MCMDA services the TDMA link. This allocation minimized the
overall hardware requtrement since there are only six CDMDAs while there are
30 TCMs in a maximum capacity GCS.
I he 2 CPSM Demodulator is identical with the 2 CPSM Demodulator used
"inthe RCV, with the exception of a 3-bit instead of a 2-bit A/D conversion. Use
"ofthe 3-bit (eight-level) A/D conversion results in improved video data transmission performance at high video rates. All circuitry beyond the A/D conver"sionis fully digital.
The 2 CPSM Demodulator output signals are applied to four circuits. The
operations of the Carrier Phase Lock Loop, PN Code Tracking Loop, and TeSemetry Data Demodulator are described in detail in the RCV demodulator description. The Video Data Demodulator is similar to the Telemetry Data Demodulator, but involves summation of a smidler number of samples.
The Receive Message Timer, activated by the Receive Message Initiate,
operates in one of two modes: the TDMA mode and the continuous mode. In the
TDMA mode of operation, the occurence of a receive message initiate pulse
causes the Receive Message Timer to generato. a reset pulse. The reset pulse
(in addition to resetting other system functions) resets the Data Quality Accumulator. Simultaneously, the Receiver Message Timer begins to count the number
of data bit intervals in the received burst message. After an accumulated count
of four data bit intervals (corresponding to the first four data bit intervals used
for carrier phase and timing refinement), a pulse will be generated to 1) reset
the Error-Detector Decoder. 2) reset the Message Quality Accumulator, 3)
enable the data clock to be. supplied to the Security Device (if used), and 4)
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enabie the telemetry clock to be supplied to the Receive Message Buffer (external
to the modem). At the end of the information bearing portion of the parity encoded
message, the Receiver Message Timer Inhibits further supply of the clock to the
Security Device and Receive Message Buffer. At the end of the encoded receive
message the Receive Message Timer generates an end-of-message pulse. The
Reccive Message Timer also furnishes an active busy indication to all TCMs
when the Channel Demodulator and Message Decoder Assembly is receiving a
burst message from an RCV. The Message Quality Accumulator, as well as
the Data Quality Accumulator circuits, is functionally identical with those
previously described for the RCV modem. The Data Quality Accumulator
functions to provide a data quality indication to the associated TCM for use in
the search mode circuitry.
When in continuous receive mode of operation, the sequence of outputs
of the Receive Message Timer differs from the sequence mentioned in that the
functions leading up to determination of the time of occurrence of the first data
bit after the Receive Message initiate pulse is received are deleted. In addition, the Data Quality Accumulator reset and the Busy Indicator output are
inactive.
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video and telemetry data decoding, data quality evaluation, and error-detection.
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Section 4 - Functional Description of the WCCM Terminals
Subsection - Ground Control Station Terminal: Receive Station
TIMING AND CONTROL MODULE FUNCTIONS/GENERAL DESCRIPTION AND
CONTINUOUS MODE OPERATION

"TheGCS demodulator is capable of simultaneously tracking pseudo noise coded

return-link transmissions from up to 30 RCVs. These functions are performed on
an individual RCV basis by the Timing and Control Modules.
The ground modem is equipped with 30 Timing and Control Modules
(TCM), all of identical design. Twenty-five of these TCMs are servicing the
TDMA receive channel, while each of the remaining five is connected to one of
the five continuous transmission channels on a one-to-one basis. Since the maximum number of RCVs to be serviced simultaneously is limited to 25, the GCS
demodulator could have been implemented by using only 25 TCMs. In that case,
however, a switching matrix would have been required between the 25 RCVs and
"the6 CDMDAs since any RCV can transmit on any of the six return-link channels.
Use of 30 TCMs, distributed as already stated, completely eliminates the need
for assignment switching between the TCMs and the CDMDAs. Because of the
large number of timing and control information conveyed over -the interface
between a CDMDA and a TCM, the switching matrix and the asgociated control
functions required would impose considerable complexity and cost. A TCM module, on the other band, consists basically only of a PN code generator and relatively simple control circuitry. Performance of hardware complexity trade-off
betweeu the two approaches clearly favored the recommended approach,.
Each TCM is designed to provide four basic functions. These are 1) PN
code tracking and search; 2) generation of appropriate PN pattern and timing for
demodulation of the associated RCV signal; 3) determination of time when to
access the CDMDA servicing the burst transmission TDMA channel, when in
TDMA mode of operation, and activation of the TDMA switch during this access
time; and 4) estimation of interburst PN code adjustment required In the TDMA
mode to alleviate the need to go into search mode at the beginning of each new
burst, and incorporation of the predicted correction into the receive PN clock.
Since all the TCMs are of identical design, the five TCMs associated with the
continuous transmission channels are designed to satisfy all the features described even though functions 3) and 4) are not utilized as such by these TCMs.
The functional description of the TCMs interfacing with the continuous
channels is presented in this topic. (See figure on facing page.) The additional
functions performed by the 25 TCMs associated wich the TDMA channel are
discussed in the next topic.
Except for some very minor differences, the combination of a continuous
channel CDMDA and its associated TCM performs the same functions as an RCV
demodulator. Contrary to the RCV demodulator, however, where the PN generator outputs a fixed pattern that remains unaltered over the duration of a mission,
the rCMs associated with the continuous mode CDMDAs must have the capability
of generating a number of different PN patterns since these TCMs are not in a
predetermined equivalency to any specific RCVs, and since each RCV employs
a unique code. Under the control of the Ground Station Control, a TCM will be
commanded to generate the PN code and timing unique to the RCV that is at any
given time transmitting over the continuous channel that Is associated with this
TCM. Over the duration of a mission, each of these TCMs may be assigned to
a number of different RCVs.
For a continuous mode channel, the TDMA switch is maintained continuously activated over the time during which a video mode transmission remains in progress. This is accomplished by the Mode input which effects operation of TDMA Switch Control. The Mode input originates from the Ground Station
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Control, which also originates commands to the RCV to transmit in a continuous
mode and informs the TCM regarding the PN pattern to be generated.
A single 60-MHz Master Oscillator provides all the TCMs with the eight
(45-degree separated) phases of the 60-MHz reference used for receive timing
slew control. In the continuous mode, the operation is identical with PN tracking
employed in the RCV. The PN Advance/Retard commands, generated by the associated CDMDA, are fed to the Slew Control after passage of the Slew Estimator
and Memory, which is inactive in the TCMs paired with continuous mode
CDMDAs. Similarly, the PN Sync Decision and Search Control functions
identically with the corresponding units employed in the RCVs.
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SContinuous Mode Operations in the GCS TCM. The TDMA switch is maintained continuously in an
activated position through control effected by the Mode input.
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Section 4 - Functional Description of the WCCM Terminals
Subsection - Ground Control Station Terminal: Receive Station
TIMING AND CONTROL MODULE FUNCTIONS IN TDMA MODE OF OPERATION
The TCM automatically accesses the channel at the time of arrival of each returnlink burst from the particular RCV to which that TCM is assigned. No external control of the TCM is required except when the GCS computer directs the RCV to change
its burst transmit time assignment.
The functions performed by a TCM were listed in the previous topic. As
was stated, two of the functions incorporated into the TCMs are not used by the
TCM which are associated with continuous mode reception. This topic addresses
the additional capabilities of the TCMs that interface with the CDMDA assigned
to service the burst transmission TDMA return-link channel (see figure opposite).
Because of the short-burst nature of the TDMA return-link transmissions
and because of the range differentials of the 25 dispersed RCVs, it was determined that the necessary PN code tracking was performed best by using 25 independent PN code pattern generators. Thus 25 TCMs, each containing a PN
code generator which furnishes the return-link PN sequence unique to one of
the RCVs, are connected to the single CDMDA assigned to the TDMA channel.
Since 25 TCMs are connected to a single CDMDA, but only one TCM can
be in active interface with the CDMDA at any given time, the GCS demodulator
must include a timing feature that enables the appropriate TCM to access the
CDMDA during the time span when the burst transmitted by the corresponding
RCV is received. This problem is readily solved by making use of the relationship between the PN code generator timing and the Message Timing Allocation,
and having each TCM determining its own time for accessing the CDMDA and
completing the access operation.
Information on the start of the reception of the associated RCV transmitted message is furnished to the TCM by the Ground Station Control via the
Message Timing Allocation interface. This Information is the same as the Transmit Timing Command transmitted to the RCV, and since in either case the allocation is referenced to the PN frame timing, thc Ground Control Station has
exact knowledge of the message reception timing when the associated PN generators are in synchronism. The Counter und Comparator unit uses this information
to generate a Set command to the TDMA Switch Control, which activates the
TDMA switch and thereby establishes interface connection between the burst
channel CDMDA and the TCM. In addition, a short pulse is transmitted over the
Receive Message Initiate to the CDMDA.
The Busy Indicator, originating from the CDMDA assigned to the TDMA
receive channel, conveys information to the 25 TDMA TCMs as to the demodulation status of the CDMDA operating in the TDMA mode. A busy indication is
provided during the time this CDMDA is processing a burst receive signal. This
input is employed by the TDMA Switch Control for two purposes. First, it is
used as an inhibit signal if the TDMA mode CDMDA is already in process of
demodulating a signal at the instant the Counter and Comparator unit of a TCM
transmits a Set Command to the TDMA Switch Control. (This feature prevents
"double" demodulation of the received signal.) Second, it furnishes release
timing to the TDMA Switch Control at the end of the received burst message.
When operating in the TDMA mode, the PN Advance/Retard corrections
generated during the receive burst interval are processed in the regular manner
by the Slew Control of the TCM, which is associated with the message originating RCV. At the end of the receive burst, however, the Slew Estimator and
Memory unit inserts into the Slew Control an additional number of correction
corresponding to the best estimate of the number of corrections necessary to
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compensate for the interburst timing change to be incurred by position changes
due tc constant RCV velocity. This estimate is derived by the Slew Estimator
and Memory unit by observing, memorizing, and continuously updating the number of interburst corrections required to maintain accurate PN code tracking
between bursts.
The PN Sync Decision and Search Control unit functions identically with
the corresponding units employed in the RCVs, with the exception that when the
Mode input to the TCM module indicates TDMA mode of operation, full pattern
search is inhibited. If full pattern search is necessary, a continuous channel
must be used. This is accomplished by the ground station transmitting a command to the applicable RCV to switch to a continuous channel, where the search
is performed. Once PN synchronization has been established, but prior to the
release of the continuous channel, the frame timing of the PN generator of the
continuous channel TCM is transferred to the applicable TCM that is connected
to the TDMA channel. This transfer is performed via the Ranging and Time
Transfer Unit through use of the External Reset feature of the PN generator.
The External Reset is also utilized to insert a given delay into any receive PN
generator relative to the ground station transmit PN generator. This feature is
used to dial in (at the Ranging and Time Transfer Unit) an approximate round
trip propagation delay to the associated RCV, thereby enabling pattern acquisition in the TDMA mode.
i
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Section 5 - Design Alternatives and Growth Features
NARROWBAND INTERFERENCE REJECTION BY AUTOMATIC TRACKING
NOTCH FILTERS
Analytical results show that a significant improvement in WCCM performance can
be realized through the incorporation of tracking notch filters to provide narrowband interference rejection.
A potential problem area for WCCM is the presence of very large
narrowband interfering signals within the WCCM operating bandwidth. The
source of these narrowband signals may be jamming but is more likely to be
non-ECM transmissions from emitters not falling under the direct control of
the WCCM users. Narrowband interference is a threat both to the GCS, since
its antenna is likely to be pointed at an uncontrolled area, and to the RCV whose
flight profile may carry it close to in-band emitters. The spread spectrum nature of the WCCM allows it to discriminate against narrowband interference
which is much stronger than the desired signal within processing gain limitations.
For those narrowband interferers which are toc strong to be processed out, the
use of automatic tracking notch filters to perform predetection filtering of the
interference has been found to contribute significantly to system performance.
This conclusion is based on analytical results as well as observed experimental
results of a tracking notch filter bank which was developed as a part of a spread
spectrum receiver.
Several techniques for mechanizing a tunable notch filter have been
investigated The facing figure is a functional block diagram of a tracking filter
currently being investigated under a contract from RADC (F30602-72-C-0390).
It is anticipated that at most two or three filters will be required for WCCM
application. The configuration shown can readily be cascaded in small numbers
to form a multiple filter bank and apiears to be well uuited to application on the
WCCM. In the approach shown, simple high pass filters at baseband are transformed into band reject filters at the RF interference frequency by mixing the
input RF down to baseband in-phase and quadrature channels and mixing the
baseband signals back up to RF after high pass filtering. Shaping of the RF response to give the desired shape factor for the notch filter is easily accomplished
with realistic element Q values in the high pass filter. Automatic acquisition and
tracking of interfering signals is readily accomplished with standard tracking
loop design techniques.
Analytical results relating to the effect of notch filtering on the desired
spread spectrum signal and to the improvement in system performance to be
gained from notch filtering have been obtained. Some of these results are presented in greater detail in Appendix D.
Briefly, the results show that notch filtering introduces very little distortion of the spread signal. In particular, if the ratio of 3 d0 notch bandwidth
to 3 dB signal bandwidth is less than 0.2, then the loss in peak signal to noise
ratio is less than 1.2 dB in a wideband noise environment. In a narrowband
interference environment, the signal to total noise ratio is improved signifit
cantly through notch filtering. If the number of interfering signals is less than
the number of filters, then the narrowband interference can effectively be completely eliminated. In addition, computer simulations have shown that In situations where the number of interfering signals exceeds the number of filters, a
median improvement in the signal to noise ratio on the order of 10 dB can be
obtained. These results, and consideration of the environment in which the
WCCM will be operating, indicate that serious consideration should be given
to the incorporation of a small number of tracking notch filters in the
WCCM concept.
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Section 5 - Design Alternatives and Growth Features

ECCM BENEFIT OF ERROR-CORRECTION ENCODING ON THE FORWARD ItNK
An easy and effective way to improve both benign and ECCM performance on the
WCCM forward link (at additional cost) is to add error-correction encoding with
simple interleaving. The operational penalty is a delay of approximately one 80-bit
block length before the data/command is available to the RCV.
The Hughes WCCM includes error-detection encoding as an integral part
of the forward link transmission in order to protect against acceptance of messages with errors and acceptance of spoofing. No ECCM benefit is obtained in
terms of improved signal-to-jammer ratio performance, with this encoding. In
particular, a burst-jamming strategy is quite effective when no error-correction
encoding is employed. Incorporation of error-correction encoding as a growth
feature of the WCCM will provide, when installed, protection against burstjamming by reducing the special effectiveness of the burst-jamming strategy
while at the same time improving performance in a benign environment.
It has been determined that a center-frequency CW jammer is most effective against the 2 CPSM waveform used in the WCCM. Equally effective is most
any jammer modulation which is concentrated in the center of the WCCM channel
with a keying rate much slower than the 60-Mpps WCCM rate. However, a jamwho can trade average power for peak power, without losing any energy,
will be several dB more effective than by jamming a full message or 80-bit block.
For example, a constant energy jammer can have 1 watt of continuous power
over a message, or 2 watts of peak power over one-half a message, or 10 watts
of power over one-tenth of a message. Since a jammer need only cause one error
to have the error-detection code reject th, message, the optimum strategy is to
concentrate available jammer energy in the duration of just a few bits. There is
an optimum jammer burst length, as seen in Figure A, which is a function of
the received signal-energy-to-jammer-energy ratio (SE/JE), the type of signalling and detection employed, the message length, and the static and dynamic
operation of the Automatic Gain Control (AGC) and Analog to Digitad (A/D) conversion combination. The gated-carrier transmission method permits the use of
antipodal signalling and coherent detection. The curves in Figure A are labeled
in a consistent manner by jammer energy and by signal energy. Thus, at fullmessage jamming, the SE/JE is actually a continuous signal power to continuous
jammer power ratio. As a particular jammer begins to trade average power for
peak power (by bursting), the effect on the probability of receiving a completely
correct message is Immediately apparent. That the curves show minima or
optimum burst lengths as a function of SE/JE is explained as follows: the longer
the Jammer burst is, the less chanice there is of causing an error because of the
reduction uf jammer energy applied to any particular bit; at the other extreme,
at very short jammer burst lengths - neglecting end effects, a jammer bursting
over only 1 bit can have at best a 50-percent chance of causing an error, and
over 2 bits, at best a 75-percent chance of causing an error and thereby effectIng a message rejection. For example, for full-message jamming, an SE/JE of
about -24.7 dB at the receiver input should result, theoretically, in about a
50-percent probability of correct message reception. However, at a 15-percent
jammer burst length, a jammer 4.7 dB less powerful will produce the same
result. The rear-on for choosing a 15-percent duty cycle as optimum is that the
jammer most likely does not know within 10 dB (propagation loss uncertainty)
what the SE/JE at the RCV is. If the jammer bursts too short, there will be
less chance of causing an error because too few bits are covered. Thus a longer
burst is prudent, while losing little effectiveness, since the object is to 'ause
more than 90-percent of the messages to be rejected.
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By breaking each message of 80-bits into 8 blocks, each 10 bits long, by
encoding each 10 bit-block into 14 symbols capable of correcting a single symbol
error per block, and by simple interleaving of the 8 blocks in a uniform manner,
an ECCM and benign performance improvement is obtained. The cost of some
additional hardware and an operational penalty of a one-message delay for errorcorrection decoding before error-detection decoding will result. However, a
benign performance (full-message jamming at 50-percent probability of correct
message decoding) improvement of about 0. 8 dB may be seen In Figure 13. Simultaneously, the curves are considerably flattened, thus showing reduction of the
special effectiveness of burst-jamming. In fact, at a 50-percent jammer burst
length, a jammer gains only about 1. 2 dB of effectiveness over full-message
jamming, an amount which is hardly worth the bother. The ECCM burst-jamming
benefit is thus 4. 2 dB because of the addition of error -correction encoding.
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Section 5 - Design Alternatives and Growth Features
ECCM BENEFIT OF ERROR-CORRECTION ENCODING ON THE RETURN LINK
The return link, as well as the forward link., will receive an ECCM and benign
performance benefit with the addition of error-correction encoding and simple interleaving. Some caution, however, is advised in attempting to compare dB improvements between the forward and return links.
The return link of the WCCM also includes error-detection encoding, except that a 40-bit TDMA burst message is covered rather than the TDM 80-bit
message for the forward link error-detection encoding. The previous topic concerning the generalities and meanings of the burst-jamming strategy and the SE/
JE curves, respectively, is referred to. Although there will inevitably be a performance comparison between the 40-bit return link block length and the 80-bit
forward link block length, a fair evaluation is at best difficult. Since forward and
return links operate at the same bit and chip rates and since it may be assumed
for comparison that the transmit power is the same, the energy per message is
6 dB less for the return link than for the forward link. (Three dB comes from
40 bits rather than 80 bits, and an additional 3 dB)accrues because only 500
chips are used per bit on the return link as compared with 1000 chips per bit on
the fo-ward link.) Thus, is a jammer with a CN\ power rating of, say, 100 watts,
Swhich shows up on the forward link curves as a -23 dB SE/JE, a -29 dB)SE/JE
jammer or a -23 dB SE/JE jammer on the return link curves shown In Figure A
opposite ? Depending on point of view, the jammer referred to, can be rated
either way. For the present, the philosophical argiment will be Ignored, and the
ECCM benefit of error-correction encoding on the return link will he examined
separately from the forward link.
/JE, A $0-percent
For a full-message (40-bit) jamnmer of -22. 7 dB
probability of receiving all 40 bits correctly is attained. Only at full-messa.ge
jamming Is this SE/JE also a continuous signal power to c'ntinuous Jammer
power ratio. At a 25-percent duty cycle, the Jammer needs 3.1 di less energy
to do the same job, i.e., a -1O.6 dl SE/JE jammoer. By breaking the 40-bit
message Into 4 blocks of 10 bits each, by encoding each block Into 14 sym~bols
capable of correcting one symbol error per block, and by simple Interleaitng
of the 4 blocks in a uniform manner, an ECCM and benign performance Improvement is obtained. Importantly, the 56-sy)bol message is transmitted with the
same power and energy as the 40-bit mossage, I.e., same length of time. Therefore, the energy per symbol Is less In the 56-symbol message than the energy
per bit in the 40-bit message code. iowever, the t power" of the code is such
that a 0.7 dD SE/JE improvement results for full-mesfage jamming at the 50percent probability point in Figure 8. The flattening of the curves is noteworthy
and showrs a reduction of the special effectiveness of burn-jamnuing. In this
case a lnrst-jammer at a $0-percea2cduty cycle requires 0. 7 d43 less energy
than a full-message jammer. The results of error correction coding rre an
ECCM burst-jamming betteflt of 3. 1 dB (-19.6 at the 25-percent burnt length in
Figure A minus -22. 7 at the 60-percent burst length in Figure 8), and a benign
performance improvement of 0. 7 dB.
A point to be stressed Is that a fair compamrism can be made betwen a
given message without error-correctio encoding afd one with error-correction
encoding. Mut the eomparing, fairly, of the performance of a 40-bit message
with an 80-bit message - where the energy per bit is not the same - requires
care. In any event, the incorporation of error-correction coding in either the
forward link or return link or both will provide improved benign performance
and improved burst jammer protectio over the links witlout error-

c-4rection encoding.
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Section 6 - Recommended Experimental Model Configuration
Subsection - Scope and Rationale

OBJECTIVES AND SCOPE OF THE EXPERIMENTAL MODEL PHASE
The objective of the Experimental Model Phase is design and development of experimentai models of Wideband Command and Control Modems and associated test units
which will permit demonstration and Government evaluation of the full performance
capabilities of these modems.
The objective of the Experimental Model Phase is to develop experimental
models of the RCV and MGCS modems which will demonstrate, and permit Government test and evaluation of, all of the design features and performance capabilities of the Wideband Command and Control Modem designs conceived and refined
in the conduct of the waveform and conceptual design study. The MGCS terminal
experimental model(s) should include provision for demonstration of system capacity through incorporation of a load simulator. Capability for demonstration
and evaluation of the range measurement features of the GCS modem for RCV
position location should be included. At the Government's option, a Ground Slave
Station (GSS) modem could be provided to permit demonstration of the RCV position location capability.
Detailed design, fabrication, assembly, and delivery of experimental
models of the RCV and MGCS modems will permit full demonstration and evaluation of all of the design features of the WCCM (refer to Table I). The scope of
the Experimental Model Phase is described in Table U.
A waveform and conceptual block diagram design for the Wideband Command and Control Modem (WCC M) has been achieved under this contract. The
resulting waveform design employs a 60-IVIHz-bandwidth continuous transmission
addressed TDM forward link approach to digital command data communication at
2400 bps to each of up to 25 Remotely Controlled Vehicles (RCVs) from a Master
Ground Control Station (MGCS). The waveform design incorporates six 60 MHz
channels in a hybrid FDMA/TDMA return link for status/response telemetry
transmission at up to 2400 bps from each of 25 RCVs to the MGCS, and for 20
Mbps transmission of prime mission equipment sensor data from each of 5 RCVs.
Detailed conceptual block diagram designs for both the RCV modem and
the MGCS modem have been completed during this design study. The resulting
RCV modem design emphasizes modem simplicity consistent with provision for
a high degree of forward link reliability and ECM reigistance. Flexibility of application through modular design of the GCS modem permits most cost-effective
employment of the system in a wide variety of operational configurations for
different RCV deployment levels and mission requirements. System costeffectiveness is further enhanced by maximum utilization of common circuit
modules in both the RCV and MGCS modem designs. Furthermore, the modem
for a second, receive-only, slave ground station for Incorporation of RCV position location capability In the system is configured by combining the receive
sections of an MGCS modem with that of the RCV modem to include a timing
transfer link between the two ground stations.
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TABLE 1. DESIGN FEATURES OF THE WCCM TO BE
DEMONSTRATED BY THE EXPERIRMENTAL MODEL SYSTEM
* Forward link data-rate capacity and communication reliability
* Forward link signal initial acquisition, reacquisition, and trackIng by the RCV modem
o Forward link ECCM performance capability
41

* Forward link data rate/processing gain modularity
* RCV command decoding and WCCM link command processing by
the RCV modem
link
S.Return
TDMA telemetry and/or prime mission equipment
sensor data rates and communication reliability
9 Positive feedback features of waveform and modem designs
* RCV burst transmission control for TDMA return link transmission under control commands from the master MGCS
MGCS
C
modem time difference measurement for RCV ranging
* GSS terminal timing transfer and synchronization for time difference measurements for RCV ranging (if the Government
chooses to fund development of the slave station modem)
* MGCS modem capacity to separate and demodulate 25 telemetry
signals by employment of a return link RCV loading simulator
* Return link data rate/processing gain modularity
* Return link ECCM performance capability
* MGCS modem modular configuration features.
TABLE 11.

SCOPE OF THE EXPERIMENTAL MODEL PHASE

a Completion of final circuit, logic, and physical packaging design
of the MGCS, GSS, and RCV modem experimental models
* Fabrication, assembly, and pre-delivery test of the following
deliverable items:
-

One to five RCV modem experimental models, including
special test panels

-

One MGCS modem experimental model, including
special test panels

-

One GSS modem experimental model (at Government
option), including special test panels
One loading simulator to simulate return link transmissions from up to 24 additional RCVs. The loading
simulator will be an Integral part f the IMGCS.
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"Section6 - Recommended Experimental Model Configuration
Subsection - Scope and Rationale
OVERALL RATIONALE FOR DESIGN OF THE EXPERIMENTAL MODEL SYSTEM
The Experimental Model system design should permit full demonstration and evaluation of all significant design features and performance capabilities of the modem.s,
while minimizing the development cost by maximum utilization of standard test
equipment and deemphasizing fully compliant system physical characteristics.
It is imprudent to consider development of a maximum configuration
WCCM system with an automatic computer controlled Ground Control Station
Modem in order to meet the objectives of the Experimental Model Phase. The
Interests of the Government and the Contractor can best be served by developing
a minimum cost system configuration on a relatively short. development program,
which will still facilitate demonstration and evaluation of all of the significant
design features and performance capabilities of the modems.
The RCV modem experimental model(s) should be electrically and functionally equivalent to the eventual fully compliant model. However, it need not
be physically equivalent in terms of achieving the optImum packaging density,
form factors, and full military specification compliance which will eventually be
required for operational deployment in RCVs. Procurement of associated RCV
avionics equipment to demonstrate the command, telemetry, and prime mission
equipment sensor data communication capabilities of the modems should not be
required. Rather, development and delivery of simple inexpensive test units
which simulate the modemrs interfaces to such avionics is to be recommended.
A single return link RF channel capability is expected to be utilized by
the government for the following phase of the experimental model program.
Therefore, the full six-channel downlink configuration of the maximum capability version of the MGCS Modem design need not be developed. All of the system functions and performance features of the fully complNant MGCS modem
can be demonstrated with a single return link channel version of the modem,
utilizing only one Channel Demodulator and Message Decoder Assembly. This
would permit non-simultaneous return link operation of the modem in either the
burst TDMA telemetry mode, or the continuous video and telemetry mode. A
small number of MGCS Modem Timing and Control Modules will suffice for demonstration of unique capabilities provided by that modem design feature.
Again, no special effort should be made to physically configure the MGCS
Modem in its eventual, tactically-deployable configuration. For experimental
model test purposes, conventional commercial grade 19-inch rack construction
of the modem will suffice. Similarly, experimental model cost and schedule requirements can be reduced by minimizing development of specially designed
printed circuit cards with custom etched circuitry patterns. Rather, wherever
possible, standard breadboard printed-circuit cards should be employed for
modem fabrication, at some Increase In modem size and weight.
The capability of the MGCS modem to handle maximum return link traffic
capacity, and effectively operate with a wide dynamic range of received signals
from widely dispersed multiple RCVs, can be adequately proven using a simple,
specially designed load simulator Incorporated into the Master Ground Control
Station Modem cabinet.
Ground Control Station modem data sources and sinks can be effectively
provided by simple, specially designed deliverable test units. Standard test
equipment can be employed for most MGCS performance monitoring and measurement purposes during the experimental model test phase. Time-difference
measurements made by standard test equipment on modem outputs for ranging
purposes can permit full evaluation of the ranging capabilities provided by the
modem and waveform design.
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In a full capacity network of high performance RCVs, real-time range
measurement and position location computations will require employment of a
small general-purpose computer in the MGCS. This computer would also perform the computation and generate control output commands for forward link
command of individual RCV burst transmit time in TDMA mode operation. Howver, it is anticipated that the postdelivery tests of the experimental model system will employ one or more light, low-speed aircraft as "RCVs". Therefore,
a small specially-designed, manually-operable transmit time control unit incorporated in the GCS terminal can accommodate this function. Use of a simple
office calculator, or manual computation, will accommodate determination of
ranging accuracy. In this manner, procurement of a computer, and development
of special-purpose software for it, can be avoided for the experimental model
phase.
The experimental model terminal and test unit descriptions in the following
opisillustrate
o th
he experimental
xpermenal model
ode deign
gtopics of the setionillstrte
section
the
designs adopted iin
consistency with this rationale.
KEY ASSUMPTIONS INFLUENCING RECOMMENDED EXPERIMENTAL
MODEL DESIGN
* A single-channel MGSC modem will suffice for the experimental
phase
* The physical construction of the eventual tactically-deployable
configuration need not be duplicated
* Modem data sources and sinks can be effectively provided by inexpensive, specially designed test units
o Standard test equipment can be employed for most MGCS performance monitoring and measuring purposes.
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Subsection - Recommended Configuration of the Experimental Model System
Model System
EXPERIMENTAL MODEL SYSTEM CONFIGURATION
All of the essential performance characteristics of the eventual fully-compliant
Master Ground Control Station (MGCS) and Remotely Controlled Vehicle (RCV)
modems recommended in this report are incorporated in the experimental models
configuration. Through use of the method of proof-by-logical-induction, demonstration of the modular expansion capability of the experimental modems will
assure the proper operation of the eventual fully compliant GCS and RCV modems.
The primary difference between the capabilities of the experimental model
modems (GCS and RCV) and the eventual, fully-compliant modems is one of
capacity. The figure on the facing page shows a system configuration comparison.
Except for not providing the capacity of the eventual, fully-compliant GCS modem,
all significant characteristics will be demonstratable in the experimental model
modems. Certain functions that would normally be externally supplied to the
modem by the MGCS computer and the RCV data sources will be supplied to the
modems by control panels, voice coordination, and human operators. These
functions include data. input, RCV link control commands, and ranging (but not
position location).
The IF filtering and IF AGC functions will be supplied with the experimental model modems, while the RF sections are not supplied since it is understood that the Government will integrate these modems with RF equipments at a
later date. The IF sections are considered to be critical to the proper operation
of the modem, thereby dictating that the link-modem interface be at IF. Since
all transmit and receive modem IFs are the same, the experimental model
modems provide an IF interface for laboratory testing of the MGCS transmit-toRCV receive and RCV transmit-to-MGCS receive links without need of any RF
equipment. Thus all modem features may be tested without need of on-the-air
tests.
The primary function of the voice coordination link between the master
GCS and the Ground Slave Station (GSS) is to cross-tell such operational data as
time-of-transmission assignments and advisories by the slave station that two
Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) mode receptions are about to overlap.
Voice coordination between the GCS and the RCV operator is used as a convenience in conducting test data transmission. The RCV modem operates in a
strictly hands-off mode independent of the RCV operator. The operator is required to monitor operation and insert test messages at prearranged times in
the test sequence, If there is no voice coordination, or upon command of the
MGCS operator if there is voice coordination.
Test panels should be supplied at both the GCS and RCV as part of the
experimental modem delivery to facilitate data entry, control, and testing.
Standard test equipment such as scopes, event counters, and voice coordination
equipment as needed for complete testing need not be supplied by the contractor.
More detailed characteristics of both the MGCS and the RCV experimental
modems as well as the furnished test panels will be found In succeeding topics
in this section.
The method of proof-by-logical-induction can be employed to demonstrate
that the eventual, fully-compliant modem will operate as intended because the
experimental modem operates successfully. A general illustration of proof by
inducation is as follows. Show that the modems successfully operate at the
lowest modular capacity capability. Then, if the modem's capacity can be increased by the modular amount and the modem successfully operates, there Is
no reason to believe the modem will not work successfully at full modular
capacity. In this instance, it is proposed that it be shown that an RCV can be
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commanded to operate in the Video and Telemetry (V&T) mode, then the Continuous Telemetry (CT) mode, and then the TDMA mode. Further, it can be
shown that more than one RCV can be handled in the TDMA mode. Therefore,
the eventual, fully-compliant ground station modem should be able to handle
25 RCVs !n any combination of TDMA, V&T, and CT modes.
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The experimental model allows control and demonstration of all primary, eventual-modem characteristics; however, in the eventual, fully.compliant modems the routine operations are expected to be
performed by computer control rather than by a human operator.
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Section 6 - Recommended Experimental Model Configuration
Subsection - Recommended Configuration of the Experimental Model System

EXPERTMENTAL MODEL, MASTER GROUND CONTROL STATTON CONFIGURATTON
The experimental model master ground control station consists of modules,
functionally identical to those of the full-up ground terminal. The configuration is
kept to the minimum required to demonstrate all of the essential features of the
ground terminal modem.
The experimental model ground station consists basically of modem
units that make up a reduced-capacity WCCM ground terminal capable of
providing information exchange with up to 5 RCVs using one RF channel. The
major difference between the experimental model ground station and the
full-up system lies in the level of automation employed. Since the experimental set-up does not include a computer, certain control functions are accomplished by human interaction.
Referring to the facing figure, it can be seen that the experimental
model modulator is identical to the ground station modulator assembly shown.
Since RF equipment is external to the modem experimental models, no
transmit RF assembly need be furnished. Similarly, on the receive side only,
the IF portion of the Receive RF Assembly discussed in the next topic, can be
provided without the optional notch filter. Since only one return link RF
channel will be available for the test, one IF assembly and one channel
demodulator and message decoder assembly (CDMDA) are incorporated. The
CDMDA and timing and control modules (TCM) are functionally Identical to
the units of the fully compliant WCCM.
The experimental model master ground control station can be equipped
with any number of TCMs up to a maximum of six, with five of the TCMs
serving one RCV each. In order to verify that the modem can receive, demodulate, and time-separate up to 25 RCVs, a load simulator is incorporated.
The load simulator operates in conjunction with Its own TCM. The load simulator, functionally described In detail in a subsequent topic, provides the
feature of feeding back segments of the transmit IF into the receiver IF, thus
simulating the reception of messages from an arbitrary number of (un to 25)
RCVs. The start time of each simulated HCV burst is manually selectable.
The duration and repetition period of each simulated message ste gment equal
the corresponding characteristics of an RCV originated message. The power
level of the signal feedback through the load simulator Is adjustable to simulate the effect of the near-far reception problem.
The transmit time assignment for the nowsimulatod INCVs Is Inserted
manually on the timing and control units. Iliese units provide the means of
manual operator control of functions normally originating in the ground station
computer. Thus, for each TCM, there Is one timing and con-rol unit, The time
assignment and mode selection, also performed oni this unit, are entered into
the associated TCM and into a link command message upon depression of the
INITIATE button. The telemetry and video data rates are selected at the T"CM
and CDMDA respectively, with the same rates allowable as in the full-up
system.
The time transfer unit of the ground control test unit is included to
demonstrate the external PN pattern reset feature, which is useful for rapid
code pattern acquisition and direct initial acquisition in the time division
multiplex return link mode. The time transfer unit represents a futictionally
simplified version of the ranging and time transfer unit of the full-up system, in
that the external reset is effected by manually connecting one TCM at the time to the
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time transfer unit, and In that the range measurement can be accomplished
using standard test equipment to measure time difference between modulator
frame timing and the applicable TOM frame timing.
The receive message error comparator of the ground control test unit
enables measurements of correctly and incorrectly received telemetry messages
for evaluation of the efficiency of the error detection code, and of bit error
rates during video transmissions. Outputs from the TOMB and the ODMDA permit measurement and recording of message error rates either on an individual
RCV basis or on a composite basis. The busy-indicator output of the ODMDA
readily permits display of all receive message times in the TDMA return
link mode.
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EXPERIMENTAL MODEL RCV TERMINAL CONFIGURATION
The RCV experimental model terminal is functionally identical to the fully compliant
modem configuration.
The experimental model RCV terminal functional capability is identical to
that of the eventual, fully-compliant modems. Although format provisions (including storage of received link commands) would be incorporated to accommodate
the link commands for antenna and frequency control, the external terminal hardware to accomplish these functions need not be provided. Figure A (opposite) is
a block diagram of the RCV modem, showing both the equipments to be supplied
and those not to be supplied as a part of the experimental model RCV terminal.
Figure B (opposite) shows the RF/IF split of assemblies to be supplied.
The IF chip-matched filtering and IF fast gain control should be supplied as a
part of the modem because they are critical to achieving maximum performance.
The matched filtering maximizes the signal-to-noise ratio at a periodic series
of points in time (chip durations) when the primary background is white, gaussian
noise. The AGC function and its associated loop time constants are carefully
matched to the thresholds of the analog-to-digital converter (A/D) in the 2 CPSM
demodulator. The combination of the AGC and A/D provides szft limiting and
provides the ECCM feature of minimizing the effectiveness of any burst or impulsive type of interference. The notch filters are optional items and need not
be supplied with the experimental model.
The RCV terminal operates automatically; however control panels would
be supplied to permit an RCV operator to monitor incoming traffic and to permit
insertion of appropriate telemetry and video data as desired for testing. Automatic indication and counting of correctly/f correetly accepted messages can
be accomplished by the provided test panel; recording of these results (if desired)
can be by standard test equipment.
Because the modem-link interface is at an IF, repeat•abe, laboratory
demonstration (without RF equipment) of all modem characteristics, including
near/far capability, is possible. Thus, the MGCS and RCV inodems may be
linked back-to-back to provide round-trip data collection.
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Section 6 - Recommended Experimental Model Configuration
Subsection - Recommended Configuration of the Model System
EXPERIMENTAL MODEL GROUND SLAVE STATION CONFIGURATION
Inclusion of a Ground Slave Station (GSS) into the experimental test configuration is
needed to verify the attainable accuracy of the proposed position location technique
using trilateration. If a complete demonstration of the ability to obtain interferencefree reception at two ground stations is to be demonstrated, using the transmit time
reassignment concept, the test should include at least two operational RCV's in addition to the MGCS and GSS ground terminals.
The function of a slave station in the WCCM test configuration is to verify
the position location determination concept using trilateration. The slave configuration employs a demodulator, which is functionally identical to the experimentalmodel master terminal. The key difference between the master and the slave station is that the latter contains no modulator, but includes a receiver section which
is functionally identical to the RCV receiver portion. The demodulators of the two
ground terminals are functionally identical. Clearly, since the slave station contains no transmitter, functions associated with the transmitter in the master station, such as the Load Simulator and Transmit Message Generator, are not included in the slave configuration.
In order to determine RCV position to within the 100-foot precision
specified, the slave station must generate an accurate time measure that is
relatable to the RCV location. Knowing the position of the slave station and the
distance between the slave and the master terminals, one such measure is obtained by having the slave determine the difference in PN code timings between
the master and the RCV transmitted messages as they appear at the location of
the slave station. The difference can be recorded for subsequent position location
verification. If real-time position location determination is desired, the voice
coordination link can be used to convey the timing difference readings. However,
dynamic position location capability will not be fully demonstratable, because a
real-time data transfer link and computer would not bc provided.
In order to derive a stable time base, relative to which RCV range mcasuroments are made at the slave station, the slave terminal utilizes a receive
channel, which is used solely for the purpose of continuous monitoring of the forward link transmissions that originate at the master station. In the experimental
configuration, this channel would only be utilized to extract and tract master .tation T)N code timing. In the full-up configuration, the slave station would also
extract all link commands transmitted to the RCVs, thereby deriving RCV time
and frequency assignments needed for meaningful demodulation and tine separation. in the experimental configuration, the voice coordination link uould be
utilized to transmit pertinent assignment information betw.-een the master and
the slave terminals.
The slave station test unit contains essentially the same control units as
those recommended in the master station test unit, with the exception of the
transmit message generator, which is not applicable to the slave station. Similarly, the performance monitoring features of the slave station are identical
to those of the master station, and the same outputs for external recordings
would be provided.
In addition to verification of the position location concept, the concept of
commanding changes in time assignments to attain interference-free reception
at two physically separated ground terminals would be demonstratable. This
problem always appears in a TDMA system and can be inefficiently solved by
allocating enough guard time between consecutive transmissions. The recommended approach, however, is not based on use of excessive guard time but rather on packing the transmissions fairly closely and readjusting the individual RCV
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Section 6 - Recommended Experimental ?aode! Configuration
Subsection - Recommended Configuratiou of the Experimental Model System
CAPABILITIES OF THE MASTER GROUND CONrROL STATION TEST CIUT
The MGCS Test Unit automatically genei-wi-os 4•5 messages, each of which is addressed for a particular RCV terminal. Front panel test ý,acks are provided to permit monitoring of system functions with standard test equipment.
The primary fuctions of the MGCS Test Unit are the generation and
formation of messages for transmission to all deployed RCV terminals and data
error detection of mesmges received from each RE .
The MGCS Test Unit (in conjuntion with the MilGCS modulator) formats
25 messages consisting of 80 bits per message during each frame interval.
Each message Is Individually addressed with a 6-bit code and encoded with 10
parity bits for error @txlolng.
Two typos of messages are formatted by the MGCS Test Unit: the RCV
command data message and the link command message. RCV command data is
generated in the MGCS Test Unit by a 64-bit shift register which accepts data
from 64 selector switches located on the control panel (Figure A opposite).
"Figure B Is a functional block diagram of the MGCS Test Unit. RJCV
command data Is oontinuously formatted by the message format control function
during each message time slot except when link command is to be formatted for
transmission. Link commands art g•nerated and Iittiated by the indavidusl
Tinting and Control Units (T&C). The link command Trom a ThC Unit is Inputted
to the fortiatIoa-onj-l ft•lCtion upOO d(tectian of its own akdroess wd the link
coou•ard message is trsmitted to place of the RCV ommand Mta messagq.
"Ili receiver poliRn of the M(CS TeAt t-nit cnsilts of ai wlhmetq data
v,)arftor. The telemetry dAta comparator tees
comparator and a vldeo, dataco
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Section - Recommended Experimental Model Configuration
Subsection - Recommended Configuration of the Experimental Model System
CAPABILITIES OF THE RCV TEST UNIT
The experimental RCV terminal includes a built-in test capability to generate simulated telemetry and video data for transmission by the RCV and to monitor received
command messages for accepted, invalid, and rejected messages.
The RCV Test Unit is provided as part of each experimental RCV terminal
to simulate the RCV telemetry and video data input to the modem and to monitor
all received command messages for quality. The RCV. Test Unit Control Panel,
which is mounted to the front of the RCV terminal pallet assembly, is shown on
the facing page (Figure A). A Functional Block Diagram of the RCV Test Unit is
also shown (Figlpre B).
In the transmit portion, the RCV Test Unit provides 33 telemetry data
selector switches to allow the manual insertion of the 33 telemetry bits contained
in each burst transmission., A load button is provided to allow parallel loading of
the 33-bit word into a 33-bit ucioulating shift register. The modem provides 33
gated 60 Kpps data clocks to the register to shift out the telemetry bits for transmission by the modem. To change the content of the register, the switches must
be set to the selected positions and the load button again depressed. As long as
the load button is not depressed, each transmission will contain the same 33-bit
word.
Simulated video data is provided by a maximal length pattern generator
which provides a 127-bit test pattern. A 20 Mpps gated video clock is provided
by the modem to shift out the RCV video data.
The receive portion of the RCV Test Unit provides a set of 64 command
data selector switches and a 64-bit comparator and shift register. The RCV command data is shifted into the 64-bit shift register and is compared with the 64
switch settings. If any one of the bits fails to compare with the selector switch
settings, a gate is set and the Invalid Message Counter advances one coiit. This
indicates that the modem accepted the command message and failed to detect a
bit error present in the message.
Accepted messages are counted and displayed on the Accepted Message
Counter. Rejected messages are those that were determined by the modem to
contain parity errors or were below a preset quality threshold. Rejected messages are counted and accumulated by the Rejected Message Counter.
The Invalid Message Counter, Rejected Message Counter, and Accepted
Message Counter are mounted on the RCV Test Unit and are implemented with
seven-segment light-emitting diode displays. Three plug-in circuit cards (located
in the RCV modem enclosure) contain all the logic circuits for the RCV Test Unit.
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Section 6 - Recommended Experimental Model Configuration
Subsection - Recommended Model Configuration

CAPABILITIES OF THE LOAD SIMULATOR
The load simulator, in combination with an associated additional Timing and Control Module for the simulated RCVs, allows demonstration of IF, signal processing,
and control circuit loading characteristics. The simulator can readily provide more
than the required 24 simulated loads to permit demonstration of the system's adaption to the near-far problem.
The load simulator integrated into the MGCS termnal can provide an
excellent test and demonstration capability. In system (TDMA channel) operation
at full capacity, potential difficulty could arise due to co-channel interference at
either the IF or baseband demodulator circuits. Additionally, difficulty could result from contention for control of time-shared signal processing circuits. The
load simulator provides the ability to demonstrate the method of solution to all
of these potential difficulties.
The approach, as shown in the facing diagram, interfaces with thL MGCS
in four places. First it obtains stable fran1.e and data clock timing references
from the transmit PN generator in the modulator. Second, the start timing of
each of the simulated bursts is transferred to a Timing and Control Module and
is used by that module to attempt demodulation of an incoming burst message.
By this means, any conflict in time sharing of the demodulator circuits between
the simulated bursts and a real RCV burst will become apparent. Third, the
simulated IF signals are generated by tapping off a small amount of energy from
the transmit IF. With this approach the simulated IF bursts have the same type
of modulation and bandwidth as the real RCV bursts,. Fourth, the simulated IF
bursts are bridged into the receive IF prior to the matched filtering and automatic gain control.
The quantity and timing of the simulated bursts are established by use
of the load selection switches. The start timing of a burst can be placed in any
of 100 possible positions by the setting of a toggle switch. For a burst length
of 370 microseconds (full capacity TDMA case), 4s many as 33 non-overlapping
simulated bursts could be generated; but this would allow no time gap large
enough for receipt Jf a real RCV burst. However the generation of up to 24 simulated bursts with varied guard times and receipt of one real RCV burst is very
practical.
The lengtl" of the simulated bursts can be changed to correspond to a
change in data rate. Also, the IF level of the bursts can be increased or decreased by use of a switched attenuator. By level variation, the simulated bursts
can appear to be either stronger (nearer) or weaker (farther away) than any real
RCV bursts.
Since the associated Timing and Control Module can be set to the same
PN pattern as the transmit PN generator, it will have the capability to acquire
and demodulate the simulated signals. However, unless the forward link data
rate and data message content are set to match an allowable return link format,
the demodulated message will be rejected as invalid.
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WCCM Load Simulator Functional Block Diagram. By allowing selection of burst start times, quantity

of bursts, length of bursts, and IF level,
loading conditions.

the simulator can be used to demonstrate all useful test
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Section 6 - Recommended Experimental Model Configuration
Subsection - Recommended Configuration of the Experimental Model System
PHYSICAL CONFIGURATION OF THE GROUND STATION TERMINALS
All elements of the experimental Master Ground Control Station (MGCI) required
to accommodate simultaneouu, control and Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA)
or video/telemetry reception of up to five RCV stations are configured into a single
standard 19-inch rack.
The Master Ground Control Station (MGCS) experimental model is
enclosed in a standard 19-inch by 72-inch equipment rack. The physical layout
of the MGCS is shown on the facing page. All electronics are located on plug-in
cards or plug-in test modules which are accessible from the front of the rack
for ease of maintenance and configuration changes. The following listed
equipments comprise the MGCS.
# Load Simulator - Control panel and three plug-in PC cards.
* Timing Transfer Unit - Plug-in control module with two self-contained
PC cards.
* GCS Control and Display - Control panel and two plug-in PC cards.
* Timing and Control Units - Each timing and control unit is comprised
of a plug-in control module with two self-contained PC cards. The
rack is wired to accommodate up to six side-by-side-mounted timing
and control units. The number of timing and control units is determined
by the number of RCV terminals to be controlled.
* Timing and Control Electronics - The timing and control electronics
card cage assembly is prewired to accommodate electronic circuit
cards for control of up to five RCV terminals. Four plug-in PC cards
are required for each RCV terminal under control of the MGCS.
* Basic Modem Electronics - The basic modem electronics are located
in a card cage assembly below thc timing and control units. This card
cage assembly includes the transmit and receive IF circuits, a 2 CPSM
modulator, a 2 CPSM demodulator, and basic modem logic that is common to all RCV terminals under control of the MGCS. A total of 16
plug-in PC cards are required for these functiono.
* Power Control - Primary power controls and indicators are located
on the power control panel. The power supplies which provide regulated dc power to all MGCS electronic circuits are located behind the
power control panel and are accessible from the front of the rack.
• Blower Assembly - The blower assembly provides forced-air cooling
which Is channeled through the electronic card cage assemblies and
exhausted at the top rear of the rack assembly.
The Ground Slave Station (GSS) is similar in design and construction to
the MGCS and requires a single standard 19-inch by 72-inch equipment rack,
The primary difference in the Slave Ground Station is the deletion of the load
simulator and command modulator circuits and the addition of the RCV terminal
receiver and demodulator circuits.
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Physical Configuration of Experimental Model Master Ground Control Station
Terminal. All electronics are modular and easily accessible from the front of
the rack
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Section 6 - Recommended Experimental Model Configuration
Subsection - Recommended Configuration of the Experimental Model System
DESCRIPTION OF GROUND CONTROL STATION MODULAR CONTROL UNITS
The experimental model Ground Control Station is designed to accommodate modular
plug-in Test and Control units for control of RCV terminals. Each Test and Control
Unit includes self contained electronic circuits.
Timing and Control Unit - Link commands to eioh deployed RCV station
are generated by the Timing and Control Unit (T&C) shown on the facing page.
All T&C units are identical in design and their physical position in the MGCS determines the RCV station to be controlled. The information content included In
the manually selected link commands are the operating mode, transmit PN
timing lock/unlock command, and the transmit time assignment position. The
mode selection includes Time Division Multiple A'.
Ccegs (TDMA), Video and
Telemetry (V&T) and the Continuous Telemetry (CT) modes. The TDMA mode
commands the RCV to transmit status/telemetry data in a burst mode during the
specific time assignment position.
Selection of a V&T or CT mode allows the RCV to respond in the continuous transmission mode. In the V&T mode, video data at 20 Mbps and status/
telemetry data at 2400 bps are multiplexed and transmitted on the return link.
Selection of the CT mode allows only status/telornetry data at 2400 bps to ibe
transmitted by the RCV.
Normally the HCV transmit PN generator remains locked to the receive
PN generator but during loss of receive PN code synchronization, R'V modem
cirvuitry automatically unlocks the transmit PN generator beWore going into the
search mode. An Uuloek command can also be initiated from the M1GCS through
the TX PN Generator switch. The command to relock the transmit PN getnerator
to allow range measurement can be initiated only through the TX PN Generator
switch. The unlock status indicator is illuminated when the RCV initiates a
search mode or when a manual Unlock command is initiated. The indicator is
extinguished upon initiation of a Lock oommand.
RCV transmit time assignment during the TDMA mode Is Inputted through
the three thumbwheel Time Assignment switches. The Time Assigunent switchas
prvvide for tinm position adjustment over a half-frame interval of 16. 7 ilis
(1000 bit periods) in increments of 16. C7 ps (approximately 2. ; nmi).
Transmission of link command data Is initiated by depressing the Initiate
push-button switch which also Illuminates the Acknowledge indicator. The Indicator remains Illuminated until a valid message indication is received from the
commanded HCV.
Three status indicators from the MGCS Timing and Control Module are
located on the T&C Unit. These indicators provide visual indication of track,
search, and alarm status of the Timing-and Control Module associatod with thle

"RCV.

Two BNC connectors labeled Heset and Monitor are used for ranging
time-difference measurements. The Reset mnd Monitor connections provide
output to the Toning Transfer Unit and an external counter or oscilloscope.
respectively.
Timing Transfer Unit - The Timing Transf.bc Unit, shown in Ftgure 13 is
used to align the PN generator in each T&C Unit to be in expected coincidence
with the receive PN code from the R1CV. Three switches on the face of the unit
provide a variable delay setting in increments of 8.33 ts (range of approximately
1.4 nmi) to the reference frame clock of each T&C Unit. This function, which
would normally be performed under control of a GCS computer enables RCV
range Information to be provided to the Timing and Control Electronics to reduce search time for PN code acquisition and tracking. The Timing Transfer
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Unit allows rapid initial acquisition of an RCV as long as the RCVs range is
known within a few miles.
5

29261-25

29261-26

Figure A. Timing and Control Unit. All timing
and control units are identical; their physical position in the MGCS determines whidh RCV station
will be controlled,

Figure B. Timing Transfer Unit. This unit is used
to align the PN generator in a timing and control
unit in coincidence with the received PN code
from the RCV.

IINITTIATAT

~TIME ASSINEN
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Section 6 - Recommended Experimental Model Configuration
Subsection - Recommended Configuration of the Experimental Model System
PHYSICAL CONFIGURATION OF EXPERIMENTAL RCV TERMINAL
A palletized, airborne RCV package using a previously developed and environmentally tested equipment enclosure can assure reliable airborne operation of the RCV
Modem and minimize experimental modem development cost.
The figure on the facing page illustrates the recommended packaging and
mounting provision for the experimental RCV Modem. All airborne equipment is
installed on a 20-by-20-inch shock-mounted pallet which provides shock and
vibration isolation for the electronic circuits. The modem is packaged Into a
3/4 ATR short enclosure developed on a previous program involving airborne
tests of an experimental communications data link. Airborne crash safetycompliance was previously demonstrated with such an enclosure. The dimensions of the RCV Modem enclosure are approximately 7.6 by 7.6 by 12.5 inches.
A blower is installed at one end of the enclosure to assure adequate cooling for
the 42-watt modem load. The enclosure contains a card cage assembly which
retains the eighteen plug-in PC cards required for the experimental modem circuits and control circuits.
Two modular power supplies are provided, external to the modem enclosure, to convert the +28 VDC prime power input to the +5 VDC and *15 VDC
required for operation of the modem and control circuits. The power supply
modules are designed to meet the expected airborne environment. The pallet
for dissipation of the power supply
area
e
provides the necessary heat-s-•-.,
heat.

-

A control panel is mounted to the front of the pallet asTsIean contains all necessary control and message generation switches. Three of th3Tt•-•._
circuit cards in the modem card cage assembly provide the necessary logic control circuits. The junction panel located at the rear of the pallet assembly contains the input/output IF connectors and prime power connector.
Utilization of this packaging approach for the experimental airborne HCV
Modem and controls minimizes the cost of development and assures a unit which
will meet the airborne environment requirements. The total package weighs
approximately 30 pounds and requires a total of 70 watts of prime power.
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Section 6 - Recommended Experimental Model Configuration
Subsection - RF Equipment Recommendations for the Experimental Model System
RECOMMENDED FREQUENCY BAND
The C-band (5 to 5.5 GHz) is recommended for the experimental system because
it provides adequate link margins with nominal equipment cost.
To test and demonstrate the WCC demonstration system over an RF link,
two RF channels are required. One channel is for command and control signals
(forward link) from the mission control facility (master station) to the RPVs.
The second channel is for telemetry signals or for multiplexed telemetry and
video signals from the RCV to both the master station and the slave station. This
channel when used for telemetry is time-division-multiplexed for up to 25 RCVs
with each RCV operating in a burst mode. (One-half ms transmit for each 33-ms
period.) When the channel is operated in the telemetry and video mode, transmission is continuous. The complement of functional RF equipment in each
facility to implement an experimental model system is tabulated as follows:
* Master Station
1 Command + Control Transmitter
1 Telemetry Receiver
* Slave Station
1 Command & Control Receiver
1 Telemetry Receiver
* RPV
1 Command and Control Receiver
1 Telemetry Transmitter
The equipment for link functional requirements in the three facilities is
similar, and identical components can will be used in the design of the equipments.
The C-band is recommended for the demonstration program because
components are readily available for this band and will permit conducting the
demonstration program with minimum equipment cost. The use of the C-band
also permits operating the system with inexpensive omnidirectional antennas on
the RCV. A frequency of approximately 6 GHz has been selected for the return
link and one of approximately 5.5 GHz for the forward link.
The following tables show the RF power budget for the different channels.
The video channel has the least margin--the reason for selecting the lower frequency for the return-link channels.
All receivers and transmitters interface with the WCCM at an IF of
300 MHZ. The transmitter Input power level is at a nominal 0 dBm. The overall
phase characteristic from the tranismitter iffp.t-, 90,Y
2a ? 1 _ ._.the receive output
at 300 MHz must not depart from linear by more than , 15o.
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TABLE I. EXPERIMENTAL MODEL FORWARD-LINK POWER BUDGET
50 dBm

Transmitter Output Power (100 W)

+

Transmitter-to-Antenna Feed Losses
Ground Antenna Gain

- 2 dB
+ 6 dB

-Transmitted ERP

+ 54 dBm

Path Loss (5 GHz, 80 nml, Free
Space + Vapor)
-Received Power at Omni Antenna
RCV Antenna Gain
Antenna Feed to Receiver Losses
Length of a Bit (833 Chips at 60M
Chip/sec Rate)
* Received Energy per Bit, Eb
* Noisc Density (No = KT + 9 dBNF)

-151 dB
+
-

97 dBm
6dB
2 dB
49 dB sec

-142 damW-e

* Required Eb/No for 10-5 BER

*

Margin = -142

-(-165)

-11

TABLE ID. EXPERIMENTAL MODEL VIDEO POWER BUDGET
Transmitter Output Power (100 \v

+ 50 dBm

Transmitter-to-Antenna Feed Losses

-

2 dB

RCV Antenna Gain

+

dB.

-Transmitted ERP
Path Loss (5 GlIz; 80 nml, Free
Space + Vapor)
-Received Power at Onmi Antenna

+ 54 d-lm
151 dU

Ground Antenna Gain
Antenna Feed to Receiver Losseos
M
Length of a Bit (2 Chips at 60 A-75
Chips/oc Rtate)
* Received Energy per Bit E5d
* Noise Density, (No KT + 9 dBNk)4

+ 20 dB
2 dB
dBsec

SRqrgi
,Re.

TABLE I.

-4/No

- 97 dBm

for 16-38ER

ired--164 - (-6o ) -8 .E.

.

.

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL RETURN TELEMETRY LINK MARGINS

* TDMA Mode C (Burst Telemetry)
(14 dB more net antenn gain than forwarw. link)
(3 dB Less Time per 3it)

Margin = +23 dB

• V & T Mode (Continuous Telemetry + Video)
(10 times more energy than TDMA mode since
50 times the energy Is used for this mode, but
only 1/5 of that is used for telemetry)

Margin

+33 dB

* CT Mode (Continuous Telemetry)
(5 times more energy than V&T mode since
,video energy is used for telemetry)

Margin

+40 dB
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Section 6 - Recommended Experimental Model Configuration
Subsection - RF Equipment Recommendations for the E.xperiment Model System
PRELIMINARY DESIGN OF RF EQUIPMENT
Preliminary design effort provides an RF equipment configuration which can be
implemented with readily available commercial components.
Figure A shows a block diagram of the RF equipmzcnt for an RCV e
rimental model system whioh is the result of a preliminary design effort. The
equipment consists of a command and control receiver and a telemetry transmitter which are frequency-diplexed to operate from a single antenna.
The primary function of a transmitter filter is to prevent transmitter
noise in the receivj band from appea ing on the receive side of the diplexer;
whereas on the receive side of the diplexer the purpose is to prevent the transmit
signal from driving the receiver into a nonlinear operation region.
The transmitter filter requires rejection of 70 dB in the receive band.
The transmitter noise in the receiver band is rejected to a level which is
approximately 20 dB below the receiver noise. The receiver filter requires a
rejection of 70 dB In the transmit band. Assuming that the full transmitter power
is in the carrier, the rejection will reduce the tratsmitter carrier to a level of
approximately -42 dfm at the mixer Input-which is well below the nonlinear
level of this mixer. The chip-match filter in the modem will futrther reject this
signal to a level below the minimum received signal level. One relationship
which must be avoided in the frequency allocations is a separation of 2 tims
IF (300 Mltz) since it would place the transmitter at the rcei4vor image fro•.
quency and would force the total filtering to be wcomplishod by the receiver
input filter. The chip-match filter will not help for an imago frequency since
the image frequency is within the bawndpass of this filter.
To meet the linlk budgets which are presented in the preceding topto, a
power amplifier with 100 watts (iv60 dBm) of output power is requirel. TWT
ampliflors, which are packaged *ith their own pxwor up4)ly. are a vlable candidate for this function. Units are available which have a saturated power output of
100 watts. A pulse on-off control is required for the power amplifier to turn the
amplifier on only during the burst transi.lasion perld *ten this channel Is operating in the telemetry modem. The rise and fall time of this control is not critical
and can be at great as 2- ms.
The TA' input bandpass filter Is used to reject undestred mixer products.
Since the TWT is a wideband amplifier, any undesired signal will only subtract
from the power In the desired signal. The closest mixer product is 600 MuIzh
from the desired signal and re.netion of 20 dB (I percent of power) is adequate.
T"he transmitter design utillres a high power up-converter to produce a
miniimm of +20 dlin of output power. to drive the high power "rVTIA without
adding additional stages of gain in the transmit signal path. This level will be
accomplishod by using a varactor type of up-cOnverter which provides conversion
gain. Unfortunately, in order to achieve gain in this type of dvice, a high-power
pump source in the local oscillator path is required. For "xample, producing a
+27 dBm of output signal requires a +32 dBm putop and a +20 dBm 300 MIi intAit
signal. The trade-off acconildished h•'e is to remove an additional high-gain
(30 dR), low-reliability--and exponsive--mIcrowave amplifier from the postconverter position and replace it with a high-power pump source and a 300-MHz
solid state type amplifier.
For this equipment design, phrase-locked microwave signal sources arm
used to produce the local oscillator stifnals required for the high-pIwer upconverter (transmitter and the low-power down-converter receiver). The units
employed for the dowm-converter and the up-converter are functionally similar.
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The high-power unit, however, will have to have an additional high-power (+32
dBm) output stage. Tie use of a phase-locked,
high-frequency, fundamental
oscillator type of source allows exceptional performance to be achieved withwot
the use of critical Uigh-frequency circuits. RF isolation between phase look eIlement and the clock source eliminates the interaction problem associated with
tandem multiplier chains. In terms of flexibility, the unit can be phase-locked
to virtually any frequency source. However, the phase lock range is limited;
consequently only a limited number of transmit or receive bands can be accommodated wlthout Aetuning the unit to a new lock band center.
In the design, a &utbly bal•a•ced mixer will be used to down-convert the
incoming low-level ml.erowve signals to 300 MHz. This double-balanced type
*of mixer will be employed since its performance exceeds in this task what is
achievable by o.her type,, such as single-ended mixers or single-balanced
mixers. Prper aelection will permit use of the identical dec•gn in both the
airborii roceow and ground receive systems. Functionally, these units are
wen $wrtbed in terms of noise figure, dynamtc range, distortion characteritrcia, and tocal oscWior power req,-ui-mients, thereby permitting an easy
task in systema design trade-offs. In order to achieve an output well isolated
from inpt vaflations and to provide IF araplifications, a converter-amplifier
is to be use. With reference to the mixer inpU, the xecelver will have a noise

fUpre of 0 dB.

TWI

Figure A. RCV.RF Equipment f(w" the Experimental Model. The coumand and control rctcvi and
relemeury urarnmmuac consxauunc dthi equipme are bequency~diplexed to operate fromi a "ist
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Section 6 - Recommended Experimental Model Configuration
Subsection - RF Equipment Recommendations for the Experiment Model System
PRELIMINARY DESIGN OF RF EQUIPMENT (Continued)
Figure B is a block diagram of the RF equipment for the Master Ground
Terminal. This equipment is very similar to the equipment in the RCV, except
that separate antennas are used for the receive function and the transmit function. Separate antennas are used so that more gain can be provided in the downlink when the link is operating in the telemetry and video mode. Another minor
difference between the equipments in the two terminals is that the frequencies
of the transmitter and receiver are the reverse of the frequencios of the
corresponding unit in the RCV.
The equipment required for the Slave Ground Terminal will be the same
as the command and control receiver from the RCV and as a telemetry receiver
from the Master Ground Terminal.
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Figure B. Ground Terniinal-RF Equipment for the Experimental Model.
that of Figure A (RCV) chiefly in having two antennas.

This equipment differs from
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Appendix A
BINARY CONTINUOUS SHIFT MODULATION (2 CPSM)
The principal characteristics of Binary Continuous Phase Shift Modulation
(2 CPSM) are perhaps more clearly conveyed by relating them to those of the more
well-known phase-shift keying (PSK) modulation techniques. This approach is
taken here to develop a reasonably rigorous tutorial description of 2 CPSM as a
modulation process.
In conventional biphase modulation (Figure A-I), keyed at a rate of one
data bit per T second (1/T bps), the resulting spectral density is of the form
(sin x/x) 2 as shown in Figure A-I. As is well known, it is possible to transmit
this modulated waveform over a channel, together with a similarly modulated
waveform, if the carriers are given as orthogonal. One of several ways to
satisfy the constraint is to choose the carriers to have a sine-cosine relationship with (1) either the keying speed 1/T having an integral relationship to the
carrier frequency or (2) T being much longer than the reciprocal of the carrier
frequency. The latter is assumed in this discussion. Thus, a string of data
bits clocked at a rate of 2/T can be transmitted over a channel by having every
other bit biphase modulate the sin (27rfct) carrier at the rate 1/T, and every
other bit modulate the cos (2 irfct) carrier, with no change in the channel spectral
occupancy from that of a single biphase modulated carrier (Figure A-2) conveying information at half this speed (l/T). The resulting modulation scheme is that
of 4- PSK.
The demodulation process for 4-PSK involves correlation of the composite waveform with the two orthogonal carriers. The complete modulator/
demodulator process is shown in Figure A-2. Since the carriers are orthogonal
over the keying interval (T) and since the demodulation carriers are assumed to
have no phase offset relative to the modulation carriers, the dashed line connection, shown in Figure A-2, is equivalent to summing the two biphase outputs of
the modulator and correlating the composite with each carrier, shown as the
double line path.
Returning to the original biphase carrier modulation (Figure A-i), the
large magnitude in the sidelobes of the spectral density can be attributed to the
rapid changes and the discontinuities in the phase of the transmit waveform at
the keying transition instants. The sidelobe power can be decreased by shaping
the input to the multiplier (the input shown in Figure A-i) in such a manner that
the amplitude at the output of the multiplier gradually decreases to zero as the
phase transition instant is approached (from either side). One such envelope
shaping factor is the half-wave sine waveform, with the half-wave period equal
to the keying interval into the biphase modulator (T in Figure A-i). The shaping
can be accomplished by either multiplying the keying bit stream or the carrier
by the half-sine wave factor. The first mentioned case results in each keying
element being converted into a half-wave sine wave of the polarity represented
by the keying element (±1). In the second case, the multiplication is performed
on the carrier instead. Both operations are shown in Figure A-3. The equivalence of the two techniques is obvious since it Is irrelevant on which of the two
Input branches the half-sine wave multiplication term m(t) enters the multiplier
in Figure A-1. It should be noted that precautions must be taken in the latter
implementation to guarantee position synchronization between the multiplying
lhalf sine waveform and the keying elements, which is not difficult to accomplish.
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Figure A-1. Characteristics of Biphase Modulation. The conventional biphase modulation results in
a spectral density of the form (sin x/x) 2 , as shown.
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Figure A-3. Two Methods for Half Sine Wave Multiplication. Timing alignment is not critical for
the method illustrated at the top of figure (multiplying the keying bit stream by the half-sine wave
factor), while it is critical for the method illustrated at the bottom (multiplying the carrier by the
half sine wave factor).
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If the multiplication term m(t) is incorporated into both of the orthogonal,
biphase, modulated carriers, the result is a pseudo 4-PSK scheme. This scheme
exhibits improved sidelobe characteristics as compared with conventional 4-PSK.
Unfortunately, the combined output to the channel (output of the summer in
Figure A-2) will have a strongly varying, half sine-wave-shaped envelope, resulting in inefficiency as far as the transmitter power amplifier is concerned.
However, if the half sine waves operating on the orthogonal carriers are staggered by 90 degrees (i. e., if at the instant of peak value of one of the half sine
waves, the other one is zero) the output of the summer will be a constant envelope signal, as follows readily from basic trigonometric relationships and is
shown in the following paragraphs. The staggering of the half sine wave waveforms also involves the staggering of the two input keying streams to the
quadrature channels since in either case the half sine wave must coincide with
the input keying element. Since the two independent keying stream inputs to
each of the quadrature channels originate generally from one keying sequence,
clocked at twice the rate of each quadrature channel, the appropriate staggering
is obtained automatically b' altarnaiely sampling the incoming sequence and
holding each sample for duration T, as shown in Figure A-2.
By denoting the two keying streams, into the sine and cosine channels by
de(t) and ds(t), respectively (Figure A-4) and the half sine wave multiplication
waveforms by mc(t) and ms(t), respectively, the summer output is
s(t) = d (t) m (t) cos (2'rf t)
+ ds(t) ms(t) sin (2rfct).
The previous discussion about irrelevancy regarding where the half sine wave
multiplication is applied (refer to Figure A-3) follows readily from this equation.
Since both mc(t) and ms(t) represent a rectified sine-waveform, they
can be written as

m (t) =

sin(4

ms(t) =

sin[

1
Co s=
co's(-t)j.

4(t+)

(2)

since the multiplicative terms are always non-negative.
sions into the equation for s(t) gives:
s(t) = dc(t)

sin

=ds'(t).

.

cos

2

7rfctds(t)

sin 2,rfct+ d ,----. 21r -

where d c'(t) and ds8 (t) are defined by the relations
dc1(t) . sin
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=

dM(t).

sin 21

Inserting these expres-
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sin 2
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Figure A-4.
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transitions at 1/T

Timing.

Each

keying

stream, dc(t)

and ds(t),

per second.

MMCOS(owtet)

Act3

This implies that the d(t) values have been modified to compensate for
nepative values in sin x; I. e., the sign of every other element in each of the
d s (t) and dc' (t) sequences are the opposites of the signs in the corresponding
original sequences, ds(t) and dc(t). If the original sequences are random,
there is no functional difference between the primed and original sequences and
the prime can be dropped.
Since d(t) assumes the values *1, and defining 1/(2T) f, s(t) can be written as

d (tM
s(t) = d (t) sin 2
=

-t f

±sin 2 r L (f • f)I

c

\

(4)
(5)
(5

where in the last equation the dependence on the specific values of the keying
input as function of time has been replaced by -1 values, to obtain a general time
independent expression (with respect to the keying Input).
The modulation technique performing the processing and carrier mixing
functions described is the 2 CPSM scheme. It can be viewed as a pseudo 4-PSK
system, the only difference relative to conventional 4-PSK being that the data
bits into each of the quadrature channels have been reshaped and staggered. Although It is not obvious from (5), the resulting sum signal does have constant
envelope. This equation also reveals, however, that the output can be viewed
as FSK with tone spacing equal to
2f

T

0.51(.

'T

Since T/2 is the element duration of the incoming (composite) keying stream
(Figure A-2), the 2 CPSM scheme is equivalent to continuous phase FSK with
modulathon index 0. 5, thus giving a constant envelope.
The staggered keying sequences dcnt) and dse) are shown In Figure A-4.
The example shows that ds(t)/dc(t) can change sign at the rate of 1/(T/2); i.e.,
the FSK is keyed (the term (ds(t)/dc(t)) . f in Eq. (4) at the rate of the incoming
sequence.
Each input keying element to the 2 CPSM modulator is of duration T/2.
Equation (3) shows that over this interval the phase term changes by
i. I • r- (T/2)/T = + w/2, and the variation is linear. Thus, in 2 CPSM modulation, each input element causes a linear change of the phase by - 90 degrees,
where the sign selection Is based on the signs of the two adjacent input bits making up ds(t) and de(t). Since the duration of a bit in both the ds(t) and do(t) sequences is T while the duration of an input bit in the (composite) input sequence
to the CPSM modulator is T/2, one of the bits in either the ds(t) or the dc(t)
sequence changes (but not to plus or minus) per T /2 but not both.
Before describing some additional properties of the 2 CPSM signal, a
comment wilU be made about the demodulator implementation. By staggering
the data bit timing at the output of the hold circuits in Figure A-2 (so that bit 2
in one branch starts in the mfi ddle of bit 1 of the sequence in the other branch)
and by incorporating the half sine wave shaping, as already discussed, the
modulator in Figure A-2 becomes a 2 CPSM modulator. The data can be
demodulated by the demodulator shown in that figure. Since a sequence of the
positive half sine waves (rectified sine wave) contains a do component, a
condition which Is disadvantageous as far as the mixers are concerned, it is
more practical to multiply the carriers with continuous sine and cosine wave
A-4
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forms. However, as was mentioned below in equation (3), this modification
implies that the true sequences ds(t) and dc(t) have in effect been altered into the
sequences d 1 (t) and de(t). To remove the bit sign errors, the sign of every
"otherbit in either sequence must be changed. This change can be made either
at the input to the mixers in the modulator or at the output of the integrators in
the demodulator.
Figure A-5 shows a modulator/demodulator assembly where the commutator in the demodulator performs the sample and hold functions. Since the rectified half sine waveform approach is assumed in Figure A-5, no sign alterations
need to be performed. Also, since the modulation process is staggered, the
sampling at the outputs of the demodulator integrators must be staggered.
The power spectrum for 2 CPSM is
4

2

2

where

x
y

7r

' f - fc + T-7

ir T'f- f-

j)

and
T'

duration
of the modulator.
input keying element
to the 2 CPSM

This spectrum represents the product of the spectra of two biphase PSK systems,
each clocked at the same rate as the 2 CPSM modulator, the PSK systems
being symmetrically spaced about the 2 CPSM employed carrier and frequencies
being spacing between the two PSK systems equalling one-half of the 2 CPSM
keying rate.
Figure A-6 displays the power spectrum for the 2 CPSM waveform transmitting data at 60 Mbps. The dashed line is the power spectrum for a 4-PSK
waveform with the signalling rate adjusted to 40 Mbps to give a 3-dB bandwidth
equal to the 60 Mbps 2 CPSM scheme. The 2 CPSM spectrum has less energy
in the sidclobes since the spectrum decreases as (sin x/x)4 rather than as
(sin x/x) 2 for the 4-PSK signal.
The corresponding 2 CPSM autocorrelation function is sketched in
Figure A-7. It is a continuous function of " which goes to zero at about 34 nanoseconds if the above transmission rates are assumed.
From the 2 CPSM autocorrelation function, the delay lock loop tracking
error function can be derived as shown In Figure A-8. The dashed line represents the equivalent function for the 4 PSK waveform. The slope of the 2 CPSM
tracking error curve in the vicinity of the zero crossing is slightly greater than
that for the 4 PSK curve. This property of 2 CPSM provides for slightly more
accurate tracking estimates, as well as more accurate time of arrival estimates
in systems with that requirement.
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Figure A-6. Power Spectrum Comparison. 2 CPSM has less sidelobe energy than 4PSK.
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7igure A-8. Deay Lock Loop Tracking Error. 11w slope of the 2 CPSM tracking
eior is slightly greater than that for the 4-PSK.
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Appendix B - Tapped Delay Line Preamble Acquisition
Techniques
CLASSICAL CONCEPT OF PREAMBLE ACQUISITION
In WCCM the preamble acquisition function would be used to reduce the uncertainty
in time of arrival of 'ie burst signal from several hundred microseconds to less
than one hundredth t a microsecond. Component accuracy and stability difficulties
exist in the classical IF matched-filter implementation.
The preamble signal consists of a pulse train of several thousand equalamplitude, phase-coded elements (chips). Each pulse is sent in one of two phases
and has a duration of 17 ns. Thus, the entire preamble lasts about 100 ps. The
receiver has a stored replica (stored reference) of the pattern used to generate
the preamble and is precisely on frequency. However, the precise distance between the transmitter and receiver is not known to the receiver, and thus the
time of arrival (TOA) of the signal has an uncertainty of several hundred ps.
Additionally, the phase shift of the received signal is unkcnown. The purpose of
the preamble acquisition function is to reduce this TOA uncertainty to less than
one chip.
The classical approach to preamble acquisition is shown in the facing
figure. The heart of this technique is the tapped delay line which contintiously
provides time-shifted replicas of the receimed signal. Each replica i, delayed
precisely one chip length from thlit at the previous tap. In this classical approach, the delay is provided at an IF (intermediate frequency), which might
typically be centered at 300 Mitz, for the 60-MHz basidwidth Involved here. Connectid to each tap Is a multiplier or switcha•lo phase inverter. 1he phase inverters are controlled by the receiver's stored reference pattern so that when
the received preamble Is fully in the tapped line, each ohip of the received signal is at the same tap as the corresponding stored patterm element, fly phweinverting the proper elements, at this one time, all of the inputs to tho summer
are In phats agreement and wlil result in a large combinel pulse outout. At any
other time, the match between the received signal and the stored reference
pattern will not exist, *ad that condillon will result in having neArly equal numbers of the summer inputs in each phase. The result to A very low summer outpqt at all times, except when the preamble Is just in the tapped line. This combinatwon of tapped delay line. multipliers, and summer is sometimes termed a
matched filter correlator.

The other elements - bandpass fitter, envelope detector, and threshold
detector are Important, but they are less critical than the tapped line and multipliers. The bandpass filter must reduce out-of-hand noise with minimum signal
distortion. The envelope detector awl threshold detentor must determine the
timh* peak (or center) of the pulse resulting from the received si41Cl. Since
the preamble detector must operate even when the signal level is quite low and in the presence of notse, all o! the components must be aligned to maximize
the signal compared with noise, and the threshold must be set to limit the false
alarm rate (FAR). This operation at low signal and with varying noise or laterference is a critical part of system design.
This classical IF, phase-coded preamble acquisition requires close control over the amplitude and time-delay characteristics of the tapped delay line.
This control Is required both over manufacturing tolerances and over temperature and aging effects in the field environment. For example a cumulative gain
variation per tap of only one-hundredth of I percent results in over 50-pereent
degradAtion In the pulse output. Even more critical, a cumulative time delay
error per tap of less than ote-tenth of I degree at the 300-MIz IF (0.001 ns)
would completely eliminat the pulse output.
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If Phase Coded Preamble Acquisition. This classical approach provides excellent signal detection, but
requires close control of many high-frequency components.
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Tapped Delay Line Preamble Acquisition
Techniques

UNDERSTANDING OF THE BASEBAND PREAMELE ACQUISITION TECHNIQUE
Component accuracy and stability requirements of the classical If matched-filter
preamble acquisition technique are eliminated through the use of a digital baseband
technique.
I'he time-delay accuracy requirement of the IF preamble acquisition
technique, described in the previous topic, is much relieved (by a factor of 5)
by utilizing a basehand preamble acquisition technique. This technique (see Figure A) provides performance equal to that of the IF technique. Since the phase
of the received signal as not known, two quadrature processing channels are required. For each channel, a local oscillator at the center frequency of the IF is
used to mix to baseband (sometimes termed "phase detection"). In one case, the
local oscillator is used directly, and in the other case a phase-shifted (quadrature) local oscillator is used. Each of the baseband channels operates to match
the signal just as in the IF approach. However, each channel contains only part
of the signal and half of the noise. The square and sum functions recombine the
signal to eliminate the effect of unknown phase and produces an output much like
the envelop( le,*'ctor of the IF technique. While the time-delay accuracy required is rv. wreu by this baseband approach, the cumulative gain problems still
exist, and a large quantity (several thousand) of multipliers (switchable inverters)
are required.
The analog baseband preamble acquisition technique is useful primarily
as a stepping stone for understanding the digital approach of Figure B. By converting the analog low-pass outputs to digital form and shifting these values along
a shift register, the critical difficulties of maintaining stability of gain and time
delay are effectively eliminated. Since the values are maintained digitally, they
do not change as they are shifted along. The rate of shifting is controlled by the
stable crystal clock of the WCCM unit and Is, therefore, much more accurate
than necessary for this function. While a small loss in signal-to-noise is experienced in the analog-to-digital conversion process, it is more than compensated for by the elimination of stability problems.
In the digital approach, the multipliers are replaced by "exclusive or"
gates, thereby eliminating any repetitive analog components. By using the complementary MOS processing, 50 stages of the shift registers and multipliers
can be packaged in one small package (about one-quarter inch square).
This digital baseband technique has been proven by Hughes in field-tested
hardware. It offers the promise of small size, high reliability, and low cost for
production components.
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Figure A. Baseband Phase-Coded Preamble Acquisition.
The quadrature baseband detector provides equal
performance to that of th~e scheme shown in the preceding topic, with somewhat less critical components.
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Appendix C
RCV TRANSMITTER POWER AMPLIFIER HARDWARE SURVEY AND
EVALUATION
The multiple channel TDMA/FDMA RCV transmitter power amplifier requirements
can be met very easily using conventional existing components. Single channel
burst TDMA power amplifier requirements cannot presently be met and high risk
development should be expected for near term WCCM applications.
In the course of the WCCM study, considerable attention was given to
evaluating both a single channel return link which employed burst TDMA, as
well as the selected multiple channel TDMA/FDMA return link. Table C-I lists
the RCV power amplifier requirements for the multiple channel TDMA/FDMA
and single channel burst TDMA approaches. These requirements were derived
using the waveform design parameters applicable to the two return link
approaches.
Multiple Channel TDMA/FDMA RCV Transmit Power Amplifier - The
multiple channel TDMA/FDMA power amplifier requirements outlined in
Table C-I were analyzed for hardware implemeutat-on using discrete solid
state components, klystrons and traveling wave tubes.
It was determined that existing solid state technology could not presently
meet the requirements of the system. Watkins Johnson, presently working on
state of the art Electron Bombardment Semiconductor (EBS) amplifiers has managed to reach CW power levels of 50 to 100 watts, but only in sub-GHz frequencies. It is projected that EBS amplifiers will have the capability of being used
as C-band grid modulators in two to four years. As grid modulators, rise
and fall times in the order of 10 to 15 nanoseconds will be realized. Typical
efficiencies for the EBS amplifier are between 50 and 70 percent.
Hughes and Sperry Rand are presently engaged in development work with
Trapatt amplifier design. Hughes has developed and tested a 12 watt X-band
pulsed Trapatt amplifier with 29 percent efficiency, however with limitations
of 50 microsecond pulse durations and 20 percent duty cycle. They have also
developed a C-band pulsed 20 watt Trapatt amplifier with 35 percent efficiency,
however with limitations of 15 microsecond pulse durations and 20 percent
duty cycles. Hughes is currently designing a 20 watt CW X-band Trapatt amplifier which they expect to complete before the end of this year. Expected instantaneous bandwidths of the 20 watt system is 2 percent with a total tunable
bandwidth capability of approximately 10 percent. Increased instantaneous
bandwidths of up to 10 percent will be attempted during the development phase.
Hughes goals Include the development of a 100 watt CW X-band Trapatt amplifier before June of 1973. The 100 watt system will be developed using power
"combining techniques associated with the 20 watt CW amplifier. No data is
presently available on noise, phase linearity, or phase jitter parameters. The
feasibility of 1 kW CW C- and X-band systems before 1975 is very realistic
based on current strides in Trapatt amplifier design. Presently Sperry Rand is
contracted by the U.S. Navy to develop a 11 kW pulsed Trapatt amplifier with
33 percent duty cycle (1975 time frame). The parameters associated with the
Sperry development contract are classified and therefore were not available
for this report.
- Theuse of Klystrons for baseline implementation is not presently realizable due to their severe instantaneous bandwidth limitations although tunable
bandwidths of 500 MHz can be achieved at a 100 watt average power level in
both the C- and X-bands. Instantaneous bandwidths are limited to approximately
40 ýMHz. In fact the cost effectiveness of using Klystrons instead of TWTs with
compatible 40 MHz bandwidth capability is questionable. Conventional Klystron
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amplifier parameters are listed in Table C-I1. It can be seen from these tables
that both the instantaneous and total bandwidth requirements of the baseline sydt em far exceed typical Klyston parameters. Another disadvantage of the
Klystron is the requirement for a Klystron tuner.
TABLE C-I. MULTIPLE CHANNEL TDMA/FDMA AND SINGLE CHANNEL
BURST TDMA POWER AMPLIFIER PARAMETER REQUIREMENTS
Parameter

Single Channel
Burst TDMA

Multiple Channel
TDMA/FDMA

Average Power

W
106N

100 W

Peak Power

100 W (Mode C)

1 kW

Duty Cycle

100%

12 to 15%

Bandwidth W/O Mechanical
Tuning

420 MHz

200 MHz

Instantaneous Bandwidth

60 MHz

200 MHz

Cooling

Conduction

Conduction

Gain

30 to 40 dB

30 to 40 dB

Noise Figure

25 to 30 dB

25 to 30 dB

Specification

MIL- E-5400 Class II

MIL- E-5400 Class II

Turn-On/Off Speed

100 isec (Mode C)

50 ý±sec

Max. Pulse Duration

1-3 ms (Mode C)

2 ms

Frequency

C, X or KU band

C, X or KU band

TABLE C-Il. TYPICAL KLYSTRON PARAMETERS
Total Bandwidth

250 MHz

Maximum Pulse Width

1-50 ýLsec

Maximum Instantaneous Bandwidth

10 MHz

Power

High Power 50-100 kW

Tuning

Mechanical, Rkquired Kystron
Tuner

Gain

30-40 dB

Noise Figure

28-30 dB

Efficiency

30-40%

Phase TLinearity:
K-band

< 8° over 4 MHz Spectrum
at 250 W

KU Band

<12" over 4 MHz Spectrum
at 100 W
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Appendix C
RCV TRANSMITTER POWER AMPLIFIER HARDWARE SURVEY AND
EVALUATION (Continued)
Another device which was discussed in the WCC M proposal was the

*
-•:
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Twystron. This device combines the high power capabilities of the Klystron
and the large bandwidth characteristics of the TWT. The Twystron, however
is utilized exclusively with power levels in excess of 200 kW. The implementation of twystron technology to power levels less than 200 kW would gain no
advantage over conventional TWT technology, and therefore has not been considered by tube manufacturers. In addition, Twystron efficiency reduces drastically at reduced operating powers.
The multiple channel TDMA/FDMA RCV power amplifier requirements
can be met very easily using conventional conduction cooled helix structured
PPM-focused traveling-wave tubes. Table C-Ill includes technical data from
several TWT manufacturers illustrating present day conventional TWT parameters. Due to the high bandwidth characteristics of TWTs, typically one octave,
mechanical or electrical tuning will not be required to meet the 420 MHz bandwidth requirements. TWTs built for airborne application conforming to MILE-5400 Class II are available from many manufacturers including Hughes, Teledyne MEC, Varian, Sperry Rand, Litton, Keltec and Cober to name a few.
Because a TWT is electrically long, its phase and gain characteristics are
sensitive to even small changes in operating voltages. Typical values of phase
linearity in X-band are 20 over a 60 MHz bandwidth and within 100 over a 500 MHz
bandwidth. Phase jitter being highly dependent on the TWT power supply can be
controlled to a high degree by power ,;upply design and TWT gain. The TDMA
.4urst mode requirement can be satisfied by simply pulsing the CW tube on and
off. Although the average power will drop to approximately 4 watts (assuming
a duty cycle of 4 percent), the processing gain associated with the TDMA burst
mode will more than account for the average power amplifier gain reduction. The
use of a dual-mode TWT in which the peak to average power ratio is typically
3 to 5 dB could be used to provide additional gain, however, this is not considered necessary. Another consideration that must be given to the TWT is that of
degree-of cut-off which can be attained. That is, actual suppression of the carrier that can be obtained relative to a peak pulse power output. Characteristically this value is 50 to 60 dB. The baseline system will require closer to
60 dB carrier suppression to avoid RCV carrier interference with other RCVs
operating in the TDMA burst mode. This suppression level is not seen as a
serious problem.
Single channel burst TDMA RCV Transmit Power Amplifier - Foi RCV
applications, low primary power light weight power-amplifiers are necessary.
Typical RCV payload capability as pointed out by the Ryan Corporation are
listed in Table C-IV. A typical CW 1kW C- or '-band TWT with PPM focusing
weighs in excess of 100 pounds. If solenoid focusing is used, weight decreases
to approximately 50 pounds, however at least 1 kW of additional primary power
is required for the solenoid supply. This essentially forces the designer to
consider the relative light weight, low power pulsed TWT devices. However,
existing TWTs are generally designed either for CW operation or pulse applications with typical maximum pulse duration of 30 microseconds and maximum
duty cycles of 8 percent. As such, the single channel TDMA RCV power amplitier requirements specified in Table 1 impose a more severe requirement on
existing device technology.
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TABLE C-Ill. TYPICAL 100 WATT CW TWT TUBE AND AMPLIFIER PARAMETERS

Parameter

Sperry Rand

Teledyne*

Hughes**

Varian

Keltec, Inc.

STX-52252

M2705

279H

VTC 6260A1

CA 600-100*

Average Power

100 W

100 W

100 W

100 W

100 W

Total Bandwidth
Cooling
Saturation Gain
Noise Figure
BeamVoltage
Frequency
Efficiency
Size

4.2 GHz
Forced air
44 dB

4 GHz
Conductive
30 dB
35 dB

350 MHz
Conductive
35 dB
29 dB
4 kV
5.9-6.25 GHz
45-50%

4 GHz
Forced air
30 dB
35 dB
4.5 kV
4.0-8.0 GHz
20-30%
15 in (length)

4 GHz
Conductive
30 dB
35 dB

Weight
VSWR Input
Output
Prime Power
Voltage
Frequency

7 lb

9 kV
8.2-12.4GHz
16-25%
16 in (length)

7-11 GHz
9%
16 in x 8 in
x 5 in
35 lb
2.5:1
2.5:1
1100 Watts
115 VAC 3C
380-420 Hz
$15-20K

Cost

5 lb

$50K

4.9-8.0
9%
21 in x 7 in
x 5 in
33 lb
3.0:1
3.0:1
1150 W
115 V 3.
400 Hz
$12,975

$5500

*Includes TWT, solid state power supply and all necessary protective and control circuitry.
**Represents State-of-the Art TWT design. 1975 cost estimate considerably less.
TABLE C-IV.

ESTIMATED AVIONICS PAYLOAD CAPABILITY FOR RCVs
Configuration

Payload Parameters

High Altitude
Relay

High Altitude
RECCE

Low Altitude
RECCE

Size Volume
15 ft 3

9.0 ft 3

6 ft 3

25 ft 3
2 x 25 ft3
4 ft

2.4 ft3
2 x 13 ft3

22 ft3
2 x 9 ft

Normal Configuration

500 lb

200 lb

180 lb

Wing Pods

2 x 1P000 lb

2 x 700 lb

2 x 500 lb

9.6 kW
4.2 kVA

3 kW

3 kW

Normal Configuration
Nose Extension
Wing Pods
Aft Equipment Components
Weight (of Additional Payload)

Power Available
Normal Configuration
Larger Generator

3.6 kW
+4.2 kVA

3.6 kW
+4.2 kVA
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Appendix C
'RCV TRANSMITTER POWER AMPLIFIER HARDWARE SURVEY AND
EVALUATION (Continued)
The most severe requirement is the 2 millisecond pulse duration dictated
by the single channel TDMA burst requirements. The severity of this problem is
such that at present, TWTs meeting the single channel TDMA RCV power amplifier requirements do not exist. Presently Hughes, Electron Dynamics Division,
is developing a 2 kW 40 percent duty cycle 200 MHz bandwidth depressed collector pulsed TWT. This particular TWT represents a potential device for use
in the single channel TDMA return link RCV power amplifier. The parameter
data for this tube is included in Table C-V for reference only. Table C-V includes typical 1 kW TWT parameters.
Teleyne MEC has looked into the feasibility of developing a pulse TWT
to meet the single channel TDMA burst power amplifier requirements. Presently they have no TWT which will meet these requirements, however they have informed the author that they can develop one to meet the requirements at a development cost of $150K within a 10 months time frame. The Teledyne MEC
TWT will be similar to their present M5813 pulse TWT and can be built for
either C- or X-band operation. Nonrecurring engineering costs will be slightly
less for the C-band system. Expected TWT weight is 8 pounds with 24 percent
efficiency. Teledyne anticipates a total dollar cost of $16K for production run
of a power amplifier including the above TWT with power supply, modulator and
protection circuitry.
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TABLE C-V.

Parameter

Varian
VTX 6380A1

Peak Power

1 kW

Cooling

California

TYPICAL 1KW PULSED TWT PARAMETERS
Varian
VTC 5360A1

Hughes
774 H

Varian
VTC 5261J1

Hughes*
Atlas-2

1 kW

1.25 kW

1 kW

2 kW

Conduction

Conduction

Conduction

Conduction

50 dB

54 dB

Saturation
Gain

30 dB

40 dB

Frequency

8.4-9.8 GHz

5.4-5.9 GHz 8.0-16 GHz

5,4-5.9

200 MHz BW

Efficiency

12%

11%

120%

28%

Size

12.5 in.
long

13.5 in. long 12 !n. long

5 lb

5 lb

Weight

115 lb

VSWR Input
Output

4 1/2 lb

14 lb

2.5:1
2.5:1

2.5:1
2.5:1

$7,500 Single qty.

$15.3K

25 ýiLec

TPD

Cost

>$10K

$4,000

Max. Pulse
Duration

na

20 I, seo

20 jisec

Duty Cycle

100%

1T

45

BoamT Cycle

8.5 k-V

10. 5kV

7 kv

Peak- Bean

1a

1.7 a

1a

4 0r
12.5 kV

Current

*presently in development stage
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Appendix D
EVALUATION OF PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENT RESULTING FROM NARROWBAND
INTERFERENCE-REDUCING NOTCH FILTERS
The use of automatic tracking notch filters in the WCCM can be of significant value
in noise environments containing narrowband interfering signals of large amplitude.
Simulation results show a median improvement in signal-to-noise ratio of up to 9 dB
for cases of multiple Interferers where the number of filters is less than the number of inteferers.
The spread spectrum nature of the WCCM allows it to discriminate against
narrowband interfering signals having power much larger than the desired signal
power (within processing gain limitations). It is of interest, however, to evaluate
the improvement in system performance to be gained by the incorporation of automatic tracking notch filters to perform predetection filtering of narrowband interference. Two aspects of the problem are pertinent, one being the effect of
notch filters on the desired signal and the second being the reduction in interference due to notch filtering.
The effect of notch filtering on the desired signal of primary interest is
the loss in peak signal-to-wideband-noise ratio at the output of the notched filter.
This quantity was determined analytically, assuming that the notch filter can be
represented at baseband as a simple pole-zero pair in the S-plane. Mathematically, the difference in the peak Output signal-to-widehand-noise ratio with notch
filtering (SNR)NM and without (SNR)M can be expressed as follows:

(SNR)M

-

(81411)~ 10 log.P

where BP is the notch filter 3 dB depth bandwidth and B Is the signal 3 dB bandwidth. The loss In peak signal-to-wideband-nolse ratio is plotted In Figure D-I
as a function of the ratio %n/B. It can be seen that for notch fractional bandwidth
less than 0. 2 the loss in signal-to-noise ratio is !ess than 1.2 dD. As an approxi:nation, if the fractional bandwidth is small, the losq, is signal-to-noise ratio is
directly proportional to the fractional notch bandwIdth. If multiple notches are
used, the loss ts directly proportional to the ratio of the sum of the notch bandwidths to the signal bandwidth.
The second aspect of interest is the improvement in the overall signalto-noise ratio whici can be realized in a noise envlroisment containing narrowband Interference. A computer simulation was performed using a Monte Carlo
approach to determine the improvement factor. The simulation is based on the
selection of N Independent, identically distributed random numbers to represent.
the power in each of N narrowband i•nterfering signals. The probability density
function which governed the distribution of the power was as follows.-

SIX1

eX-/r

0 'SX s 8 0

r 8.05
where x is the power in dB above some reference level ind r is approximately
equal to the average value of x. The selection of this distribution can be easily
Justified under the assumption of a uniform spatial distribution of emitters. The
selection of 80 dD of dynamic range is sumewhat arbitrary but does not affect
the results appre,..Iably if the dynamic range is much larger than r.
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Appendix D

EVALUATION OF PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENT RESULTING FROM NARROWBAND
INTERFERENCE-REDUCING NOTCH FILTERS (Continued)
The flow of the simulation is as follows. First, N independent random
numbers are selen'.ed from the distribution given above to represent the power
for each of the N interfering signals. Then the power in each individual interfering sigril is compared to the total power of all the interfering signals plus
wideband noise. (For the simulation, the wideband noise level was taken to be
ten times the smallest possible interfering signal level.) If the ratio of the
interfering signal level to the total interfering plus wideband noise powver exceeded the notch activation threshold R, then the interfering signal was considered to be a candidate for notching. Of those interferhig signals above threshold,
M were selected randomly for notching and were assumed to be totally eliminated, where M is the number of available notch filters. For each value of N, M,
and R, the above procedure was repeated 25 times by using a different Interfering signal set for each trial. A summary of the results of the simulation are
shown in Figures D-2 through D-4. Each point on the curves represents the
median result of 25 trials. Each of the plots shows the median improvement in
overall signal-to-noise ratio, which is equivalent to the decrease in the median
interference plus wideband noise ratio between the input am) output of the notch
filter bank. The improvement factor is plotted as a function of the notch filter
activation threshold for different numbers of interfering signals and different
numbers of notch filters. Each of the curves for which the number of available
filters is less than the number of interfering signals shows decreasing performance as the threshold is increased towards I and decreased towards 0. 1he r*rform•c.n, decreases as the threshold is increasod towards 1 becauso tht notch
filters will not be activated if the threshold Is set too high. If the threshold is
set too low, then all the available notch filters will be activated but they com
then become assigned to the low levei !ntoerfrers ginee they are assiped to ain
interfering signal above thrshold on a random basis and are not ncessarily
assigned to the largest Interfering signals. Thus, If the threshold Is set too low.
the notch filter hank be.comes saturated, reýultlng in decreased performance.
11e optimum threshold setting is a function of the number of filters avatlable;
it appears to be relatively independent. of the number of Interfering signals. As
the number of available filters Increases, the threshold can be decreased so
thWt lower level signals can be acted upon without sacrificing the ability to
notch out the large Intorferers. If one filter is available the optimum thresholi
is in the vicinity of 0.2 or 0.3. It two filters are available the optimum threshold is in the vicility of 0. 05 to 0. 1. For three filters it is near 0. 05 and for
five filters it Is balwen 0.02 and 0. 05.
The curves show an improvement in nerformance as the number of
filters is increased, but the Improvement Is not directly proportional to the
increase. It appears that the incremental improvement in dB is constant as thi
number of filters is increased geometrically; that Is, if Increasing the number
of filters from one to two gains 2 dB, then another 2-40 improvement requires
increasing the number of filters from two to four. Tin &4,,'-rved improvement
in signal-to-noise ratio ranges from 4 to 5 dlB for one filter up to C to 9 for
five filters.
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GLOSSARY
(Alphabetical List of Abbreviations)

*

A/D
AGC
AJ
ARQ
AATR
BNC
IBPF
BPS
CDMDA
CMOS
J/S
C/No
CPSM
CT
EBS
ECM
ECCM
FDM
FDMA
FEBA
FH
GCS

*GSS
IC
ICNI

SIF
*

LPF
LSI
MGCS
MSI

OSC
PA
PC
PFA
PME
PN
PSK
RCV
RF
RX
SGS
SNR
S/N
SSf
TATS
TCM
TDM
TDMA
TH
TTL
TX

analog to digital
automatic gain control
anti-jamming
automatic reteansmission request
air transport rack
a class of connector
band pass filter
bits per second
channel demodulator and message decoder assemblies
Complementary Metal Oxide Semiconductor
Jammer to Signal Ratio
carrier to noise density
continuous phase shift modulation
continuous telemetry
electronic bombardment semiconductor
electronic countermeasures
electronic counter-countermeasures
frequency division multiplex
frequency division multiple access
forward edge of the battle area
frequency hop
Ground Control Station
Ground Slave Station
integrated circuit
Integrated, communications, navigation, and identification
intermediate frequency
low pass filter
large scale integrated circuits
Master Ground Control Station
medium scale integration devices
oscillator
power amplifier
probability of communication
probability of false message acceptance
prime mission equipment
pseudo noise
phase shift key
remotely contr, Liea vehicle
radio frequency
receiver
slave ground station
signal to noise ratio
signal to noise ratio
small scale integration devices
Tactical Satellite Modulator/Demodulator
timing and control modules
time divislor' multiplex
time division multiple access
time hop
transistor-transistor logic
transmitter

-

G-1

VCO
V&T
WCCM
2 CPSM

G-2

voltage controlled oscillator
video and telemetry
Wideband Command and Control Modem
binary continuous phase shift modulation

